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PREFACE 

h 血istwenty四forthissue of血eCYRIC Annual Repo:此， wesummarize the 

activities in research and development, and in佐ai凶ngof radioisotope safe-treatment at血e

Cyclo甘onand Radioisotope Center (CYRIC) during血ecalendar ye紅 2003.

Research at CYRIC was carried out in the fields of nuclear physics, nuclear 

chemis仕y, material sciences, nuclear medicine us泊g PET (oncology, neurology, 

ph紅macology),radiopharmaceutical chemistry, health physics, nuclear instrumentation, 

nuclear medical engineering (diagnosis and therapy低chnology),nuclear engineering組 d

elemental analysis using PIXE. 

Development and improvement on nuclear instruments and techniques have 

progressed in acceleration of high intensity negative ion hydrogen beams, which we intend 

to use for production of a high泊tensityneu住onbeam. A to旬1of 2690 hours of 

be但n-t泊iewas delivered by血eK=llOMeV cyclo甘onfor scheduled operation in research 

work. 

New radiopharmaceuticals labeled with 18F and 11C have been developed for PET study. 

Routine preparations of. [18F]FDG, [11C]me血ion也e,[11C]doxepin, [11C]raclopride, and 

[11C]donepezil were carried out with the Cyprisl HM:・12cyclo甘on.

百ieresearch program on P医E analysis has been carried out by us泊gan 

elec町ostaticaccelerator (4.5 MV Dynamitron) at the Fast Neutron LaboratoryσNL), 

Graduate School of Engineering, Tohoku University, under the scientific tie up between 

CYRIC組 dFNL. A total of 300 hours beam-time was served to血isprogram. 

Concerning the education in radioisotope safe－位eatment,576 staff members and 

students of Tohoku University were trained in the safe handling of radiation and 

radioisotopes, while 215 staff members and students received training泊血e“X-ray

course”． In addition, 82 staff members and students were甘剖nedin the safe handling of 

radiation合oma SOR. 

百iisye飢 wehave to announce with deep regret血atEmeritus professor Manabu 

Fujioka has passed away at白eage of 67 on 12 Oct. 2003. As mentioned泊血epreface of 

CYRIC Annual Report 1999, his con凶bution.sto CYRIC and his achievements in scientific 



rese釘chand education釘emanifold and admirable. He has been highly regarded也白e

field of nuclear physics using βray spectroscopy and isotope on-line sep紅ator. Professor 

Fujioka will always be remembered for his achi~vements and fo~ his personality 

At the end of March 2003, Professor Orihara retired after 13合ui凶ilyears as 

director at CYRIC. Prof. Orihara has been active at TOHOKU University for 43 ye紅 S

including his student ye訂s組d凶 hislong university life, he achieved much in research, 

education，組dmanagement of CYRIC. 

He was one of血efirst staff members at CYRIC, constructed the first cyclo甘onas 

a leading member in April 19'7 4 and supported studies at CYRIC as head of the Division of 

Instrumentations. He accomplished the in甘oduction of a 血ree-d泊施nsional

high-resolution posi仕ontomograph (PET) 2400W-S in 1994, the small mι12 cyclo甘onin 

1998，血enew K=l 10 cyclo佐on泊 1999and large-scale detection systems for neutrons and 

y-rays in 1999. He con甘ibutedmuch to the meetings of directors of National University 

RI centers as vice-chairman. 1 

Among his accomplishments，出ein甘oductionof a beam swinger and neu甘on

time-of-flight system to白ecyclo甘on-a first time in Japan・ -discovered a new nuclear 

excitation mode of spin iso・~pin interaction by using the (p, n) reaction. He elevated the 

Cyclo甘onRI center to among the best in the world and has played an active role as 

au血orityin neu甘onspec甘ome甘y. When the cyclo位onwas renewed泊 1998,he 

developed a new neutron detection system offering high resolution and high efficiency, 

which ranks among白ebest in the world. He made considerable contributions to 

education in凶Nu伽

We wish to express our deepest gratitude to Prof. Orihara for his devotion to 

science, technology and education. 

National Universities will be corporate entities 合omApril 2004釦 din血isnew 

situation, CYRIC will continue its efforts to fu制redevelopment in accelerator science. 

8We訂emost gta飽白Ito Tohoku University and to白eMinis甘yof Education, 

Sports, Culture, Science and Technology for continuous support. 

March 2004 

Keizo ISHII 
Director 
Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 
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I. 1. Search for Gamow-Teller Strengths泊 140

via the (p,n) Reaction 

Okamura H., Terakawa A., Suzuki H., Sugimoto N., Shinozaki H., and Hasegawa T. 

CYRIC, Tohoku Unかersity

百ieold and well-known feature of血emass A= 14 sys飽m is血e組 omalous

h泊dranceof血etransition between the ground state of 14N (f=l+, T=O）姐d白eground 

states of 140組 d14C (f=O+, T=l). Al白ough由equantum numbers involved would permit 

a Gamow-Teller decay, the log（声） values訂eas large as 9.0組 d7.3 for 14C組 d140, 

respectively, allowing the widely used 14C dating in archaeological studies. A number of 

theoretical wor~写 have been made, but it is interesting to no低白atnone of the widely used 

empirical effective p-or psd-shell model interactions can expla泊血isfamous suppression. 

Recently it was suggested血at血esuppression C釦 beexplained if a tensor component of 

the residual interaction is considered凶 alarge model space1>. It was also suggested血at

the main p紅tof the Gamow-Teller s甘eng血shouldbe found at higher excitation energies, 

which, however, has not been established due to the lack of experimental data. Aiming at 

pursuing出isproblem，出e14N(p,n)140 reaction has been measured at Ep=10 MeV and 

0n=0°-60° wi白 smallcontaminants by using a gas t釘get. 14N gas was contained in a cell 

having 6・μm白ickHavar windows at a pressure of 1 atm. 百iet紅 getthickness was 5 cm, 

which gives佃 energyloss comparable to other sources of energy spread. Owing to白e

newly installed beam buncher, the intensity of 20-90 nA was obtained after beam pulse 

selection by 118. A typical excitation energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. 百el=O 

Gamow-Teller S廿eng出 willbe extracted from the angul紅 dependenceof血espec住aby 

using the multipole-decomposition analysis. 

Referenαs 

1) Aroua S., Navratil P., Zar司ckL., Fayache M.S., Barrett B.R., Vary J.P.，姐dHeyde K., Nucl. 
Phys. A720 (2003) 71. 
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I: 2. Redu~“on ~~the Gamow-1 
泊＇uGa－＇＂’Znby the 35-MeV (p’n) Reaction on 7UZn 

Orihara H., Terakawa A.*, Suzuki H. *, Kikuchi Y. *, Kumagaiκ：G. C. Jon.料， Ishiiκぺ
and Ohnuma H.一一

Tohoku Institute of Technology, Yagiyama-Kasumicho, Sendai 982-857スJapan
Cyclotron and Radioisotope center, Tohoku University~ 

Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica, Nankang Taipei, Taiwan 11592柿

Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku University••• 
Department of Physics, Chiba Institute of Technology, Chiba 275・0023,Japan ..” 

百ie(pス） reaction has provided us with information about spin-isosp泊， aswell as 

isospin excitation modes in nuclei. One can selectively excite the sp泊－flipcomponents in 

the (p刈 reactionat intermediate energies 1)血roughthe relatively s仕ongspin-isosp泊

effective interaction (Ven). Low energy 35・MeV(p,n) reactions, due to血es甘ongsp泊

non-flip isovector effective interaction (V-r), give us equivalent information on bo白

excitation modes. Moreover, it gives us a sufficient energy resolution to discuss (p,n) 

S甘eng血 forindividual nuclear levels2・3>, although exchange con住ibutions紅eimportant at 

low energies. Various problems associated with the distorted-wave (DW) analysis of 

low-energy (p,n) data were discussed in detail by Ohnuma et al4>. It has been found 

possible to obtain basically the same information as白atat intermediate energies if careful 

analysis including exchange terms is carried out. 

Recently, a simple but reliable linear relation has been found by Orihara et al.5> to 

calibrate血e35-MeV (p,n) cross section to血ecoη・esponding GT ma仕ixelement by the aid 

of血ecross section for the IAS甘ansition血血esame reaction, and obtained G’T-ma甘ix

elements have been successfully compared with those at the intermediate energy (p,n) 

reactions. One of the interesting S釘nplesfor application of白ismethod is prediction of 

血eGT matrix element for the f→o＋甘組sition泊由e70Ga -70zn system as illustrated in 

Fig. 1. 

As shown in Fig. 1，血eparent nucleus 70Ga has two modes of decay occurring 

simultaneously with a half-life 21.14 minutes6＞，組dwith血epercentage p of total decay 

occurring泊白emode under consideration. Beta-decay of血e1 + ground state of 70Ga is 
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dominated by the W decay to the o+ ground state of 70Ge. 百iecon甘ibutionof p to the log 

ft is proportional to log p7＞.百ieold compilation for the log ft value of electron capture 

~－decay of 70Ga泊 Ref.6 was 5.0 wi血 thebranching of 0.2%, and血erep or飽dvalue by 

Brumster8> was 4.8 with the percentage 0.24%, while it has been further revised in血e

recent compilation9> as 4. 7 for the log ft value wi也0.41% in Ref. 6 as shown in Fig. 1. As 

such, it seems sig凶白cantto study血is'3-ray 即時血 byother 脱出od,for example, wi白

血e(p,n) reaction by which we紅eable to reduce the co汀・espond泊gB(G力 value. 百1e

甘組sitionhaving quite small branching with a large GT ma佐ixelement may present a good 

place to determine an important GT matrix element by the (p,n) reaction. 

h 白isreport, we di~cuss measurements of血eweakly populated ground sta低

位組sition泊血e70zn(p,n)70G~ reaction by means of high・resolution35・MeV experiments. 

By血e剖dof白emeasurements for IAS甘ansition,we suggest a new complementally value 

of血eGT matrix element for f→o＋仕組sitionin白e70Ga -7°'Zn system, applying the 

me血od泊Ref.5. 

百1eexperiment was carried out using a 35 Me V proton beam合omthe AVF 

cyclo甘onand the time-of-flight facilities11・12> at血eCyclo甘onand Radioisotope Center at 

Tohoku University. A beam1swinger system was used to measure angul紅 distributionsof 

emitted neu仕onsbetween 0° '}Ild 140° (Iぬ）・’The凶 getwas a 4.04mg/cm2 －血ickmetallic 

foil of 7°'Zn enriched to 85 %. Neu甘onswe児 detectedby an array of twelve detectors, 

which were located at 44.3 m from the target組 dcon旬也eda total of 23.2 liters of NE213 

SC泊tillator. 百1edetector efficiencies were obtained企omMonte Carlo calculations for 

monoenergetic neu甘ODSwi血 E S 34 Me V. Absolute detector efficiencies were also 

measured by counting neutrons from the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction and comparing its yield with 

the absolute neu住onfluence d~term泊ed by activation. 泊施ywere in good agreement with 

the Monte Carlo calculations.1 Overall time resolution was typically 1.3 ns co町・espond泊g

to 17 4 ke v for the most energetic neu甘ons. Main contributions to this resolution were 

attributed to白et泊施 spreadof the beam burst of incident protons. E汀orsin the absolute 

scale of白ecross sections were est泊施也dto be less血an15%. Further experimental 

details have been given in a previous report11・12>. 

Figure 2 shows an excitation energy neu仕onspectrum measured at 20・degrees.

百iewe紘lypopulated peak to血eground state in 70Ga is clearly seen. Background企ee

and high-resolution measure~ents have been achieved. 百1eover all energy resolutions紅e

174keV佃 d120keV for groupd state and IAS仕組sitions,respective} y. 
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Figure 3 shows組 gul紅 dis甘ibutionsfor neu甘onsleading to白eground state, and to 

百iecurve for the IAS甘ansitionis macroscopic distorted wave 

Optical po飽ntialparameters of 

血eIAS at Ex= 8.26MeV. 

predictions calculated by the computer code D羽司JCK13).

Becchetti and Greenlees14）紅eused for the en位組cechannel. ’Those for the exit channel 

Parameters for the were self-consistent potential p釘佃ieters・derived by Carlson et al15). 

isovector p制 of出eoptical potential to genera飽白eIAS仕 組sition紅etaken台omRef. 16. 

Including cross section magnitudes and血eir個別lardistribution, comp訂isonfor the IAS 

甘組sitionis quite satisfactory making clear the feature of白eL = 0 transition which is 

common for the IAS組 dGT甘ansitions. Also illustrated, in Fig. 2，釘ecross-sections and 

出.eirangul紅 dis甘ibutionfor the o＋→ 1 + transition leading to the ground state in 70Ga. 

’Though cross-section magnitudes for the IAS甘組sitionare almost 30 times larger白 組

those for the ground state仕組sition,these佃 gul紅 dis甘ibutions釘equite sit凶l飢 except血e

angles at valleys due to血eQ-value di首erencebetween these two甘ansitions.

百ielinear relation to calibrate the (p,n) cross section to血ecorresponding GT matrix 

element by the aid of出ecross section for the IAS住ansitionin血es但nereaction as 

described by the following relation as described in Ref. 5: 
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To is the t訂getisospin, being not泊住oduced

百iefactor of 113 is due to血espin of白e

with <.N>= 1. 96土0.11as reported in Ref. 5. 

in Ref. 5, where only To= 1 case is discussed. 

initial state. 

By taking into accounts the ratio of血ecross section described before, we ob旬in

We translate白eB(G'匂泊tologft values by following 

relation, assuming血e台eevalues for vector and似 ial・vectorcoupling constants as (gAlgA)2 

= (l.251)2. 

出eB(GT) value as 0.109 ± 0.016. 

B付記2

ft= 

百ielatter may be comp釘・edwith log.ft= 4.7 in Fig.l. 百ms,we obtain logft = 4.56 ± 0.06. 

’The present log.ft value yields (0.56 ± 0.07)% for血ebranching of elec甘oncapture (3-decay 

from 70Ga to 70Zn. 
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In a summ訂y，血e~e紘ly populated ground sta低仕組sition血血.e7°'Zn(p,n) 70Ga 

reaction was observed successfully by means of high-resolution 35・MeVexper泊ients. By 

白eaid of血eme鎚町ementsfor IAS tJ:・ansition,we obtained a new value of白eGT ma凶x

element for f→o＋甘組sitionin白.e70Ga -70Zn system. τbe p陀 sentresult suggested白紙

白eGT matrix element might be lager出anthat reported by f3-decay exper凶.ents.
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I. 3. The 160(p,n)16F Reaction at 50 MeV 

Sugimoto N., Orihara H. • , Terakawa A.・， SuzukiH.・， KumagaiK., Kikuchi Y., 

D抑制entof Physics, Tohoku Universi砂

Cyclotron! and Radioisotope center, Toho初 Universiが

百leisovector o＋今 0・仕組sition血rough血e(p,n) reaction or inelastic nucleon 

scattering may provide a good飽stground for studies of nuclear pion field. In 1982, 

Orih紅aet al. observed1＞血eo＋今 0・transitionthrough白e16Q(p,n)17F reaction at 35 MeV 

for the f凶ttime and suggested白epion-field effects on白eangular dis甘ibutionof血ecross 

section at白ehigh momentupi transfer region (q = 1.0・1.5fm-1）・ Al白oughthe same 

attempts to explore the nuclear pion-field effects were made via the the inelastic proton 

scattering2> and the (p,n) reaction3＞，組yanomaly for the cross sections at白ehigh 

momentum transfer was not abserved. 百ieproblem of血eo＋今 0・仕組sitionis still in 

con甘oversy.

In order to investigate the nuclear pion-field as well as the discrepancy between the 

previous results, we have started a systematic study of血eisovector o＋今 0・甘佃sitionby 

means of白e160(p,n)17F reaction at the incident energy range from 35 to 80 MeV. In血is

report prelimin釘yresults for tμe 160(p,n)17F reaction at 50 MeV will be described. 

’The expぽ加entwas p~rformed using a momentum-analyzed 50・MeV proton beam 

from the A VF cyclo甘onand the neutron time-of-flight (TO町 facility4>at CYR.IC. ’The 

cyclo位onbeam bursts provided at a企・equencyof 16 :MHz were chopped by the sinusoidal 

beam chopp也gsys飽m5>to provide a sufficient dynamic range ( 493 nsec) for the TOF 

measurement. A Myl釘（C1oHs04)nfoil target was bombarded by the chopped beam with 

a beam泊tensityof about 5 nA. 百ietarget白icknesswas 11 mg/cm2. Neu位ons

emitted from the target were measured using the 16 neu位ondetectors containing BC50 lA 

liquid scintillator located at 43.68 m企om血et紅get. Angul訂 dis甘ibutionsof白eneu仕ons

were measured with the beam swinger system. 百iesignals from the neu甘ondetectors 

were processed by the CAMAC-based data acquisition system. 
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Figure 1 shows a typical neu甘onspec甘町ntogether with the results of出e

peak-deconvolution analysis for the・ 1ow-lying states. Neutron energy resolution was about 

184 keV (FWHM). In Figs. 2・5the measured angul紅 dis甘ibutionsof the differential 

cross section are compared with results of the microscopic Distorted Wave Born 

Approx泊iationのWBA)calculations performed with the code DWBA746>. We used the 

global optical potential parameters by Becchetti姐 dGreenlees 7> for the en甘ancechannel, 

and those by Carlson8> for the exit channel. In addition, the Michigan 3・r加 geYukawa 

(M3Y) potential of Bertsch et al.9> was used for the nucleon-nucleon (NN) effective 

interaction. In order to obtain血ewave functions for the initial and final states，血e

shell-model calculations were performed using the shell-model code OXBASH10> where the 

2-particle-2・holeconfigurations within the Op lsOd shell-model space were assumed while 

血eeffective NN interaction by Millener and k町a白11>was employed. 

百iecomp訂isonsbetween the experimental and theoretical results have shown血at

血e個別l釘 distributionsfor the 1-, 2・and3－仕組sitions釘ereproduced by the DWBA 

calculations with normalization factors 1.0, 0.5姐 d1.0, respectively. However, it is 

difficult to compare血eexperimen回Iresult for the ff transition with白atof the calculation 

at this stage because of血epoor statistics and the insufficient energy resolution. 

Recently, a beam bunching system was凶iltand installed12> in印刷ectionline for 

血eAVF cyclo甘onat CYRIC to increase the beam intensity. ’Thus, we are pl祖国ngto 

improve the statistics for the o＋今 0・measurementsusing a higher intensity be但n.
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1） αihara H. et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 49 (1982) 1318. 
2) Hosono K. et al., Phys. Rev. C 30 (1984) 746. 
3) Maday R. et al., Phys. Rev. C 56 (1997) 3210. 
4) Terakawa A. et al., Nucl. Instr.組 dMeth. A491(2002)419. 
5) Terakawa A. et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A，泊press.
6) Schaeffer R. and Raynal J.，血ecompu飽rcode DWBA74, unpublished. 
7) B民 chettiF.D. and Greenlees G.W., Phys. Rev. 192 (1969) 1190. 
8) Carlson G.D. et al., Nucl. Phys. A 249 (1975) 29. 
9) Bertsch G. et al., Nucl. Phys. A 284 (1977) 399. 
10) Etchegoyen et al.，血eshell-model code OXBASH, unpublished. 
11) Millener D.J. and Kw司自D.,Nucl. Phys. A 255 (1975) 315. 
12) Suzt止iH. et al.，血is釦 nualrepo礼
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I. 4. Nucleon Density Distributions in Nuclei Studied by the Microscopic 
Lane-model Analysis for the Isobaric-analog-state Transition 

Terakawa A., Okamura H., Suzuki H., Sugimoto N. Shinozaki H., Hasegawa T., Fukushima 
S., Kumagai K., and Orihara H. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tolwku University 

百ieisobaric analog state (IAS) is excited by血e(p,n) reaction via組 isovector

potential (L佃 epo胞ntial）巧nwhich can be derived合omthe Lane model 1) using the 

following equation: 

Vpn=(T）ーi12(vn-VJ' 、‘，，，
－－
A
 

，，．、、

where Vp and Vnぽeproton-target組 dneu住on-targetpo飽ntials,respectively. T is血e

isospin of白et紅getnucleus. When the Vp and V0 are generated企omthe nucleon-nucleus 

folding po刷 tialson the basis of bo白 nucleon-nucleoninteraction and nucleon densities (pp, 

A小出eVpn depends on血eneu甘on-protondensity difference ( Pn -{Jp )2>・3＞.百ms，血e

(p,n1As) reaction is expected tp be affected by the neu甘on-protondensity difference組 dto 

provide a good place for studies of the nucleon density dis甘ibutionsin nuclei. 

h 出iswork we aim to study血enucleon density distributions in nuclei by 

comp紅泊g白eex per泊施ntaloross sections and an思ii釘 distributionsfor the IAS仕組sition

白rough血e(p川） reaction as well as the elastic proton scattering at白eS包neincident energy 

with those for the theoretical calculations including the theoretical or semi-empirical 

nucleon-densities4>. 

百ieexperiments were performed using a 65 Me V-proton beam from出eAVF 

cyclotron5＞剖 CY阻c. ’TheRroton beam energy was chosen so血at白esys低maticdata6> of 

the elastic proton scattering at 65 MeV performed at RCNP, Osaka University C組 be

employed as血eproton data for the above comparison.τ'he proton be但n was 

momentum-analyzed by the analyzing magnet (ANA3) 7> which has been designed to 
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provide a momentum resoluti<?D: of 1/2400 .. In addition, the sinusoidal beam chopping 

system8> was used to obt剖na sufficient dynamic r組 ge(493 nsec between the beam bursts) 

for the neu甘ont泊施ーoι四位t(TO町measurements.

百iechopped beam was delivered血to血eneu甘onTOF facility9＞.百ietargets 

used were isotopically enriched 42Ca (99 %）姐d208Pb (98 % ) metallic foils. 百ietarget 

thicknesses were 5.0 mg/cm2 for 42Ca姐 d9.7 mg/cm2 for 208Pb. Energies of the emitted 

neu甘onswere measured by means of a time-of-flight technique using the I釘 ge-volume

neu甘on-detectorsystem located at a distance of 43 m企om白et釘get.Angul紅 dis甘ibutions

of也eneu甘onswere measured血血e個別larrange仕om~b. = 0° to 60° with the beam 

swmger system. 

Figure 1 shows typical neu甘onspectra of血.e42Ca, 208Pb{p,n) reactions at 65 MeV. 

The IAS甘ansitionshave been observed at the ground sta飽 of42Sc姐 dEx= 15.18 MeV in 

208Bi. In Fig. 2 the measured佃 gul紅 dis凶butionof the differential cross section for the 

42Ca, (p,nIAs) reaction is shown. 百iemicroscopic Lane-model analysis for the observed 

姐 伊l紅 dis凶butionsis now也progress.
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I. 5. Mass Separation of Proton Induced Fission Products 
by the CYRIC RF-IGISOL 

Sonoda T., Fujita M. *, Yamazaki A.*, Enfio Z竺GotoA., M，か＇ashitaY., Sato N., 
Suzuki T., Tanaka E.・・, and Shinozuka T.’ 

Department of Physics. Tohoku Universi砂
Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University• 

百iestudy of medium-mass neutron rich nuclei far企om白evalley of beta-stability 

represents血efirst凶portantS飽ptoward the understanding of nuclear s住ucture佃 d

r-process. Unstable radioactive beams of such exotic nuclei can be produced泊 two

complement釘yways, the !SOL-method and the in-flight separation me血odl). In血e

ISOL me血od白athas been used by CERN-ISOLDE2>, University of Jyvaskyla3>, 

University of Leuven4>, and O町 group5>,radioactive nuclei釘emainly produced by血e

proton-induced fission reaction with actinide旬rget. Recent progress m血isway is largely 

due to the development of ion-source白atis equipped with on-line isotope sep釘ator.

A new type of ion-source, RF-Ion Guide6>, has been developed using a large gas 

cell equipped with dc組 drf elec凶cfield (Fig.l). A 1訂gegas cell has a gre剖eradvantage 

for stopp泊gcapability of energetic fission products in gas白組曲ecorresponding yields in 

ordinary small size gas cell ion guide. And additional elec凶cfields C組 totallycon甘ol

ions in the cell which c組 reducethe loss by血eneutralization姐 ddiffusion process. 百ie

dc field gives a relatively high velocity in order to quickly guide血eions tow訂dexit the 

cell and the rf field avoid the loss of ions by impmging on the wall and realize the effective 

ex住action合om由eexit hall. 

官ieexperiments have been performed by using 50 MeV proton-induced fission of 

238U at Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center. 百ietargets consist of two 20 mg/cm2 neutral 

uranium foils組 d釘esurrounded 16 ug/cm2 Aluminum foils. To avoid neutralization of 

ions by plasma effect，。iet釘getregion has been sep訂atedby血eAluminum foil to the He 

gas stopping region. 百iebeam cuπent was typically about 1.0 μA on target. Mass 

separated ions are collected on an aluminized Myl釘旬.peof血e旬pe甘ansportsystem.τbe 
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optimum electric field in the gas cell and magnetic field of出emass separator was 

determined by measuring the beta-ray activities of fission products at each mass number. 

The identification and出edetermination of radioactivities of fission pro~ucts were made by 

出e gamma-ray spectrome仕y using two high pure Ge (HPGe) detectors (Fig.2). 

Preliminary results show that the yield for the RF-Ion Guide system is about three times 

larger than出atfor the ordinary our ion guide system. It is clearly proved出atthe RF ion 

guide method wi出bigvolume could function well. 

Further technical developments have been planned; 1) Gas purification, to reduce 

the molecular compounds with a cold-trap in the cell, 2) increase the He gas pressure up to 

100 Torr from present 30 Torr, 3) modification of the skimmer region to SPIG. It is 

expected出atthe yield of fission products will be improved by an order of magnitude 

greater出m 出epresent performance. 
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I. 6. Measurement of the Nuclear G-factor of the 2・アHigh圃spinIsomer 
State of 152Dy 

Fujita M., Endo T., Yamazaki A., Miyake T., Tana初 E.,Sonoda T. *, S~＿zuki T. *, Go！~ A.*, 
Miyashita Y. *, Sato以＊， w~初bayashi r:'••, Hokoiwa N.ぺKibeM.ぺFukuchifぺ

事＊

Odahara A. , Gono Y. , and Shinozuka T. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope center, Tohoku Uni'!ersity 
Department of Physics, Tohoku Universiザ
Department of Physics, Kyushu University~~ 

Center for.Nuclear Science (CNS), University o/Tokyo ~~~ 
Facul.砂ofTechnology, Nishinippon Institute of Technology~~~~ 

明記念factorof血e2T isomer state of 152Dy has been measured using the 

Time-Integral Perturbed Ang叫arDis凶buti onσ1PAD) me白od. 百1ehigh-spin states of 

152Dy have been popula低dby 141Pr(160,p4n)152Dy reaction at E = 115 MeV合om血enew 

AVF cyclo甘onat CYRIC. An enriched 141Pr target of 6 mg/cm2 thickness was placed泊

組 externalmagnetic field (Bexl> of 20.3 kG applied perpendicul釘lyto the beam-detector 

plane. Figure 1 shows the time－泊tegralperturbed組伊1釘 dis甘ibutionsof r-rays emitted 

企om由e2Tsぬte.

h 血ecase of p釘釘nagnettcmaterials, such as r釘eearth elements，出eeffective 

ma伊 eticfield at the nucleus (Beff) is obta泊ed仕om血erelation Be町＝ βB側，whereβis 

called the p紅 amagneticcorre9tion factor, and must be measured independently to ob旬血

血eg-factor. 

百1ep紅白nagneticfactor of Dy ions in Pr t訂gethas been determined to be 4.2(5) by 

血eTime-Di首erentialPerturbed Angul釘 Dis凶bution（τDPAD) measurement of血e

2i-state of 152Dy. Because the g-factor of血is21-isomer state has been known to be 

+0.55(6)1), we could deduce the effective magnetic field in case of也isexperimental 

condition by measuring血eL釘mor台・equencyof 血enuclear spin precession of白iss同te.

Fortunately since both of high-spin isomer states of 152Dy have been popula飽d

simultaneously. Fig町・e2 shows a IDP AD spec町田nof this state and血eeffective 

magnetic field has been ob凶nedto be 8.50(95) T, which corresponds toβ＝4.2. 
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As a result, the g-factor of血e2T isomer state of 152Dy has been obtained to be 

+0.09(5) and has been found to be much smaller血組曲eexpected value of +o.39. It has 

been deduced from a fully aligned configuration of tr (h21112）③ v (f 21n. ht}12 i13n.)2>, which 

is expec旬das an yrast state as a result of Deformed Independent Particle Model (DIPM)3> 

calculation. As seen in Table l, present data suggest血econfiguration of tr (h1112 d312）⑧ V 

( i21312 h912f 112), however the excitation energy of白isconfigurations has been expected to 

be more由加 2MeV higher出組曲atof血eyrast state泊白eDIPM calculation. 

Systematic measurements泊血ehigh-spin isomer s旬飽sof Dy isotope釘eneeded to 

understand this contradiction, so we訂epl姐 ningto measure血eg-factor of the high-spin 

state in other Dy isotopes. 
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Table 1. Expected g-factors for possible configurations. 

configuration g (ex戸cted) Ex(MeV) deformation 

7t(h21112) R v(/2112 /zt;n. i1312) + 0.36 (5) 6.79 -0.097 

1t (h 11/'2 d312) R v ( i21312 h9n/ 112) + 0.15 (5) 9.02 -0.091 
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I. 7. Half-life Measurement of 70Br and Non・細alogBeta Decay 

Suzuki T., Miyake T., Endo T., Fujita M., Yamazaki A., Goto A., 
Miyashita Y., Sato N., Sonoda T., Tanaka E., and Shinozu初 T.

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

Precise measurements for the ft value of 0 ＋→0 + superallowed Fen凶betadecays 

釘eimportant to test白eelec甘oweak standard modell). ’These studies are used to 

determine the weak vector coupling constant. However in order to extract由eprecise Gv 

values合om血eexperimental ft values of 由ebeta-decay, we need the small theoretical 

co汀ections. In血iscase，血ecorrected ft value denoted Ft is related with effective 

weak vector coupling constant G~ ， as follows: 

Ft= ft(l＋δRXI-oc）＝三一
2G~ 

where f is the statistical 附加ction,t is白e抑制half-life，ゐ is也ecalculated ou飽r

radioactive corrections，δc is calculated isospin symmetry breaking correction, and K is 

白eknown constant value. At血eligh隠rnuclei region, ft value has been determined in 

good precision, however，泊血ed；と62region, only few measurements were exist, i.e. 

Chiba et. az.2>, because of production is the small cross sections and short half-lives. 

Recently, 62Ga, 74Rb have been measured剖 ISOLDE3>,TR即Mf4>,and Jyvtts勾la5>. But 

it is not enough to discuss precisely these corrections by the obtained Q-beta values and 

branching ratios including the non-analog V→o+ 甘佃sitions6-9>.

百ieexperiments have been done for the beta-decay of 7°Br produced by the 

58Ni(14N,2n) reaction. A 5.0mg/cm2－出icknatural Nickel target was bombarded by 

100-300pnA, 44 MeV Nitrogen 3+ ions仕om930 A VF cyclo甘onat Tohoku University. 

百lehigh・speedtarget transfer sys飽mwas used10>, which can甘ansport旬rgetabout50 msec. 

Ni甘ogenbeam is chopped by pulse-chopper located at血einiection line of cyclo甘on.
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After beam irradiation，白ebeam was stopped and the t紅getwas仕組sportedto the detector 

position泊 50msec. 百ieemitted beta particles have been detected by counter-telescope 

which consisted 40mmゆNE102Awith lmm－由ickand lOcm squ釘eBC408 plastic 

scintillators with lOcm”thick, mounted on R329・02Hamamatsu photomultipliers. For 

gamma rays, the clover type Germanium detector with住ansistor-resetpreamplifiers was 

placed opposi飽 sideof the beta counters. For half-life measurement, lkHz pulses from 

synthesizer were counted by CAMAC seal低官ielist data of gamma, beta and time gated 

by beta events have been recorded. 

In the half-life analysis, beta p釘ticleis discriminated at Am-Be Compton edge. 

百ieseevenぉ wereincluding 67 As, 70 As and 69Se, which half-lives釘・e42.5sec, 

52.6min, 27.4sec, respectively very longer血an70 Br's one. 百ietime spectrum is shown 

FIG. 1. From出isspec汀um,we have obtained the half-life of 70Br is 81.19士1.78msec.

百risdata is good agreement with previous data11.12>. 

Figure 2 shows a decay scheme of 70 Br 13・14>. Since the 70 Br has a long-life 

isomer15・16＞，白e甘 姐sition945keV of 2＋→o+ on 70Se C組 befeed合omthe isomer of 

70 Br as well as血egrand s旬飽 of70 Br . If non-analog transition from the grand state 

70Br(O勺to945ke V 2+ state of 70 Se is exist, the 1066ke V gamma ray must be observed. 

Figure 3 shows the g釘nmaray spectra coincidenced with beta-rays. In血isspec甘athe 

945ke V gamma-ray confrrmed, but the 1066ke V gamma ray is not obviously confumed. 

In Summary, the half ~life of 70 Br was measured. 百ieresult is good agreement 

with previous data. In血egamma ray如 alysiswith beta-gamma coincidence，出e

o＋→o＋住組sitionsfrom the 70 Br is not confrrmed. 
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II. 1. Development of New Data Acquisition Systems 

Okamura H., Terakawa A勺 SuzukiH., Sugimoto N., Shinozaki H., Hasegawa T., 
Shinozuka T., Miyake T., Suzuki T., Gotoh A., and Maeda 広場

Cyclotron and Radioisotope center, Tohoku University 
Department of Physics, Graduate School of Sciense, Tohoku University• 

Two types of data acquisition (DAQ) sys低mshave been developed for use in 

experiments at CYRIC. One is a conventional CAMAC-based system but utilizing the 

FERA bus for improved performance and another is a VME-based system. ’These 

plaぜormsare chosen aiming at m紘泊g血emost of existing prop凶 ies. ’The considered 

ex per泊ientsare medium in scale, typically having an event rate of a few妊lzwith an event 

length of several低nsof or a hundred words. Experiments being proposed as well as血e

ones using the facilities recently constructed, e.g.，血eneu甘ondetector system consisting of 

32-set counters and the clover勾peGe-detector array wi血BaFCompton suppressors, are 

expected to be covered by these DAQ systems. 

百ieCAMAC/FERA system utilizes a pair of memory modules (LeCroy 4303) in 

血edouble-buffer mode; the data are alternately buffered to one module via the回 RAbus 

at a rate of 20 MB/sec while the previously buffered data in ano血ermodule are甘組sfe汀ed

to血ePC via the CAMAC bus at血esame time, so血atthe slow甘ansferrate of CAMAC 

(0.5 MB/sec for TOYO CC/7700・PCI)does not become a bottle neck. ’The perform姐 ceis 

summarized in Fig. 1. 百iebuffer exchange is凶ggeredat a preset size of data by a 

hand-fabricated module, which takes c訂eof veto logic as well. LeCroy 4303 is also 

capable of generating LAM at buffer full but only asynchronously with event process泊g,

thus of little use. In血eVME system, a s凶ril釘 operationis possible by utilizing 

multi-functional TDC/ADC modules, CAEN V775/785/792, which incorporate buffer 

memories, the self-blocking logic, and even the chained block-transfer function for multiple 

modules. The maximum仕組sferrate is 26 MB/sec, which is determined by the Vl¥1E-PCI 

interface (SBS 617）.百ieoverhead of DMA is approxim瓜ely100 μs. 

Bo白血esystems use personal computers (PC) running a free UNIX clone, Linux, as 
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Such a choice is common today and there exist a host processors for cost-e妊ectiveness.

number of sophisticated systems, yet白eUNIDAQ1>, which was developed for the SSC 

project about 10 ye訂sago, is tentatively employed because it is reasonably versatile and 

百1e凶provementof performance has has been familiar to collaborators around CYRIC. 

been realized by developing dedicated device drivers for CAMAC組 dVME interfaces. 

For DAQ with a 100% duty factor, which is often the case in cyclo甘onexperiments, a 

quick response to interrupt is ,crucial. In血epresent systems, all白edata訂ecollected泊

白einte汀upthandler of device driver instead of access泊g仕omuser processes，血.us

百tisrequires, however, editing the allowing access at血ehighest speed of血eh釘dw釘・e.

device driver, which is a p紅tof the kernel, depending on血eDAQ configuration and 

For p紅tlyrelieving血isproblem，血eaccompanies a great danger of仕eezing血esystem. 

device drivers are separated into two layers so出at由escope of user function is limited as 

For the lower layer of VME device合iver,vmehb・2.2.12>,which was 

originally developed at NIKHEF, is used by porting to match with Linux kemel-2.4. 

small as possible. 
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II. 2. A New PAC Meas1:1rement System Using 6 Clover-type 
HPGe Detectors 

Fujita M., Goto A.*, Endo T., Yamazaki A., Miyake T., Tanaka E吋 SonodaT. *, Suzuki T. *, 
車市

Miyashita Y.-", Sato N., Fujibayashi T., Tamura H. *,Maeda K. *,Okamura H., and 
Shinozuka T. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope center, Tohoku University 
Department of Physics, Tohoku University• 

A new per佃rbedangul訂 correlation(PAC) measurement system has been installed 

in combination with the new ion-guide technique at血e!SOL facility in CYRIC. 百ie

ion-guide is a kind of ion source for the !SOL and has a great advantage of widely 

applicable to any elements1>. Recently, a new type of出eion-guide sys飽mcalled ”RF 

ion-guide" have been developed to obta泊 higherefficiency2＞.百ienew RF ion-guide 

system provides us more neutron-rich unstable nuclei produced by proton-induced fission 

reactions. In addition to a search for double magic 78Ni nuclei and a p問ciseβy

spec甘oscopyaround血isregion, the nuclear g-factor meas町＇ementfor the low ly也g

isomeric states of short-lived isotopes have also been planned. We have already 

developed 6 sets of clover-type HPGe detectors equipped with 12 pieces of BGO compton 

suppressors for each clover detector3>. A new PAC sys飽m,which consists of血e

goniometer for these 6 sets of clover detectors and the permanent magnet with 

magnetic-flux density of 1.2 T, has been constructed姐 dplaced at 2 m higher place血組

曲e!SOL beam line (see figure 1). 百iemass-sep釘atedunstable nuclei are仕組sfe汀＇edto 

血emagnet position企om!SOL beam line by the tape仕組sportsystem. 

A VME (Versa Module European) based da旬 acquisitionsystem for白isPAC 

measurement system has been developed as substitute for a CAMAC (Computer Aided 

Measurement And Con甘ol)based one. Since the maximum da同仕組sferra低 ofa 

CAMAC system is only -900 kbyte/sec, it is not suitable for the large scale detector system. 

On the other hand, the max凶umdaぬ甘ansferra飽 ofa VME bus is 40 Mbyte/sec 

theoretically. In addition, a VME module has high CH density in general, so it can serve to 
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keep血ecost low. 

However a VME system is considered to have much noise血ana CAMAC system, 

so it has been kept away企omusing high-resolution detectors such as HPGe detectors. 

Therefore we have needed to ascertain whether a V1v.1E system C組 beapplied to血isPAC 

measurement sys総m. We have examined a V785 ADC module for the clover-type HPGe 

detectors, which is multievent peak sensing ADC with 32 CH泊putand has 12 bit 

resolution. 百ieIntegral Non Linearity （町L）釦dthe Differential Non Linearity (DNL) of 

this module have been meas~ed and results紅elisted泊 table1 along with the warranted 

values of a CAMAC ADC module (AD413A）.百ie別Lhas been found to be in good 

agreement with出ewarranted value, however白eDNL has a little exceeded血ewarranted 

value. Al血oughfurther efforts to reduce noise must be needed to decrease the D肌， this

V785 ADC module has been found to be applicable泊ourp町 pose. In regard to the speed 

of data transfer, it has been foμnd to be 1.5 Mbyte/sec, but it C釦 bemuch faster by use of 

血eDMA甘・ansfer.

References 

1） λrje J., Aysto J., HonkanenJ., Valli K. and Hautojarvi A., Nucl. Inst. Methods 186 (1981) 149. 
2) Sonoda T. et al.，泊thisvolume. 
3) Fujita M. et al., CYRIC annual repo口（2001).

Table 1. A comp釘ativetable between a V785 ADC module (VME) and a AD413A mod叫e(CAMAC). 
百iewarranted values are shown in p紅切出e民 s.

V785 (VME) AD413A (CAMAC) 

Input CH number 32 4 

resolution 12 bit 13 bit 

問L 土0.049% ( ± 0.1 %) ( ± 0.025 % ) 

DNL 3.73±1.57 % (± 1.5 %) （土 1.0%) 

AID conversion Slidin2 Scale method Sliding Scale method 
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Figure l. A schematic view of the new PAC measurement system. 
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II. 3. Present Status of the 14.SGHz all Permanent Magnet Type ECRIS 
atCYRIC 

Miyashita Y., Fujita M. "', Yamazaki A.*, Tana初 E.*, and Shinozuka T. * 

Department of physics, Tohoku University 
Cyclotron1 and Radioisotope center, Tohoku U~iversi!J1 ~ 

A 14.5 G抱 electroncyclo甘onresonance ion source (ECRIS) has been installed in 

Febru紅 y,2001 n. 官邸 ionso町ceis made of permanent-magnet and has advantages of 

simple structure and easy handling.’The light ions, such as Helium, Carbon, Nitrogen姐 d

Oxygen, have been supplied from this ion so町 ceand have been accelerated by the 

K=llOMeV cyclotron. But，泊血ecase of light heavy ion, such as Argon, it was not 

sufficient to obtain the intensities at higher charged ions for the acceleration by白e

cyclo町on. 百ierefore,several improvements have been performed. 

As the first improvement，出eplasma chamber has been modified to for a匂ustable 

inner Ieng血bythe movable panel. 百iismade cavity resonator of plasma chamber, and it 

C加 effectivelyoptimize these p紅白netersof the resonator to甘ansmiteffectively the power 

of the microwave泊to血eplasma chamber. Figure 1 shows the variation of the ex甘acted

ion current to the inner Ieng血 ofplasma chamber. In addition to optim包eits length, 

microwave合・equencywas optimized at 14.0GHz釦 d14.5GHz by using a Traveling Wave 

Tube Amplifier. In comparison with slit current of each台・equency,a resonance pattern of 

cavity resonator was observed in Figure 1. As a result, the ex仕actedion current has 

increased by 10～20%, and the reflected power of microwave was decreased. At血esame 

time，白eenergy of X-ray from ECR chamber was measured by CdZnTe detector. Figure 

2 shows the shift of血eend-po泊tenergy of X-ray and extracted ion cu汀・entto血eplasma 

chamber length. 百ieend-point energy of X-ray also was affected by cavity resonator, and 

elec甘onheating in ECR plasma chamber was enlarged. 百risshows the impo此釦t

prope此iesfor the turning of cavity resonator at ECRIS. 

’The second object of出eupgrade is to op白nize白emagnetic field dis甘ibution.
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百iescaling rule of白emagnetic field distribution in ECRIS was proposed by R. Geller2>. 

According to白isrule, magnetic field should fulfill the following condition3>. 

とd勿xt)
釦直l(i吋） a泊al(e羽） 

re鈎nance -resο1nan心e 

、‘．，
J

噌

E
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，，．‘、

Magnetic field intensity of radial direction was increased from 6726G to 8764G by 

叫釘gingthe diameter of白eplasma chamber泊 20014>. Furthermore, the magnetic field 

intensity of axial direction at injection side was increased合om9800G to 12461G by 

inserting the magnetic stainless steel cylinder (SUS 403) in the plasma chamber. Figure 3 

shows the calculated magnetic field of鉱 ialdirection. Magnetic field was calculated us也g

OPERA-3D codes. In calculation, Br.副 atI B町田nan回 increased from 1. 3 to 1. 7, 

Ba出（inj)/ Baxial(e刈 increased合om1.1 to 1.3 and Baxia!C叫 IBre蜘 ance is 1. 7. As a result, the 

beam intensity of血eAr8+ and Ar9+ has increased to 15.leμA組 d2.53eUA，白emagnetic 

field distribution has gotten closer to the scaling rule for ECRIS.百ieextracted ion current 

is summarized in Table 1. 百1eex甘actedion current of 12C如 d160 is sufficient, but血at

of Ne 7+ and Ar9+ is still insufficient. For the improvement of血esource performance, it is 

pl組 .edfor several ideas. ’They訂ethe installment of bias elec甘ode加 cylinder組 d血e

more precise gas flow system. 

References 

1) Yam位 aldA., Fujita M., Tanaka E., Shinozuka T., Yokoi T., Ozawa T., and Tanaka H., Rev. Sci. 
Instrum. 73 (2002) 589. 

2) Geller R., Annu. Rev .Nucl .Part Sci. 40 (1990) 15. 
3) Koivisto H., Heikkinen P., Liukkonen E., AIJe J., and Vondrasek R., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 73 (2002) 

534. 
4) Fujita M., Miyashita Y., Yam位法iA., T血 akaE. and Shinozuka T., CYRIC Annual Repo坑

(2002). 

Table. 1. Extracted ion c山 首ntfor each charge state eμA. Operating conditions for any ions釘eas follows; 
microwave power is 200W, ex甘actionvoltage is lOkV, no gas mixing method is used 

1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ g+ 9+ 
•2c 46 68 37 4 
160 94 134 129 125 61 23 
＂~e 77 78 95 78 39 11 2 
4oAr 52 56 54 52 38 24 15 2.5 
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II. 4. Beam-bunching System for the K=llO A VF Cyclotron at CYRIC 

Suzuki H., Terakawa A., Fujita M., Okamura H., Shinozuka T., and Orihara H. * 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 
Department of Electronic Engineering, Tohoku Institute of Technology• 

A beam-bunching system has been constructed and installed泊血ebe創n 泊~ection

l泊eof the K=llO AVF cyclotron at CYRIC to provide a higher泊胞nsitybeam for the 

regul釘 exper凶 ents. Before injection of beams泊to血eeye lo甘'Oll，血ebeam-buncher 

generates a pulsed beam from a direct cuηent beam from the external ion source by me組 S

of the periodical acceleration and deceleration technique with elec甘icRF field. Beam 

pulses after the beam-buncher match with the RF phase acceptance of出ecyclo甘on.

Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of出ebeam-buncher. It is located at血e

position of 1.8・mdownstream from the median plane of the cyclotron. Acceleration and 

deceleration gap is a single-type one, consisting of two pai叫lelr泊g-elec甘odesmade of 

oxygen”free copper (OFC) sheet. 百ieyare insulted with ceramic called Macor. 百ie

aperture組 dgap of the electrodes are 60 mm and 4 mm, respectively. A transversely 

uniform electric field is genera飽dwith hexagonal meshes attached to the ring electrodes. 

百1ebeam-buncher includes a matching transformer ( 1：労組da 450 o resister connected to 

白eelec甘ode.

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of血eRF voltage for the buncher. One of白e

two elec甘odesis excited by a sawtoo白ーlikeRF voltage (see Fig. 3) generated from 

sinusoidal RF signals with the fundamental and higher frequencies up to脱出irdharmo凶cs.

The input signal is provided from the low level RF system 1> for the cyclo甘on. 百ie

amplitude and phase of血e向nd創nentalRF訂estabilized with a feedback loop. 百1e

output signal amplified by a 500 W solid-state amplifier is sent to血ebeam-buncher.百1e

con位。1system has been built using prograinmable logic controllers 2>. 

Specifications of血ebunching system釘elisted in Table 1. 百1eperformance for 

白ebeam-buncher is summarized in Table 2. 百1etypical gain in the beam intensity ranges 
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合om2.3 up to 5.2. 

百1eauthors would like to白出1kYokoi at NEC TOKIN CO. LTD. and Ohashi at 

τ百AMWAYCO.LτD.for technical support during the construction. ’Thanks紅ealso due 

to Goto, Ikegar凶釦dKamigaito at RIKEN for仕uitfuldiscussions about the design of血e

beam-buncher. 
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1) T組 ig紘iM. et al., CYRIC Annual Report 2α）（）， p22. 
2) Yokogawa Electric Corporation, Musashino, Tokyo 18仏8750,Japan. 

(http://www.yokogawa.co.jp ). 

Table 1. S戸C笥E鍾旦sof the beam buncher. 
Fundamental inout freauencv 10.5-221¥1Hz 
Fund8rn.ental Inout level +lOdBm 
Outout voltag;e (max). 1200Vp-p 

Loadimoe必nee 4500 
V, olta2e stabilitv <1% 

Phase shift 0-4od1 
Phase stability <1日

Table 2. Performance of the beam buncher. 

Ion Energy Frequency Harmonics Gain 
fMeVl 品任Iz]

iH+ 65 18.92 5.2 
zw 40 21.02 2 4.7 
4He2+ 50 16.77 2 3.9 
t4N:.i+ 44 12.80 3 2.3 

・(LJL」K恥1
…．  

「副F £tc，刷 coppermesh 

Fig. 1. The design of the beam buncher. 百ieupper electrode (on血eside of the cyclotron) is excited by血e
RF. 
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Fig. 3. A monitor signal from the electrode. 
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II. 5. H-Acceleration by the 930 A VF Cyclotron 

Endo T., Fujita M., Yamazaki A., Miyashita Y勺 KanS. *, Chiba, S. *, Omiya Y. ・, 
Matsumura A.・, Yokokawa s. ・, Yokoi T.’： Honma 7：ぺandShinozuka T. 

Introduction 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Toho~u University 
SHI Accelerator Service Ltd.’ 

Tokin Machinery•• 
National Institute of Radiological Sciences TTT  

As one of出eprojects at CYRIC new cyclo甘on,high泊tensityneu甘onbeam has 

been planned by白enegative hydrogen acceleration for various applications. 百1egoal of 

白isproject is to supply 300μA proton beam. High intensity neutron beam is expected to 

be use in nuclear physics, material irradiation and study of BNCT C組 certherapy. 

Instruments & Methods 

Figure 1 illus甘atesa layout of血enew A VF cyclo甘onand injection-and 

extraction-lines. Ion source~ 紅e located on the under ground level. A negative ion 

source is installed in姐 0血erroom on出eBFl floor，出enions are i吋ectedupward凶to血e

cen甘alacceleration-region through組 inflectorelectrodes. In negative ion acceleration 

mode, magnet field directions of bending magnets, main coil and the elec甘icfield of 

inflector elec甘odesare inverted ag剖nstthese in positive ion acceleration mode. Negative 

hy命ogen(H) ions are accele~ated 泊出e same rotation direction of positive ion acceleration, 

then血.eirelec甘onsare s甘ippedby the s甘ipperfoil, thus converted泊toH+; the W ions 

after the elec甘onof H-ions sttゆping釘eex甘actedthrough the residual magnetic field as 

shown也血efig.1. ’The extraction beam line for negative ion acceleration mode consists 

of one dipole magnet and血reequaむupolemagnets，出enit is connected to the switching 

magnet at the junction with the beam line for positive acceleration mode. 

百1emulticusp type ion source (BLAKE-V1>) is used for the negative ion source it 

C釦 extract300μA H-beam. One血irdof血eH-beam(lOO μA) is仕組spo此edto a faraday 
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cup at the inlet of the cyclo甘onand one血irdof血eH-beam at也ecyclo甘on

en甘姐.ce(30μA Rma泊probe)is泊dected泊to血ecen位alregion of cyclo佐onwi由也eaid of 

the beam buncher2>. 

τbe position of foil str旬per,which is白泊 carbonfoil of 50μg/cm2 is able to move 

its radial position組 .dazimu血alangle泊血ecyclo甘on. 百iesetwo p訂翻eters,which 

determine the energy and start泊gpo凶 ofIr ions，甘ajectory，訂eadjusted to obtain血e

optimum ex位action甘勾ectory.

Acceleration test & results 

Before H-acceleration test，出eprep訂ationsof each components have been tuned 

for the ion source, test of magnet也verting,attaching C訂bonfoil to血emov泊garm and血e

test of RF operation under the inverted magnetic field of main coil. Figure 3 shows H・

current profile along the radial direction of acceleration chamber. ’The beam泊tensityof 

H・ doesn’t decrease by the gas dissociation or electric s甘ipp泊g3>of negative ions. 

In order to ob旬並白eoptimum p訂 却ie総rsfor血eradial position and the az凶u血al

angle, beam cu町entis measured by the Faraday cup担金ontof the first Q-magnet泊白e

ex甘actionbeam line. Figure 4 shows the position par担neters泊 whichH←beam after 

S住ippingis ex甘acted合omcyclo甘on.

Since血esource position of Wion is definitely set at血efoils甘ipping,the beam 

仕組spo:此 iseasily tuned and, finally, 95% of the beam current of accelerated beam is 

位組sportedto the switching magnet. 

Concluding remarks 

Now we紅em誌泊geffort to achieve 300μA high intensity H-beam with也e930 

AVF cyclo甘on. Instruments have already been prepared and acceleration test is now 

underway. So f:釘， 22μAand 95% ex甘actionefficiency was achieved. 

References 

1) Mori Y.t Rev. Sci. Instrum. 65 (1994) 4. 
2) SUZ1北iH.t ibid. 
3) Richardson J. R.t Progress in Nuclear Techniques and Instrumentation vol.1 (1965) 3. 
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II. 6. Design of the Rotating Beam-irradiation System Employing 
the Beam Swinger for Cltarged-particle Therapy Experiments at CYRIC 

TerakawaA吋 Ishiiκ＊， Okamura H., Baba M., Itoh M., Ishizaki A.*, and Orihara H. ·~ 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University • 
Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Toho/cu.Pniversi砂

Depar，防ientof Physics, Tohoku Institute of Technology~~ 

h 出epast more血an20 years血eAVF cyclo甘onfacility at Cyclo甘onand 

Radioisotope Center (CYRIC), Tohoku University has been used for multipurpose 

exper也ients泊 variousfields of research from nuclear physics to nuclear medicine using 

PET cameras. The newly in~talled K=llO A VF cyclo住onhas been 化signedto provide a 

more-energetic proto11 beam up to 90 Me V and allows us to st制 experimentalstudies for 

proton C組 certherapy using small animals. In this report we describe a basic design of a 

rotating beam-irradiation systym employ泊gthe beam swinger at由eneutron time-o印 ight

facility1>. 

百lebeam swinger coμsisting of two dipole magne臼 (Figure1) changes the beam 

irradiation如 gle企om0° to 180°. 百mswe紅epl組出ngto design the therapeutic 

beam-delivery system on血ebasis of a broad beam irradiation組 dcons回 ctthe rotating 

g釦甘yby add it to the beam swinger. In血ebroad beam method the pensile beam form 

the accelerator is spread so白atthe irradiation紅eacovers血et釘gettissue size wi白 m

uniform fluence using a double sca仕er泊gsystem or a beam wobbling system consisting of 

a p国rof wobbling magnets (for horizontal and ve此icalbeam scannings）姐da subsequent 

scatterer. 

However, the conventional broad-beam methods cannot be applied to our system 

because the drift space to install the above instruments for therapeutic-beam delivery is 

l回世tedbetween the second dipole magnet and the isocenter of the beam sw泊ger. 百mswe 

will apply a sep紅atedirradiation method by shifting血etぽgetposition. A schematic view 

of血epresent irradiation method is shown in Figure 2. 百lebeam is scanned in血e
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direction of the magnet gap at a 合equencyof up to 10 -20 Hz with a wobbling magnet 

installed between the two dipole magnets. 百iescanned beam is spread with the scatter町

via Coulomb multi-scattering and incident on出et訂getwhile the sep釘atedirradiation in 

恥 directionof the rotat均 axisfor血eswinger is carried out via白etarget-position shift. 

As a result, a uniform irradiation field sufficient for the proton therapy experiments is 

obtained. 

Figure 3 shows the facility planned泊血epresent project. At白isstage we紅e

go泊gto design the wobbling magnet, ridge filters, beam岨profileand dose monitors, and 

other related instruments. 

References 

1) Terakawa A. et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods A 491(2002)419. 

Figure 1. A schematic layout of the beam swinger at CYRIC. 
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Fig山色 3. A schematic view of the proton-therapy research project at the K= 110 A VF cyclotron facility. 
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III. 1. Experimental Studies on the Neutron Emission Spectra 
and Activation Cross-section in IFMIF Accelerator Structural Elements 

Hagiwara M., Baba M., Uddin M. S. /toga T., Hirabayashi N., Oishi T勺 andYamauchi T. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center ( CYRIC), Tohoku University 

百ieInternational Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) project has been 

proposed to establish an accelerator”based D-Li ne凶 onsource designed to produce an 

intense fast neu甘onfield for high fluence低st廿radiationsof血e向sionreactor candidate 

materials1>. 

To establish the database required for the design of IFMIF, we have been 

conducting systematic experiments on白eneu甘onemission spec甘umand radioactivity 

accumulation in IFMIF structural elements from 20012-5>. In血eprevious reports (2001, 

2002), the results on lithium target for 25, 40 MeV deuterons were reported. 百ie

experiments are carried out at血eNo.5 target room in CYRIC using the A VF cyclo甘on

(K=l 10 MeV), a beam swinger system and出eTOF method, and stack t釘getme白od.

In the last ye紅， wehave carried out new exper泊ientsfor 40 MeV deuterons with 

extended techniques and obtained new results for 

1) neutron emission spectrum from a thick C, Al target and 

2) activation cross-sections of出enatC( d,x) 7Be, 27 Al( d,x) 7Be, 22Na, 24Na reactions 

using a stacked t釘gettechnique6>. 

百1eexperimental me由odwas almost the same with these in previous experiments5>. 

Thirty血intargets of carbon and aluminum wi血naturalcomposition (200 μm thicknesses) 

were prep紅・edand stacked to stop the incident beam in血et釘 getsto measure not only 

neu住onspec甘afrom a thick C, Al target but also excitation functions of the natC( d,x) 7Be, 

27 Al( d,x) 7Be, 22N a, 24N a reactions concurrently. 

百ieneu町onspec町awere measured for almost entire range (1-50 MeV) of secondary 

neu甘onsat低nlaboratory佃 glesbetween 0・and110・degwith the two-gain time植 of.イlight

(TOF) me白od7>using a beam swinger sys総m. 百1eresults are shown in Fig. l and Fig.2. 
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百1emain peaks due to deuteron break-up reaction are observed紅ound15 MeV having 

S甘ongangul釘 dependencesimilar with previous results of Li( d,xn) reactions2今百1is

yield of血emain peak is decreasing with increasing of血emass of target. Such data are 

very few and will be useful for the model development of血eneutron emission. 

百1enumber of radioactive nuclides accumulated in the stacked t訂getswas 

measured by counting they-rays from the nuclides of 24Na, 22Na and 7Be using a pure Ge 

detector. 百ieinduced activities were determined with corrections for y-ray detection 

efficiency, energy determination and deuteron attenuation using EGS 48＞， τRIM code9> and 

Shen’s formula10> respectively. In Figs.3・6,the results of the activation cross-sections釘e

shown, toge血erwith other experiments11>, recommended data by the IAEA group and 

PHITS calculation13>. No other data紅eavailable for carbon but the present values for 

aluminum釘econsistent with other data and about two-times as large as白ePHITS 

calculation. To estimate radioactivity induced by deuterons with PHITS, therefore, 

improvements will be required for cross-section calculation models. Present experimental 

results will be used as the basic data to check the accuracy of the Monte Carlo simulation 

and for the shielding design of a medium energy accelerator facility such as IFMIF. 

*In collaboration wi出NationalInstitute for Fusion Science例IFS).
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III. 2. Experimental Studies on曲eFragment Productions in 
Proton-and Neutron-induced Reactions 

Hagiwara M., Sanami T. ・, Oishi T., Baba M., Hirabayashi N., Takada M.ぺNakashimaH.・・・，
and Tanaka S. ••• 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center ( C限 IC),Tohoku University 
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK)• 

National Institute of Radiological Sciences•• 
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute ... 

Energy加 d佃 gul釘 doublydi百erentialcross-section data of fragments (secondary 

ch紅gedparticles heavier血anαparticle)production for proton-and neu甘on-induced 

reactions釘eof importance for dosime佐yand the evaluation of radiation effect such as 

single event upset (SEU) by cosmic ray because of白白 largelocal ionization. However, 

experimen句ldata on the fragment production are very sc紅白 dueto experimental 

difficulties of fragment detection, i.e., low yield, and large energy loss in samples. For the 

reason, almost all of past experimental data were obtained by the activation method血at

does not provide energy and angle information. Furthermore，出eoreticalcalculation 

treating fragment production is very few and uncertain. 百ierefore,it is important to obtain 

reliable experimental data of differential cross section of仕agmentproduction. 

Typical methods for the charged-particle production cross-section measurement紅e

1) the activation method and 2）血ecounter telescope method (AE-E me血od）.百1e

activation method C加 beapplied only to some reactions出atresult in radioactive residual 

nuclei and does not provide the energy and angle information. 百ieme由odof 2) has been 

applied for the secondary light ch釘 ged-particlemeasurement generally. In白ecase of 

合agmentmeasurements in ten’s of Me V energy region, the application of the method is 

very difficult due to血eenergy loss in出eLIB detector and the small detector solid angle. 

百1erefore，如 experimentalmethod adequate for fragment measurement is required. 

For fragment detection, we adopted 1) a Bragg curve spec甘ometer(BCS) providing 

almost all information on血eparticle with a single counter and 2) an energy-time of fight 

(E-TO町methodhaving the capability of mass identification in almost whole energy region 
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for fragments. 

BCS is a gridded-ionization chamber1-3> as shown in Fig.1. The合agmentscan be 

identified on出ebasis of白edifference of Bragg peak value4・5＞佃d血eenergy information 

C佃 beobtained from the total charge produced. BCS has been mainly used for合agment

measurement by charged p訂tideinduced reactions but not applied to neutron-induced 

reaction. We designed the BCS with special c訂eto apply to a neutron beam in addition to 

a charged particle beam, and resulted in success to identify the fragments by proton-and 

neu甘on-inducedreactions7> as shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5. BCS proved very promising for 

fragments detection in neutron-induced reaction, while there訂estill some problems血at

should be solved6>. 

For 2), we fabricated a special chamber as shown in Fig.6 and installed at No.2 

t訂getroom in CYRIC to conquct the fragment measurement for proton-induced reactions 

using the E-TOF method8>. 1In this method, the energy釦 dTOF of白e台agmentis 

measured by SSD (silicon solid state detector) and MCP (micro-channel plate) with a白凶

carbon foil (50 μg/cm2), respectively, and the mass number is derived by combing the 

energy, TOF釦 d血eenergy Joss泊formation. 百10ugh白ismethod is restricted only in 

charged particle－泊ducedreactions due to the small detector solid angle, the dynamic r釦 ge

of fragment energy will be higher出祖国 BCS,and much higher counting rate will be 

obtained. We conducted the test experiment by using the system and resulted in success to 

identify the fragments from polye出ylene(4 μm) by 70 MeV proton”泊ducedreactions as 

shown泊Fig.7.
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III. 3. Measurements of Differential Thick Target Neutron Yield 
for Fe, Cu(p,xn) Reactions at 35, 50 and 70 MeV 

Introduction 

/toga T., Hagiwara M., Yamauchi T., Ohishi T., Kawata N., 
Hirabayashi N., and Baba M. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universi，砂，

By the development of accelerator technology, high intensity and high energy 

accelerators訂enow available. Now some accelerators with high energy組 dintensity釘e

under cons甘uctionor in pl姐 e.g.,Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC, 

by the co中orationof JAERI and KEK) and Spallation N即位onSource (SNS, United States) 

and so on. For the design of accelerator shielding and the accelerator-based neu甘on

sources, differential thick t訂getneu甘onyields (TIY) data are required. Data are required 

wi血 highenergy resolution over a wide energy加 dangle range. However, the 

experimental data covering wide r釦 geof secondary neu甘onenergies訂every few，佃d

such the nuclear data files are not good enough in quality for high energy accelerators. We 

are considering series of ITY measurement for (p,xn) and (d,xn) reactions in旬n’sMeV 

reg10n. 

In由epresent experiments, we obtained the TIY data for the natFe, natCu(p,xn) 

reaction at 35, 50 and 70 MeV. 百ieseelements紅eused for beam-lines and beam-dumps 

in accelerators.百1erefore,it is important to know secondary neu廿onspec甘afrom these 

elements bombarded by accelerated charged particles. 百1eexperiment was C紅Tiedout as 

a part of the series of ITY measurements using a time-of-flight (TOめ techniqueat白e

Cyclo仕onand Radioisotope Center (CYRIC), Tohoku University with the K = 110 A VF 

cyclo甘onand the beam-swinger system5>. 

Experiment and analysis 

百ieexperimental setup and the technique釘eS創neas in血epast experiments24>. 

The targets of Fe and Cu were plate of natural elements with釦11stop thicknessσable. 1). 
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百iepulse width of血eproton beam was generally less由加 2ns泊FWHM:. The repetition 

rate was 2.3 MHz and the average beam cuη・ent on血et訂getwas訂ound5～10 nA. 百ie

TOF data were obtained at five laboratory angles (0, 30, 60, 90 and 110. degふ百1e

efficiency vs. energy curves pf the detectors were obtained by the calculation with a 

SC到FUL-R6>,which is revised version of the Monte Carlo code SCINFUL7> and was 

verified to be ace町 atewi白in土 5% up to 80 Mev6＞.百iespec廿awere normalized by血e

integrated beam current. 

Results and discussion 

Figures l～4 show the present results of ITY from the natFe, natCu(p,xn) reactions at 

35, 50組 d70 MeV. 百1edata have not been corrected yet for the effect of neutron 

attenuation in出et釘 getand air. As shown fig. 3 and fig. 4, bo血 spec甘ashow similar 

feature with no marked s住UC同res. Figure 1 shows pronounced increase in lowest energy 

region because of evaporation neu甘ons組 d血etotal neu甘onyields are larger than light 

nuclide like m℃組dnatAl 1). 百ie組 gul紅 dependenceof白espec甘abecomes s甘ongerwi出

increasing neu甘onenergy. 

In fig. 2，血ep陀 sentr~sults are comp紅edwith the data by Nakamura et al., at Ep = 
52 MeV obtained by the unfolding technique8>. The data by Nakamura et al. are limited in 

energy range but in fair agreement wi白血epresent one in the overlapping energy region. 

Figure 3 show the comparison with the data by S. Meigo, at Ep = 68 Me V using TOF 

method9> indicating very good agreement in白ehighest energy end. 

In出efollow泊g,exper泊施ntaldata are compared with the TTY data calculated by 

the Monte Carlo code MCNPX which employs the LA150data10>・11> and takes account of 

the particle甘加sport. LA150. Figure 1 and 4 show the comp釘isonswith the present 

results and the LA 150 data. Both data for natcu show marked disagreements wi血LA150in 

higher energy region. Such disagreement with LA150 was observed also in血ecase of 

heavy nuclide as tungsten and tantalum1>. 

We are conducting to measure net of出e白泊 t釘 getneu甘onyield from S創ne

reaction to clarify the causes of such difference of experimen凶 resultsand LA 150 data. 
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Table 1. 羽田thicknessof targets組 dproton stopping range. 

目前onEnergy 
Nuclide 

Stopping range Thickn凶 S

[MeV] [mm] [mm] 

35 
Fe 2.26 3 

Cu 2.11 3 

Fe 4.24 5 
50 

Cu 3.93 5 

Fe 7.66 IO 
70 

Cu 7.09 IO 
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III. 4. Experimental Investigations on the Proton・induced
Activation Reactions on Tantalum and Molybdenum 

Uddin M.S, Baba M., and Hagiwara M. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universi.砂， Sendai,Japan 

Introduction 

Tantalum and molybdenum are白e泊iportantstructural materials血atare used in 

various p釘tsof accelerator. Tantalum is important as t紅getfor the production of 

medically imporぬntradioisotopes such as 178W /178Ta, 172Hf/172Lu, 177Lu etc. Tantalum is 

a monoisotopic element, so it has special interest to test model calculations. 

Molybdenum is used as target material for the production of medical radioisotopes 

like as 99mTc!99Mo, 96Tc etc. 99Mo is出eparent nuclide of the daughter 99mTc, which is 

widely used in diagnostic nuclear medicine. Due to their nuclear decay properties，血is

radioactive pair is well suited for the production and distribution of 血e”Mo →9伽 Tc

generator over the world. 百ieamount of 99Mo consumed for radiopharmaceuticals 

increases ye釘 byyear・百ie99Mo is produced commercially by using nuclear reactors and 

these are based on血e(n,y) and (n,fission) nuclear reactions. Currently, there is no supply 

of accelerator-made 蜘 Tcor 99Mo anywhere. But it is possible to make production of 

蜘 Tc and 99Mo by 血e proton bombardment m 血e most suitable reactions 

l吋fo(p,2n)99吋 C 釦 d1吋'1o(p,pn)99Morespectively. Molybdenum is also useful as a 

re台actoryand corrosion resistant material in accelerator applications. 

Activation cross-section for Ta+p and Mo+p reactions釘・eof interest in various 

fields, like accelerator technology, ch紅gedparticle activation analysis，血泊layeractivation, 

medical isotope production, model calculations etc. 百iepresent work was undertaken to 

give new and reliable excitation釦nctionsand thick target yields for Ta+p and Mo+p 

reactions in出eenergy range 20-70 Me V. 
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Experimental techniques 

’The excitation functions of the proton-induced activation reactions on tantalum and 

molybdenum were measured using a conventional stacked foil technique. The stacked 

samples were irradiated wi出 70Me V collimated proton beam of 100 nA佃 d200 nA using 

a k= 90 MeV AVF Cyclo佐onat Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center (CYRIC) of Tohoku 

University. Cu and Al foils were inserted into stack as monitor, beam energy degraders 

and to check the beam p訂創neters.We have to mention血atsep釘ateirradiations were 

performed for tantalum and molybdenum. 

百ieactivity of the residual nuclei was measured nondestructively by HPGe 

gamma-ray detector. For short-lived radionuclides, measurements were done about 10 

minutes after end of irradiation. To minimize 白erelative e汀orsof the calibration curve, 

several gamma lines were used to determine the activity for a given radionuclides, where it 

was possible. 百iedetector efficiency versus energy curve was determined experimentally 

using the standard g但nma-raypoint sources, 152Eu, 133Ba, 241 Am, 60Co, 137Cs etc. 

百1eproton energy degradation along the stack was determined using the computer 

program SRThι20031＞.百1eproton beam intensity was determined via the monitor 

reactions2>, 27 Al(pぷ）22,24Naand natcu(p,x)62,63zn は enplace at出efront radioactive monitor 

foils of the stack considering白atthe monitor foils were廿radiatedsimultaneously and 

measured with the S創nedetector and in a comparable geome仕yas白et釘gets. From the 

decay rates of the radioactive products and the measured beam cu汀ent，血ecross圃 sections

were deduced for the productions of the radionuclides. It has been observed白attwo or 

more radionuclides emitted gamma-rays having very close energies, which c倒motbe 

resolved by HPGe-detector. We have separated the con甘ibutionto白epeak area from 

di釘erentprocesses using their another independent gamma-rays and by establishing decay 

curve. 百1edata were corrected for the sum-coincidence effect caused by the coincidental 

detection of two or more g創nma-raysin cascade by using the SUMECC code3>. 

Results and discussion 

Activation cross-sections were measured for the production of 9o.93m.99Mo, 

93m瓜蜘，94蜘，95,9汁C,89,89m,90,92m仰 6,91Nb,s6.ss.s9zr and s6.s1.ssy合ommolybdenum target 

and 114.175.176.177.11s.1s0Ta, 113,1丸 11s,116.1n.11sw,113.11sHf and 119Lu from tantalum t紅 get. 百1e

thick t紅 get泊tegralyields were derived by using measured excitation functions. This 

work has given new data for all of出einvestigated radionuclides. We have also 

remeasured the excitation functions for monitor reactions and obtained good consistency 
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with recommendation. Al血ough,it has been found白atthe recommended cross-section 

data for 27 Al(p,x)22Na reaction 釘enot泊 agreementwith白iswork below 50 Me V. 

百iemain problem in the stacked foil technique is energy degradation calculation 

along sample layers. We observed血atthe reliability of SR™ calculation decreases with 

the increasing depth of stack. It has been corrected by comparing with recommendation 

data of monitors. 

百ieefficiencies obtained by using 133Ba standard source were deviated合om血e

common甘endof o血ersources. 百ieestablished efficiency versus energy C町 vewas 

consistent with EGS4 Monte Carlo Code4>. 

We observed白attwo or more radionuclides emitted gamma-rays having very 

close energies which were difficult to separate by the graphical analysis of出e

multicomponent decay curve. We姐 alyzeddata using the difference in half life of白e

nuclides by plotting the photon emission rate as a function of time. An ex創npleon白e

radioactive decay C町 vefor I40.5 keV peak energy is shown in Fig.I. From Fig.I, we see 

出at白edaughter, 99mTc activity grows to a maximum and then decreases at a constant rate 

which depends on the decay rate of白eparent, 9初oand血atfact indicates血e

parent-daughter transient equilibrium, 99Mo→99mTc. Actually the directly produced 9~c 

completely decayed out before白emeasurement. 百1emeasured activity was白esum of 

140.5 keV g釦 unafrom恥 daughter,99mTc組 dI41.2 keV from 吋 b,because血ese

gamma lines could not be resolved by the HPGe-detector. We deduced the activities of 

I40.5 keV and I41.2 keV gamma lines from白血dependentgamma lines of ~o佃d9切

respectively and compared with the results of radioactive decay curve and obtained 

excellent agreement. 

百iecross-sections and integral yields obtained in出epresent work would be useful 

to upgrade theoretical codes, for estimation of the activity for h旬reaccelerator 

developments and other radiation safety problems, for血inlayer activation technique and 

for checking the yield on enriched t紅getfor medical isotope production. 百1eresults of 

出iswork have been submitted to publish in血eJ. Nucl. Scien. and Tech. 5> and in白eJ. 

Appl. Radiat. and Isotopes6>. 
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III. 5. Application of Digital Signal Processing for Radiation Detectors 
Using Digital Storage Oscilloscope 

本

Oishi T., Sanamil T. , Hagiwara M., /toga T., Yamauchi/ T., and Baba M. 

Introduction 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 
High energy accelerator research organization・ 

In recent years, progress of a digital storage oscilloscopeのSO)enables raw 

waveform acquisition from a radiation detector. In this method digital storage 

oscilloscope is connected just after a radiation detector, a raw signal data is saved泊 itas 

digital waveform outs. By using白isme血od,there訂em釦 yadvantage compared wi白

血eme白odusing elec甘oniccircuits as follows, 

• Because the whole raw data is saved, a complicated and flexible analysis is possible 

such as smoothing and noise reduction. 

• Fine par創neteradjustment in signal processing 

• Easy to setup 

On the other hand, there are some disadvantages to overcome. 

h出isstudy，出eme血odwas adopted to the measurement of secondary fragments 

from neu甘oninduced reaction for Bragg carve spec甘ometer(BCS) 

Application 

Figure 1 shows a schematic view of血eBCS which is a cylindrical gridded 

ionization chamber1・2>. A target was mounted on cathode plate and irradiation by neu甘on.

Fragment合om白etarget produced by neu佐oninduced reaction ionize血egas in血eBCS. 

Elec甘ons命ifttoward the anode by the electric field keeping a shape of ionization 

dis凶butionBragg curve. 百1erefore，白et凶edis甘ibutionof血eanode signal is just to血e

reversed. ’Thus，血efast part of anode signal is proportional to白eBragg peak出at

provides the information on the atomic number of the fragment. 百ieintegration of血e

whole anode signal represents the total charge白atis propo此ionalto血e企agmentenergy. 
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By using anode signal, we distinguish血eenergy and the charge of fragments event by 

event. 

Signals from the BCS were digitized b a Lecroy WA  VEPR07000 digital 

oscilloscope with a sampling frequency of 100 MHz after charge -sensitive pre創nplifier.

Digitized signals were仕組smittedto a personal computer by Ethernet. 

Figure 2 shows one of a甘ansmittedsignal which is integrated Bragg curve by a 

preamplifier. 百iepulse height is equal to particle energy and the maximum di妊erentiation

value, (the steepest slope), corresponding to Bragg peak. When we determine血esteepest 

slope, there was a problem of high frequency noise, however, pulse height was obtained 

exactly. In the noise elimination process, Fourier組 alysis was adopted to determine 

frequency of signals originated合agments. 百1ecomponents with other frequencies were 

remove as noise components by“出efinite impulse response (FIR) filter”. FIR filter is one 

of the frequency selective digital filters. Figure 3 shows ex創npleof血esuppression of high 

frequency noise component. 

After the procedure, pulse height組 d血esteepest slope we閃 obtainedfor each 

waveform. Figure 4 shows scatter plot of pulse height and批 steepestslope. A result by 

analog elec甘oniccircuit is also shown in Figure 5. “H”，”He", and”Li”denote the 

hydrogen, helium, and lithium particle respectively. In order to show the ability of particle 

discrimination qu釦 titatively，出eportion except the former was projected on白evertical 

axis. Fi伊re6 and figure 7 show Bragg peak pulse height spectra by恥 digitalwaveform 

analysis and the analog elec甘pniccircuit, respectively. It was observed出atthe result by 

the digital waveform組 alysishad the better ability of p紅 ticlediscrimination白anby血e

analog electronic circuit. 

百iismethod has much possibility. Application and improvement of this 

technique for various detectors is in progress. 
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IV. 1. Relationship Between Transmission Scan Duration 
組 dObject Size in PET 

Watanuki S., Kumagai K., ltoh M., and Ishii k’ 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope center, Toho初 Universi，砂

Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku Universi，ザ

Introduction 

In posi甘onemission tomography (PET), a transmission sc釦 isrequired to correct 

for attenuation in emission scan data in qu佃 ti凶 ivePET imaging. 百iestatistical accuracy 

of仕組smissionda飽 isdetermined by the number of events in projection data血osepassed 

血rougha scanned object. Therefore, attenuation correction with insufficient transmission 

events causes problematic noise and bias for a corrected emission image1・2>. Our previous 

work investigated sufficient凶 nsmissionsc飢 durations,but it was not conditioned on 

different size of objects3>. In白iswork, we defined the sc組 durationsrelated to object 

sizes. 

Materials and methods 

A relative variance of emission projection data, which is corrected for attenuation 

by a noisy transmission and a noise free blank data can be described as follows. 

（σcl1ni = （σ＇c' I mc'>2 + （σtlffit)2 -(1) 

Where σis the variance, m is血eexpected value, and c, c’釦dt indicate加

emission data corrected by a noisy transmission，血atby a noise合＇ee仕組smissionand a 

noisy甘組smissiondata respectively. We assumed血atan average variance of projection 

data is proportional to佃 averagevariance of emission image value. Here, a difference of 

squ紅eof a coefficient of v剖 ation(CV) in emission image between an image corrected by 

a noisy甘佃smissionand白紙 bynoise free甘ansmissionis defined as a squ釘eofX. 百ie

X2 is in proportion to square of a relative variance of noisy transmission data. 

（σtlmtl民 x2= CVc2 -eve’2 -(2) 
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This relation is a function of a scann泊gobject diameter D when emission and transmission 

sources activity and sc組 duration釘econstant. 

In血iswork, we decided白at5 % is the upper l泊由 of白eCV increase (CV c2 /CV c’2 

= 1.05）血atresults仕oma increasing the ph佃 tomdiameter. Here, the equation (2) can be 

rewrite at白eS創netransmission sc佃 durationas below. 

x2の＞／CVc’<D>2 = (CVC(D)2 -CVc' (D/) I CVc' <D> 2 

= (1. 05)2 -1=0. 1025 ・（3)

On this premise, we expect the object size (Ds~i) 凶 which CV ccnfCV c’<D> equal to 1. 

05 from experimental data凶fixed甘ansmissionscan duration and equation (3). 

Experiments were carried out with a SET-2400W (Shimadzu Co, Kyoto, Japan) 

PET system. Transmission and emission data were made with four different sizes ( 10. 5, 

16, 21 and 30 cm outer diameter) of water-filled cylindrical phantoms. Transmission and 

blank scans were acquired wi由加 externalline sources (68Ge-68Ga）・百1eexternal sou民e

activity varied from 96 to 351 MBq. Transmission scan duration also varied from 1, 2, 3, 

5, 7, 10 and 60 min at each size of the phantom and activity of the external source. Count 

rate of bl却水 scanswere obtained合omtotal events of a frame without dead time correction. 

Attenuation correction factors (ACFs) were obtained from the甘ansmissionand the blank 

data by using non-linear smoothing process4>. Emission scans were acqu民dduring 20 

min in 20 mode at all phantoms由atfilled with 18F solution (5kBq/ml). 

Emission data were corrected for attenuation by the set of ACFs由atvaried in 

activity of the external source, and were reconstructed by using OS-EM me由od. A 

circular陀 gionof泊terest(ROI) was placed at center of a phantom image, and a size of白e

ROI was set to90% of the inner diameter of ph佃 tom. CV values were obtained企om

pixels inside of the ROI. The differences of square of the CV (X2の＞） were calculated to 

subtract a square of CV at 60 min transmission (CV (D)60 = CV c’cD>) from白atat shorter time 

transmissions (CV <D>) on a same o句ectsize の）． 百1elog創出m of X <Dゾ'CV(D)60 were 

calculated for linearizing of血erelationship with phantom size. In each scan duration, 

log(XcnfCVの)60)were plotted as a function of D, and the object size of Ds% we問 expected

from the results of linear regression of白eplot旬ddata. Transmission scan durations with 

different so町ceactivity were normalized against the blank scan count ra飽 atthe maximum 

activity, and it was obtained白atthe relationship between Ds% and甘ansmissionscan time. 
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Results and discussion 

百iefi伊ire-1 shows the relative blank sc組 countrate as a負担ctionof the external 

source activity. ’The solid line represents the fitting curve of the measured da阻 toa 

quadratic polynomial. 百iefitted result was used to convert the scan duration at a decayed 

external so町 ceinto the duration at i凶tialactivity (351 MBq) to compensate a decline of 

count rate. 百ielogari血m of Xco/CVc’(D）釘eplotted as a function of object size for 

several scan durations (figure ・ 2). 百四 logari血m of XcofCV (D)C’has a good l凶e訂

relation with the phantom size. ’The solid lines represent the results of the linear 

regression (R2=0. 965 on average）.百leDs% with a 351 MBq external source as a function 

of出ecorrected仕ansmissionduration is represented in figure ・3. 百iescan durations at 

decayed source were converted泊tothe duration with a 351 MBq external so町 ceby using 

出ecurve in fi思ue-1. However, the data points distant from the range of the measured size 

are eliminated from figure ・3,because those data will probably have a larger e町or. 百ie

continuous representation of Ds% was obtained by fitting an involution function (y = axb) to 

出edata in figure ・3and is shown as the solid line. The plotted data are very close to血e

C町 ve(R 2=0. 968）・百1eDs% with a 138 MBq external source was expected仕omthe solid 

curve and the curve in figure -1 and represents as a dashed line in figure・3. 百ieDs% 

durations with a 351 and 138 MBq source indicates 3.6 and 5. 5 min transmission scan 

respectively at 30 cm phantom diameter. 

We evaluated transmission scan duration as a function of o句ectsize. At fixed 

scan duration, the size of Ds% is varied with external source activity. However, it C組 be

compensated simply by extending scan duration according to a decline of b防止 scancount 

rate. Therefore, the Ds% will not need to meas町 eevery external source activity. Some 

articles reported in term of the fraction of transmission duration for total (emission plus 

transmission) sc加 timeto minimize a noise in emission image5・6>. We consider血ata 

minimum transmission scan time should be determined to limit the absolute e汀orcause 

from a甘ansmissiondata in an emission image. Then we believe白at血eDs% will be 

index of minimum甘ansmissionscan duration. In o町 results,the minimum仕 組smission

scan duration in a whole body scan was recommended about 3.6 min wi白血einitial source 

activity and 5.5 min with the external source passed one ye訂. However, these values are 

obtained企ompre i吋ection甘 組smissiondata. In actual PET study, a甘ansmissionscan is 

measured after i吋ectionof radiotracer. 百ierefore，白eproper transmission scan duration 

will be somewhat longer由加 theresult of出isstudy. In our institute, emission sc組

duration is performed企om3 to 5 min per bed position for a normal body組 dan injection 
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dose. Then about 10 m泊 isrequ仕・edfor total sc佃 timeper bed position with the external 

source passed one ye紅．百1eten minutes is血eupper limit of total scan duration per bed 

position, since a number of bed positions釘e合om5 to 7 in whole body scan. Therefore, 

白elifet加eof the external sources will be estimated about one ye紅．

In conclusion, we evaluated transmission sc佃 durationas a function of o切ectsize. 

百1eresult recommends血attr.如 smissionsc釦 durationfor a whole body study is more出組

3.6 min at the initial activity of external source and the external so町'Celifetime is one ye低
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IV. 2. Improvement in the Quantitative Accuracy and Quality 
of PET Images by Iterative Method 

Oishi Y., Ishii K., Yamazaki H吋 MatsuyamaS., Kikuchi Y., Rodriguez M., Suzuki A., 
均maguchiT., ltoh M. *, and Watanuki S 

Accelerator Science and Engineering Lab., Dept. of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, 
Graduate School of Engineering, Tohoku University, 

Division of Cyclotron Nuclear Medicine, Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center Tohoku University• 

Introduction 

百1ereare two distinct recons町uctionmethods加PETimaging, one is the analytical 

reconstruction and白eo白eris the iterative reconstruction method. The most common 

analytical reconstruction is the Filtered Back-Projection σ'BP) algorithm1>. More recently 

many different iterative reconstruction algorithms訂eused and a representative example is 

the Maximum-Likelihood Expectation-Maximization (ML-EM) algori血m2>. Nowadays 

出eML・EMalgorithm is frequently used in PET facilities instead of血eFBP algori血m.

百iereasoning is由at白eML-EM algori血mprovides better quality images compared to白e

FBP algorithm. However, the 1ML-EM algorithm does not gu釘anteequantitative accuracy 

of radioactivity estimations. 百1epoor quantitative accuracy of ML-EM algorithms is 

strongly related to the lack of a suitable stopping rule for the iteration procedure; it is 

necess釘yto reliably estimate how many iterations訂erequired to guarantee quantitative 

accuracy. In this paper, a new approach of stopping rule is proposed using the images 

reconstructed by FBP algori$Jl. It is well known出atFBP algorithm provides reliable 

quantitative accuracy for the chosen ROis. If a stopping rule is derived by referring to 

images reconstructed by FBP algorithm, concu汀ent凶 agesreconstructed by ML-EM 

algorithm訂eexpected to possess白equantitative ace町acycharacterized by FBP algorithm 

as well as白egood graphic quality inherent in血eML-EM algorithm. This stopping rule 

is incorporated into the reconstruction of 2・D simulated data加 orderto evaluate the 

quantitative accuracy. 
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New Stopping Rule 

A stopping rule for l¥1L-EM algorithm by referring to組凶agereconstructed by 

FBP algorithm紅eproposed, which is血eStopp泊grule algorithm of也eROI manual 

se抗ing.

At first, images are reconstructed by FBP algori血mfrom data sets and出eRO Is訂e

manually set訂oundan area wi血 similarpixel values. Secondly, ML-EM algori血m

process is applied to same data sets. After each iteration, a transient image is comp紅・edto 

the image reconstructed by FBP algorithm until the squ釘eof difference of血emean values 

at a ROI set on the images reconstructed by the two methods is minimum. 百世sprocess is 

repeated until image update is finished for all ROis set on血e泊iage. 百iiscomparison 

algorithm results in images with reliable quantitative acc町acy,when images by ML-EM 

algorithm have closest mean values at all ROls to the images by FBP algori出m.

Method 

Data sets were acquired by a Monte Carlo simulation of a one ring PET scanner. 

Figure 1 shows used phantoms in白issimulation. Phantom! was composed by 7 regions. 

The radioactivity ratio of each region (A:B～G) is 1 :5 and diameter ratio is 

100:4:6:8: 10: 12: 14. 

百iestopping rule algorithm was applied to data sets for each phantom and its 

validity was ex副nined;that was白equantitative accuracy was compared between the true 

image and the images obtained by using the stopping rule algorithm. 

In白ecase of 3-D simulation, data sets were acquired with a 32 ring PET scanner 

whose diameter is 85cm and axial length is 20cm. Phantom2 is shown in figure 1. 

Radioactivity ratio of A, B, C and D were 1:3:4:5. Acquired data sets were processed by 

Fourier rebinning algori血min order to甘 組sform3-D data sets to 2-D and出erebinned daぬ

were reconstructed by l¥1L-EM algori血m wi白血estopping rule. Finally, a sc剖飽r

correction was applied based on a realistic estimate of the scatter企action合om

reconstructed images. 

Results 

Result 1; 2D-Phantoml 

When the stopping rule was applied to this phantom，加ageupdate was stopped at 

32 iterations. Figure 2 shows the image obtained by applying血isstopp泊grule algorithm 

組 dreconstructed by FBP and ML-EM algori血m. 百ieimages泊 awarm region show the 
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big difference between出isstopp泊grule and normal阻＂＇－ EMalgorithm. Figure 3 shows 

the profile血rough白ew紅mregion. 百iepixel value at a W紅mregion converges earlier 

由組.one at hot regions. Hence, after the mean value at a hot・ region泊白e凶 age

reconstructed by ML-EM algori出m arrives at one in the image reconstructed by FBP 

algorithm, the emphasis of noise because of over iteration arise for a warm region回出e

case of normal ML-EM algorithm. However, this effect was suppressed when applying血is

stopping rule because泊iageupdate in血econverged ROI was halted. 百iisresult indicates 

the advantage of白isstopping rule. 

Table 1 shows the ratio between甘uevalue and mean value in applying stopp泊grule 

and normal ML-EM algorithm at 6 hot regions. From ROI 1 to ROI 5，白equ組 titative

accuracy of白eStopp凶grule was achieved 98%～103%. 

Result 2,・ 3D～Phantom2 

Figure 4 shows images reconstructed by FBP and ML-EM algorithm applied血e

stopping rule before and after scatter correction. Before scatter coη・ection，白e

reconstructed images exhibit higher radioactivity in血ecenter region白anon the edges 

because of the fraction of scattered photons. However, after scatter co汀・ection，血ecounts 

are quite uniform in the warm region. 

Table 2 shows the ratio of mean value between each ROI佃 dROI 4 shown in figure 

5. Input ratio of ROI 1～6 was 3:4:5:1: 1: 1. Before scatter correction, the ratio was not 

co汀ectbecause of scatter fraction. However, after scatter correction, the ratio was close to 

input ratio. 百iisshows出atwhen stopp泊grule and scatter correction紅eapplied to 3・D

PET, images with good quantitative acc町 acyare obtained. 

Conclusion 

百1enew stopping rule algorithm was proposed based on ML-EM algorithm 

enhanced with the quantitative merit of FBP algorithm and the validity of白ealgorithm 

were evaluated by Monte Carlo simulation. 百1estopping rule algori出m was highly 

successful in all cases with qu組 titativeaccuracy close to 100% for all RO Is, excluding hot 

regions smaller出an0.8cm2. In such small hot regions, the stopping rule algorithm is still 

e仔ectiveif standard泊1agesreconstructed by FBP algorithm訂ecorrected for the partial 

volume e百ect.Finally, the usefulness of白ereconstructed images for performing reliable 

qu佃 titativeresearch泊 3・DPET was evaluated and the main concluding remark was血at

improvement on qu組 titativeaccuracy was achieved by combining scatter corrections and 
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出isnew stopping rule. 
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Table 1. Ratio between mean value and true value. 

ML-EM (32 iterations) Stopping Rule 

ROI I (l 4pixel) 99.8% 98.9% 

ROI 2 (12pixel) ゆ4.0% 102.7% 

ROI 3 (I Ooixel) 99.6% 99.2% 

ROI 4 (8oixel) 103.3% 101.3% 

ROI 5 (6oixel) 106.2% 100.1% 

Table 2. Ratio between ROI 4 and each ROI. 

ROI l 

ROI2 

ROI 3 

ROI4 

ROI5 

ROI6 

・－． ．． 

． 
－－ 

FBP 
before S.C. 

161.7% 

190.1% 

234.1% 

100.0% 

82.6% 

50.6% 

Fig. I Phantom (top: phantom I, bottom: 
phantom2 for 3D simulation). 

after S.C. 

283.8% 

371.0% 

465.7% 

100.0% 

112.7% 

99.4% 

Stopping Rule 
before S.C. after S.C. 

170.5% 301.2% 

205.4% 407.1% 

254.8% 519.6% 

100.0% 1(ぬ0%

85.0% 114.6% 

49.8% 98.7% 

Fig. 2 a) true image, b) image of FBP, 
reconstruction c)image of恥1L-EMreconstruction～ 

32 iterations, d）出1ageof stopping rule applying. 
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IV. 3. Improvement of PET Image Reconstruction 
by Using the S泊gleEvents Spectrum 

Rodriguez M., Ishii K., Yamazaki H., Matsuyama S., Kikuchi Y., Oishi Y., Suzuki A, 
Yamaguchi T., Itoh M. *,and Watanuki S.本

De par,初ientof Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku Universi砂
Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University• 

INTRODUCTION 

Positron Emission Tomography is based on detecting in coincidence two y rays 

originated合omthe annihilation posi甘on-elec甘on1＞.τbeprobability血atone of these y 

will undergo either photoelectric effect or Compton scattering out of由eg釦甘yis very high 

2>. In this case only one photon will be detected，出usproducing a non-coincidence event. 

Therefore, each individual detector in a PET sc創merwill count photons that will be 

assigned to coincidence and non-coincidence events. 百iistotal出nountof photons is 

known as single events. Nowadays, single events are used to precoη・ect the measured 

coincidence data for random coincidences3>. Since the posi甘onactivity distribution λ（x,y) 

generates bo白 coincidenceand single events, it is reasonable to血ink出atsingle events 

C創ryout useful information about the images recons甘uctedfrom coincidence events. This 

is the hypothesis血atoriginates this work where the objective is directed to utilize single 

events for improvements of血ePET images. 百ieapproach is to use single events for 

avoiding noisy images due to overiteration and for evaluating image degradation due to 

Partial Volume Effects (PVE)4>. A large amount of research is addressed for improving 

the noise characteristics of iteratively reconstructed PET images. Improvements泊

computing technology encourage血eutilization of iterative reconstruction techniques for 

clinical applications. Despite this, there is still a drawback when the choice to reconstruct 

the image is an iterative algorithm. It is血enoise propagation on白ereconstructed images 

with the increment of iterations used for the recons甘uctionprocess. It is thus well known 

出atthe image becomes very noisy if the iterative process is kept running much longer白m

what it is really needed5＞.百iereare three main approaches to solve this problem: 
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penalizing the likelihood objective function, post-smoo血ingand stopping rules5>. In白is

work we concen甘ateon血e血ird. 百1estopp泊grules deal wi白血eproblem by utilizing a 

determined criterion血atallows estimating出eoptimum number of iterations necess訂yto 

recons甘ucta coincidence data set泊 sucha way血atdegradation caused by overiteration is 

minimized, meanwhile image convergence is gu釘釦teed. 百1erefore,the reconstruction 

process is halted at白atoptimum point. 百1emajor drawback for using stopping rules is 

白紙 objectsof different sizes within the泊1agesconverge at different rates5>. Specifically, 

larger objects converge faster由atthe smaller ones. Hence, an opt泊mmestimation of出e

number of iterations is still a甘adeamong different convergence rates. Among血e

iterative reconstruction techniques, the Maximum Likelihood-Expectation Maximization 

algori出m6・1>was soon adopted by the PET佃 dit has surely become the most popular 

iterative reconstruction technique, which has lead to a s甘onginterest dedicated to improve 

its performance. Several research groups have dedicated a gre剖 dealof their research to 

the development of suitable stopping criteria for the ML-EM algorithm8-17). Probably the 

most popular stopping criterion nowadays is the cross-validation rule 11> which is based on 

splitting the coincidence data set into two or more data subsets with similar statistical 

properties12>. However，白istechnique suffers the s甘ongdependence on the total 

coincidence counts present on each subset. 百1efeasibility criterion15> suggests stopp泊g

由ereconstruction process when the image reaches the r姐 geof feasibility. 百1isrange of 

feasibility is evaluated through a chi-square組 alysis. 百1emethod proposed by G. 

Kontaxakis and G. Tzanakos16> proposes to follow the updat泊gfactors of血eML-EM 

algori白mwhich eventually converge to one. From血ispoint，出enew activity estimations 

do not change signific組 tlycompared to血eprevious ones while the images become very 

noisy. ’Therefore, the reconstruction process should be halted. A problem wi白血is

technique is the need to draw several regions within the image in order to obtain the average 

value of the updating factor for each region. 百1esingle events data set represents a 

measurement independent of I the coincidence detection. ’Therefore, it is attractive to 

restrict the i飽rativelyreconstructed image to satisfy not only the coincidences meas町 ement

but also the singles measurement，出usthe reconstructed image can reproduce two 

independent measurements. This po泊tis very important since the already developed 

stopping rules訂ebased only on the coincidence events組 dsome special properties of血e

reconstruction process. It appe訂 S白at出eusefulness of single events is underestimated 

since the utilization of single events in PET imaging has been limited to corrections for 

random coincidences3>. It is worth to note血atcollimated single events measurement have 
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also been used to estimate attenuation coefficients17>. Another image degrading problem, 

which is a direct effect of the finite spatial resolution of PET detectors, is the Partial 

Volume Effect (PVE)5＞.百iemain degradation associated with PVE is出eunderestimation 

of the radioactivity for objects whose size is less than three times the spatial resolution of 

血eSC加 ner. It will be demonstrated later血atthe single event spec甘umprovides useful 

information about PVE. 百ieobjective of白iswork is to use single events to (1) develop 

simple new stopping rule for the ML-EM algorithm and (2) evaluate the image degradation 

due to PVE. 

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

A. PET scanner, coincidence and single events measurement 

百iemeasurements of single and coincidence events紅eperformed with the ECAT 

931 located at白eCyclotron and Radioisotope Center (CYRIC) at Tohoku University. 

The coincidence meas町 ementslast 10 min and the single measurements last 640 s. A 

22Na point source is located at血ecenter of白egan甘yin order to measure the single events 

spectrum for 30 minutes. 百iisdata is used to determine出emultiplicative normalization 

coefficients used to co町・ectthe single events measurements. In出iswork a measurements 

is equivalent to obtaining the coincidence and the single data sets. 

B. Estimation of Single Events from the reconstructed and a new stopping rule 

In order to evaluate the agreement between the measured single data and the single 

events calculated from the reconstructed images, we assume to have a r泊gsurrounded by a 

total of D individual radiation detectors and the image is reconstructed into a grid composed 

of B pixels. Therefore, the number of photons emitted仕om血epixel b that are counted by 

the detector d wi出inthe time interval L1t, after each iteration n of血eML-EM algori血m,is 

written as: 

N:b ＝λ：P〆abA db At 、‘，，，・・且，，．、

where λ(Jn陀P陀 sentsthe estimated activity inside白epixel b after the ML-EM iteration n, 

pop is the solid組 gle白at白epixel b forms with the detector d, ea, accounts for the in甘insic

efficiency of BGO scintillators to detect 511 ke V photons and Aa, is the probability血at出e

photon will not be scattered or absorbed in it way from b to d. Ignoring dead time effects, 

the calculated amount of photons acquired by detector d after n is expressed as: 
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百iemeasured single counts for each detector dare symbolized as Md. 百ms,a chi-square 

figure is defined in order to evaluate qu姐 titativelythe differences between the measured 

and the calculated set after each iteration n. Assuming the single counting process as 

Poisson distributed, the chi-square is calculated as: 

z; ＝芝川－Md)2
d=l n 

(3) 

It is tempting to suggest白at出ereconstruction process should be halted when the 

chi-square reach a minimum value, but the results will show later血at血isvalue does not 

reach a minimum and instead it converges to a constant value. Therefore, the 

reconstruction process should be halted when the chi-square does not show meaningful 

variation for consecutive iterations. For the purpose of evaluating the variation of the 

chi-square, we define the following p紅創neter:

en= lz;-,z;_, 
z;_. 

(4) 

百1eparameter Cn is calculated after each iteration and this value represents出emedullar 

point of出estopping rule sketched in Fig. 1. This figure shows白紙 aftereach iteration, Cn 

is comp町edto the constant value αand the reconstruction process is stopped when Cn is 

smaller than α．百ieconstantαrepresents how much we consider negligible the variation 

of the chi-square p釘 ameter血roughconsecutive iterations. Thus, it C組 beargued白atit is 

an observer dependent value and due to出econvergence properties of血eML-EM 

algori血m,this constant should also be object dependent. 

C Estimation of the uncertainty associated with Cn 

It is very important to determine the significance of血ep訂ameterc n because it 

represents出ecore in the implementation of出estopping rule studied here. Therefore, it is 

essential to know the e汀orassociated to the calculation of C n・ Forthis purpose, the basic 

theory of statistical e汀orpropagation18> is used. Basically, the eηor of a multivariable 

function f(x1 ,x2,x3，…） is given in terms of血ee汀orfor each variable, as follows: 

り＝（まJσ；＋（まru;, ＋（まra;,+ .. (5) 
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Hence, applying血eequation (5) to equation (4），由esqu紅eof en’s eηor is given by: 

ペ＝（（ぷ山 (6) 

This mathematical expression reduces the problem in hands to estimating血euncertainty of 

the chi-square p紅白neter. It is possible to express the chi-square factor as follows: 

z; = "f)J:)2 (7) 

出us血at

D 

O"~； = 2f;刀σ》 (8) 

Ag air川 singequation (5），由eerror of fnd is written as 

σ仁＝σ2,,＋σ2,, 
r; M" N: 

(9) 

Since Md訂ethe measured s泊glecounts, assuming血atthis counting process is Poisson 

dis甘ibuted,its variance is itself. It is written as: 

σ~d =Md (10) 

In orde印刷mateσ；d, it is necess紅 yto apply (5) to ( 1). The variance of the calc山

single events is expressed as 

B 

σん＝喜（らS山内 、．a’’
－－－
A
 

・・・且，，．、

It is also assumed白atthe coincidence emission is a Poisson process, therefore it is possible 

to express白at

σ；＝々 (12) 

Connecting the previous results, the squ訂edof血eerror on出eest泊iationof the chi-square 

factor for iteration n is expressed by the following equation 

D B 

a;; ＝守Md-N:)(Md + ~（EdhsdhAdb )2勾） (13) 

百ievariance of the chi-square par釦netercan be easily inserted into (5) to obtain the 

variance of c n • 

D Three di併rentpositron activity distributions 

百ieperformance of出estopping rule illus仕atedin Fig. 1 is studied by using two 
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different activity distributions のA and DB) of positron emitters.τbe relationship 

between PVE and the single events spec甘umis studied by measuring the activity 

dis甘ibutionDC. 百iesethree activity dis甘ibutionsare illustrated in Fig. 2. 百iedifferent 

objects in these activity distributions have the same activity concentration. In白ecase of 

DA and DB the different spot sizes aim to study the trades of白estopp凶grule among 

objects of di仔erentsizes. Six independent measurements訂ecarried out for DA. 百ie

main purpose is to study the stability of白estopping rule when the total number of 

coincidence counts decreases. 百iesesix measurements紅econsecutives. For the same 

purpose DB is measured two times, but the variation of coincidence events is larger because 

the second scan is perfonned 770 minutes after the first one. In白ecase of DC, it has been 

used出reespots (represented by di, d2組 d~）白at will surely undergo PVE and one spot 

(di）白atat worse will slightly su仔erPVE. DC is measured two times separated by a 180 

min interval. 

E Evaluation of image convergence 

In order to evaluate the convergence of the reconstructed image, two, six and four 

regions of interest侭01)are drawn in the images reconstructed for DA, DB and DC, 

respectively. Fig. 3 illus甘atesthe locations of the ROls on each reconstructed image. 

These ROis at低mptto cover the hot spots on each reconstructed image. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Stopping rule 

The data sets obtained from DA組 dDB are reconstructed by the ML-EM 

algori血mrestricted with the stopping rule. For the first measurement of DA, called DA 1, 

血ebehavior of z; and C11 is illustrated in Fig. 4. ’The chi-square (Fig. 4 a) conve伊 S

very fast (around n = 5). Therefore, it is necessary to decide what will be considered as its 

negligible variation. Cn varies rapidly for the first iterations and around n = 14 it st紅白 to

converge. At this point Cn = 0.0259 ± 0.0024, hence we setα＝ 0.0300 . This αvalue 

is used to run白ereconstruction process illus廿atedin Fig. 1 for the data sets obtained from 

DA and DB. 百1eopt泊mmnumbers of iterations estimated for each data set紅e

summarized in Table l 百1eestimations for DA’s reconstructions do not change which 

means血atthe stopping rule is independent of the measured coincidence counts which 

ranged from 3x106 to lx106 counts. The variation of白emean value of ROI 1釦 dROI2 
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in the images of the first data set measured for DA (DA 1) is shown in Fig. 5. From the 

point of view of血emean value, it is possible to see白atat n = 14, both ROis have already 
converged. ROI 1 converges faster血atROI 2, nevertheless it is still not degraded due to 

overiteration. 百iebehavior of血emean value for the other five measurements of DA is 

similar to the behavior illustrated in Fig. 5, therefore the same conclusion holds for all data 

sets of DA. In血ecase of the data sets measured from DB, the variation of血emean value 

for six ROis is illustrated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. For DB 1, at n= 20，血eI訂gerhot spots 

(ROI 1・ROI4) have already converged and the smaller spots (ROI 5 and ROI 6) e対tibit 

estimated血at釘e釘ound90% of白econvergence value. 百ierefore,20 iterations appear 

to represent a good trade between the converged and the non-converged ROis. In general, 

DB 2 slightly faster白anDB and it is possible to see白esame仕adeoffin ROls convergence, 

if血ereconstruction is halted at n = 15. 百ietotal amount of coincidence counts measured 

for DB 1 is 3.5x106 and for DB 2 is l.7x103. 百ms，血estability of出eStopp泊grule using 

single events is evident from the measurements of the activity dis甘ibutionDB.

B. Partial Volume ~酔ct

百iecomp紅白onbetween measured and calculated single events shows血at血is

type of measurement provides with useful information on image degradation due to PVE. 

To begin discussing白istopic, let’s take a look to Fig. 8. 百世sfigure comp紅白血e

measured single events spectrum with the one calculated from the reconstructed image for 

the second scan of DC, without PVE co汀ections. It is出iport姐 tto see白at血eactivity 

distribution DC is composed of four hot spots, so出atfour peaks would be expec低din白e

single events spec汀um. However, there is only one broad peak which me佃 S出at血e

single spec甘umcannot resolve the amount of hot spots in血ereconstructed image, at least 

in出emeasurements designed for血iswork. However, it is interesting to see血at血e

calculated single spec甘umdoes not show good agreement with the measurements by the 

tails of the broad peak. Compar泊gDC (Fig. 2) wi血itsreconstructed image (Fig. 3) it is 

clear白atthe smallest hot spot is not recovered in血ereconstruction process due to PVE. 

Therefore，出isnon-recovered spot does not con甘ibuteto the calculated single events while 

it con仕ibutesto the measured singles. Correction for PVE is carried out. For血is

pu叩ose,it is obtained血evariation of出ecount recovery coefficient (RC) [5] for the ECAT 

931 with respect to the known hot spot size. 百四 RCsare obtained as the ration between 

estimated and true maximum count for each ROI. 
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Estimated Maximum ROI Count 
RCnru = … True Maximum ROI Count 

(14) 

It is important to remember出ateach ROI aims to cover血erespective hot spot. 百ierefore,

白eRCs紅edetermined for diffe1「enthot spot sizes. 百iisinformation is illustrated in Fig. 9. 

The hot spots whose size is larger血an16 mm do not suffer significant degradation due to 

PVE. 百ieinformation provided by Fig. 9 allows correcting the estimated activity of a 

ROI by taking the horizontal activity profile, assuming the ROI size to be the FWHiv1 of its 

profile, determine the RC coη・esponding to this size and finally multiply this RC by the 

activity estimates of each image element within血eROI. 百iiscorrection method is 

applied to the images reconstructed for DC and血eimprovement is remarkable, as shown in 

Fig. 10. The smallest hot spot is almost non-recovered without PVE correction, but after 

applying血ecount recovery coe百icienttechnique it is perfectly visible in白ereconstructed 

image. Now it is necessary to evaluate how effective is血ePVE coηection. 百iis

evaluation is carried out by comparing the measured single events with the calculated 

singles from the PVE corrected-image.τ'his comparison is illustrated in Fig. 11. In血is

figure, the measured single spec甘umis compared to the calculated one, after PVE 

co汀ection. 百ietails region exhibits a good agreement between measured and calculated 

single events. 百iissuggests白atthe single event spec汀umcan be a very useful tool to 

study the degradation of reconstructed images due to PVE. Furthermore, a comp訂ison 

between measured and calculated singles after PVE would indicate the effectiveness of白e

PVE correction method. 

CONCLUSION 

百iiswork has shown白atiterative image reconstruction by ML-EM could be 

monitored through the single events and good agreement between measured and calculated 

singles from the reconstructed image was use向lto halt白erecons甘uctionprocess at a point 

where the image was not excessively iterated. 百iishalting point is characterized by a 

reasonable tradeoff among different convergence rate, i.e. di仔erentobject sizes. 百iemain 

drawback for implementing血istechnique is to decide the αvalue, which represents what 

will be considered as negligible variation of the calculated single event spectrum. In this 

work，α＝ 0.0300 provided teliable estimation of出eoptimum number of iterations 

necessary to recons甘uctdifferent data sets. However, it is not possible to conclude白at

this .value is independent of血eposi仕onactivity distribution. The stopping rule in甘oduced
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in this work has shown to be independent of the total創nountof coincidence counts, at least 

for the range of counts measured in this work. 百iiswork also shows血atcomparison 

between measured and calculated singles provides information on image degradation due to 

PVE. 百tedisagreement in血iscomp釘ison釘 iseswhen the size of imaged objects釘e

comparable to twice the image resolution. This is witnessed by the fact由atdisagreement 

between measured and calculated singles was seen only for DC. After PVE correction is 

carried out，出ecomp訂isonbetween calculated and measured s回glesprovided information 

on the quality of the reconstructed image. 
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Table 1. Optim凶nnumber of iterations estimated for each data set obtained from the activity distribution 
DA. 

Data set I DA 1 I DA 2 
Ont泊iumn I 14 I 14 

DA3 
14 

DA4 
14 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of two activity distributions (DA and DB) used to study the stopping rule and one activity 

distribution (DC) utilized to study PYE. The activity concentration is the same for all hot spots. The 
positron emitter is 18F. There are different diameters. 百1eirvalue in mm  is: d1=7.5, d2=17.4, d3=22.7, 
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the location of the regions of interest (ROls) drawn on the reconstructed images for DA, 

DB, DC aiming to study the c。nvergenceof the positron activity estimations. 
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S戸ctrumafter PYE correction for the second data set measured for the distribution DC. 
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forBNCT 

命

Yonai S勺 ／togaT., Nakamura T., BabaM., Yashima H. Yokobori H. , and Tahara Y. , 

Introduction 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 
Advanced Reactor Technology Co .• Ltd., Japan* 

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.. Japan” 

Boron Neu甘onCapture百1erapy(BNCわ ispromising甘・eatmentfor brain tumors 

such as glioblastoma multiforme, which are at present considered to be inoperable. BNCT 

relies on two components, 1°B-doped ph訂maceuticalsand neu甘onsfor irradiation.百1e1°B 

component, which is delivered preferentially to血.etumor cells, is administered to血e

patient, who is subsequently irradiated with an external neu甘onbeam. 百1e10B (nぷ） 7Li 

reaction, on which BNCT is based, has a large cross section of -3800 barn for thermal 

neu甘onsand produces two particles，αand 7Li, with high linear energy transfer (LET）組d

relative biological effectiveness 侭BE). The me組 freepa血 of血ep訂ticlesin cells is 

about 10 μm and 5 μm for αparticles and for 7Li，民spectively.Considering血at血emean 

cellular diameter is of the order of 10 μm, it is possible血atBNCT may act selectively泊

killing cells. 

百1euse of epi出ermalneu甘onsin BNCT has recently been of increasing interest, 

taking into account血atincident neu甘ons訂emoderated in the human body. 百1e

accelerator-based neu甘onsources are also required for the ease of use and the establishment 

wi白 hospitals. Many groups have been investigating the accelerator-based neutron 

sources. However they have not been realized yet也practicalapplications, mainly because 

of a very high beam cu汀entrequired for accelerators which introduces a serious difficulty泊

t釘getcooling. In血eprevious study1>, we found the feasibility of a cyclotron-based BNCT 

using the Ta(p, n) neu甘onsat 90° bombarded by 50 Me V protons，組d血eiron, AIF3, Al 

and 6LiF moderators through measurements of angular dis甘ibutionsof neu甘onenergy 

spec甘afrom Ta(p, n) reaction and simulations using the MCNPX code2＞.百1is
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cyclotron-based BNCT which requires comparatively low beam power gives similar dose 

distribution with the other accelerator-based BNCT, and provides a realistic solution to出e

realization of the accelerator-based BNCT. 

In order to realize the cyclotron-based BNCT, it is required to validate the accuracy 

of the simulations by the measurements. Here in this study, we measured the neu甘on

energy spectra behind the moderator and the distribution of thermal neu甘ons泊釦 acrylic

ph組 tomby using the gold activation foils出rough白e197 Au{n,y)198 Au reaction at出e

Cyclo甘onand Radioisotope Center (CYRIC) of Tohoku University. 百1emethod for 

measw泊gthe intensity of neu甘onsirradiated to白epatient has not been established yet in 

白eBNCT甘eatmentusing白eepi白ermalneu甘ons，姐dmost facilities use白ecompu低r

code for the甘・eatmentplanning. Because the neu甘onenergy spec住umbehind the moderator 

is the neu佐onsource in血ecode, the validation is essential for accelerator-based BNCT. 

The measurement of distribution of thermal neu甘onsin a phantom is also very important, 

because the thermal neu甘onsdirectly interact with 1°B and dominate the tumor dose. 

Experimental method 

百ieexperimen同l卸 angementis shown in Fig. 1.百iemeasurements of the 

epi白ermalneu仕onenergy spec町umand the thermal neutron dis甘ibutionin an acrylic 

phantom we問 performedat白eTOF (Time-0ιFli悼のroom at CYRIC, which is connected 

to the 5出 回getroom and has very low background. 百ieexperimental arrangements for 

neu甘onspec甘ome甘yand thermal neutron dis甘ibutionin a phantom訂eboth shown in Fig. 

1. 百ieneutrons we児 producedfrom白e3mm thick (stopping-length) Ta target bombarded 

at an釦 gleof 90° by 50 Me V protons, and ex甘actedto白eTOFroom白rough血ef廿stand 

second collimators. 百1efirst collimator made of 150 cm thick concrete has a hole shown 

in Fig. 1. 百iemoderators were set泊 thesecond collimator with a hole of 100 cm wide by 

50 cm high in a concrete wall of 283 cm thickness between the 5血t紅 getroom and白eTOF 

room. 百iefront surface of the moderator is 1048 cm distant from the neutron production 

t紅 get. Since血isgeome甘icalarrangement is a little different from白at泊 ourprevious 

feasibility studyn due to a space limitation, the shape of由eneu甘onenergy spectrum behind 

the moderator may be slightly different合omsimulations. However, its difference is not 

very serious for validation of simulation. 百1enumber of beam particles incident on血e

target was measured企om白ecurrent of血et釘 getitself which was surrounded by a 

biased-copper mesh to suppress secondary electrons escaping from血etarget. 
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百1emeasurement of血eepi出ermalneu甘onspectrum was performed with our new 

multi-moderator spec廿ome旬r3>and a bare 3He counter wi出／wi白out白eCd absorber加 da 

conventional Bonner Sphere of 11.6 cm radius moderator developed by Uw創凶noet al.4). 

百1eneu甘onenergy spec甘umwas obtained by unfolding the measured counts with the 

SAND-II code5>. Two initial guesses of白eneu甘onenergy spectrum were used in白e

unfolding proced町e. One is calculated spec甘umunder this experimental geome甘ywith 

白eMCNPXcode，出eo白eris血e1厄 spectrum.

百iemeasurement of血e出ermal neu甘onflux distribution was performed in佃

acrylic phantom of 30 cm x 30 cm x 30 cm (density: 0.944 g/cm3) by the gold activation 

technique. The phantom wぉ setat 15 cm behind the moderators. 百1egold foils of 1 cm 

diameter by 100 μm thickness we陀 setat 0, 1, 3, 5, 8, 10 and 12 cm depth in a phantom on 

the beam line. 百1e198Au g出nmaray activities白rough出e197 Au(n,y) reaction were 

measured with a HP-Ge detector, whose efficiency was calculated with the EGS4 code6>. 

Result and Discussion 

Figure 2 shows the comparison of measured and calculated neu甘onenergy spec甘a

behind the moderator. Good agreement between the calculation and the measurements 

could be obtained. 百ieenergy spec甘umgives two peaks at thermal energy of -0.1 e V and 

at epi出ermalenergy of～10 keV. 百ieformer peak component mainly comes from the 

neu甘onsscattered down to thermal energy by the surrounding bulky concrete and 白elatter 

peak component is the neutrons moderated through the moderator assembly which can be 

used for BNCT. 

Figure 3 shows the comp釘isonof the depth dis汀ibutionof measured and calculated 

reaction rates of 197 Au(n,y)198 Au in釦 acrylicphantom. 百iecalculations agree with the 

measurements wi白泊～20% over the depth of 16 cm. ’The calculations at the depth 

shallower出an8 cm underestimate the measurements, which is the similar as the result for 

measuring the neu甘onenergy spec甘um. We consider血atthese underestimations may 

come from underestimation of血eneu町on四productionyield from the Ta(p,n) reaction. 百ie

calculation using血eLA150 cross-section data71 underestimates the measurement泊 出e

energy range lower白an-5 MeV11. This underestimation may give a s甘onginfluence on 

the results in出isstudy. While at出edeeper position, the calculations of the reaction rates 

overestimate the measurements. 百iismay be because the measurements of gamma rays 

emitted from 198 Au have the large uncertainties due to the insufficient radioactivities. We 
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could not get白ehigher neutron flux at the irradiation points也血isexperimen凶

arrangement. 

Because the discrepancy between the measurement and calculation was found for the 

thermal neu釘onflux distribution 泊 the phantom as the above, we performed血e

meas町 ・ementusing the mono-energetic neu住onsat Fast Neutron Laboratory σNL) of 

Tohoku University. Figure 4 1shows血ecomp紅isonof measured and calculated reaction 

rates of 197 Au(n,y)198Au in an acrylic phantom by 8 keV neu甘ons. As shown泊血efigure, 

the result is the s制neas those using the continuous energy neu甘onsat CYRIC. From these 

the results，出eabove mentioned discrepancy may be arising from the problem in血e

MCNPX code or白ecross section data. We will need to investigate further血ecause. 
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Introduction 

百ieuse of泊terventionalradiology (IR) in diagnostic and白erapeuticprocedures 

has seen a vast increase in recent years, prim紅 ilybecause of its numerous significant 

benefits. Prolonged fluoroscopy times and l紅genumbers of radiographs delivered to 

limited areas of由epatient, however, c釦 causedeterministic effects r姐 gingfrom transient 

erythema and dermatitis to skin necrosis1・2>. Mapping skin doses in complex fluoroscopy 

interventions is useful to determine the probability of a possible injury, to detect釘easof 

overlapping irradiation fields, and to ob臼泊 aperm釦 entregister of白epatient’s most 

exposed skin訂＇eas.

h血iswork, a new method for mapping skin doses in IR us也g佃 imagingplate 

(IP) has been developed. IPs are made of photostimulated luminescence (PSL) materials, 

訂e highly sensitive two-dimensional radiation sensors, can be reused repeatedly. 

Al血ough血eIP has already been applied for use as a passive dosemeter3>, there is an issue 

for applying IP to meas町ecumulative doses泊 IR. In the X-rays energies range, IP has a 

S仕ongdependence on photon energy. By combining the sensitivity data measured wi白

filters of three different metals (aluminum, copper，組dca命凶um),flat sensitivity of an IP 

to白edose equivalent (Hp(0.07)) within 8% for X-rays with effective energies of 30 to 120 

keV can obtained4>. However, in X-ray diagnosis, since a shadow of the filter appe紅son

the image and interferes wi由 clinicalexamination, IPs should be used without filters. 

Variation of sensitivity without filters for effective energy range in IR procedures was 

measured by obtaining ratio of the weighted sum of 血esensitivities with these three 

different metal filters to the sensitivities obtained values without filters by irradiation, 

simulating actual fluoroscopy and radiography proced町 es. Direct measurement of血e
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en甘 姐.ceskin dose (ESD) by wrapping a l訂gepiece of IPsぽoundthe back of a water 

ph釦 tomwas at白mptedand血eESD obtained by IPs was compared with the results 

obtained by Dose Ace, which was commercially available a photoluminescent glass 

dosemeter. 

Methods 

Imaging plate and readout technique 

百ieBAS－τR type IP of 12.7 cm x 12.7 cm in size, manufactured by Fuji Photo 

Film Co., Ltd. was used. It has a 50ボm-thickphotostimulable phosphor (BaBrF：励行

and has no protective surface layer. For measuring the ESD using a wa飽rphantom, a 

large piece of IPs of 38.1 cm x 50.8 cm, which was made by coupling 12 sheets of BAS－τR 

toge出er,was used. 百ieIPs were wrapped in black polyethylene to shield them from 

sunlight during irradiation. IPs were scanned with a 200×200・μmBAS-1000 readout 

system (F吋iPhoto Film Co., Ltd.) 3・ 4hours after irradiation by the cellophane 

technique5), and血en,IPs were rescanned after annealing at lOOOC for 70 hours. 

X-ray irradiation 

百ieIPs were irradiated by using X-ray beams from the X-rays generator 

(KXO・2050,Toshiba Medical Co.) at Y創nagataUniversity Hospital. To generate the data 

needed to compare白ePSL values obtained by combining results with metal filters with the 

PSL values obtained without filters, the IP, which was泊 contactwith three different metal 

filters, was placed on血etabletop just under an acrylic ph姐 tomand出eX-ray beam was 

provided from under the table. 百ieacrylic phantom was 20 cm thick and had a 33 x 33 

cm front face. Fi別re1 shows血at出eIP and the set of filters used in these exper泊施nts,

which were made of 0.5 mm thick aluminum, 0.1 mm thick copper, and 1.0 mm血ick

cadmium. Two IPs with filter set were廿radiatedat every irradiation. Two typical IR 

procedures were performed, v紅yingtube potential between 60 kV and 120 kV and v紅ying

tube current between 1.6 mA and 3.2 mA for fluoroscopy and 250 mA and 400 mA for 

radiography. To know the dose on a real-time during the procedure, a Skin Dose Monitor 

(SDM104・101,McMahon Medical Co.) was placed beside IPs. 

百ierelation between PSL densityσSL/mm2）姐dabsorbed dose (Gy) in出erange 

from 1 mGy to 2 Gy was evaluated by placing IPs under an acrylic ph姐 tom.τbeIP was 

also in contact with metal filters as shown in Fig. l. Two IPs with filter set were irradiated 
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at every irradiation.’The tube voltage was fixed at 100 kV佃 d白etube cu町・entsof 200 and 

400 mA were used. 百ieabsorbed dose was measured by an ionization chamber 

(modell015, RADCAL Co.,}. 

For mapping血eESD，血elarge piece of IPs was wrapped around the back of a 

water phantom, which mimicked a human body and had cy linclrical shape 20 cm x 30 cm x 

45 .5 cm, and a typical m. procedure simulating percutaneous甘ansluminalcoronary 

angioplasties (PTCAs) was performed, varying tube potential between 60 kV and 120 kV 

and using tube cu汀・ent200 mA for radiography. In this procedure，白eIP surface faced 

toward the X-rays generator, so血at出eIP could automatically coπect for radiation 

backscattered合om血ewater phantom. 百ieimage intnsifier had a field of view (FOV) 

with a square area of 10 x 10 cm cm on the surface of血ewater ph佃 tom.

Dose Ace 

Dose Ace (Asahi Techno Glass Co.,} consists of a silver-activated 

photoluminescence glass dosemeter (PLD) chip and 0. 76 mm thick tin filter for energy 

compensation (GD・352M). 48 PLD chips were used to measure血eESD. Each PLD chip 

was placed at intervals of 5 cm in a grid of 8 lines and 6 rows on白ereverse of白eIP sheet. 

PLD chips were read out by a PL reader (FGD・1000)by using pulsed UV laser 

stimulation6>. 

Results 

Irradiation simulating actual medical practice for fluoroscopy and radiography 

showed血atratio of values obtained with three different metal filters to values without 

filters remained constant to wi白血 5% in two typical m. proced町es. 百iisindicates白紙

metal filters釘enot necessary when IPs are used for estimating skin dose dis甘ibutionsin 

typical IR procedures. 

百iecorrelations between PSL density (PSL/mm2）組d由eabsorbed dose (mGy）訂e

exhibited in Figure 2, showing excellent I泊e釦ty. 百ieresults by血eannealing technique 

showed better linearity白釦 thoseby the cellophane technique. Because the former C釦

decrease血ee釘ectsof fading and give a more precise estimate of quanti旬tivedose，白ough

the latter does not account for the e首ectsof fading5>. 

Images of dose dis甘ibutionsobtained by sc姐 ningof白eI釘gepiece of IPs with the 

annealing technique紅eshown in Figure 3. Peak sk泊 dose(PSD) area, which is marked 
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with a white line, can be easily recognized visually by variations of PSL density. ’The 

higher level of ESD泊白is釘eais due to overlapping of irradiation fields wi血twoviews; 

LAO 45° -CRA 25 °釦dLAO 60-° CRA 0 ° , which釘e合・equentlyused projection泊

PTCAs.百ieresult of mapping of ESD, which was calculated from the PSL values with the 

annealing technique using佃 equationobtained from the regression line in Fig.2，訂e

exhibited in Figure 4.官iePSD was estimated to be 1.62 Gy (±4.3%) with the annealing 

technique and 1.16 Gy (±8.5%) wi白血ecellophane低chnique. 百ieresults by PLD chips 

were also mapped and shown in Figure 5, giving 1.41 Gy as the highest dose. Bo白mapped

dose distribution by using IPs (Fig.4) and PLD chips σig.5) show釦 excellentagreement, 

however, the PSD area cannot be recognized in mapped ESD obtained by PLD chips. 

Discussion 

百1eeasiest way to determine the ESD is by direct measurement with special 

detectors such as TL dosemeters. Inco汀・ectpositioning of dosemeters, however, can easily 

result in underestimation of白eESD. An important issue on血emeasurement in IR is to 

know the ex旬ntof出eirradiation field and the intensity of dose. In order not to miss hot 

spots, we have to increase the number of mo凶toringpoints and dosemeters. At白ispoint 

of view, mapping skin doses in IR by using two-dimensional radiation sensors is the best 

way. Since most installations avoid high dose rates in the vicinity of血epatient and staff 

by using fluoroscopy equipment configured with an over-couch image intensifier and an 

under-couch X-ray tube，出epatient’S skin dose can be mapped by placing a large piece of 

film relatively insensitive to X-rays on血etabletop just under the patient. Guibelalde 

repo此.ed出atKodak EDR2 film could be used白isway to estimate maximum skin doses up 

to 1400 mGy but白atthe linear range for accurate dose measurements was only from 50 

mGy to 500 mGy7>. According to ICRP Publication 858>, all patients with estimated skin 

doses of 3 Gy or above should be followed up after exposure.百iey訂ethus not adequate 

for indicating the likely onset of deterministic effects. Furthermore, films like EDR2 

C創motbe reused. 百ieIP of BAS-TR C組 estimateskin doses r姐 g泊gfrom 1 μGy to 100 

Gy and has linearity up to about 10 Gy45＞.’This, along with the possibility of reusing IPs 

repeatedly by irradiating them with visible light between uses, supports血eusefulness of 

IPs for estimating and mapping skin dose dis甘ibutionsin high-dose IR procedures. 
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Fig. 3. images of dose distributions obtained by scanning of the large piece of IPs with the annealing 
technique. Peak skin dose (PSD) area is marked with a white line. 
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V. 1. Applicab出tyof Carbon Ions in PIXE Analysis 

Amartaivan T., Ishii K., Yamazaki H., Matsuyama S., Suzuki A., Yamaguchi T., Abe S., 
Inomata K., and Watanabe Y. 

INTRODUCTION 

Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, 
Graduate School of Engineering, Toho初 University

The heavier elements, like As, Cd, Pb, Hg are highly toxic to the human body even 

at甘acelevel. ’Therefore, high sensitivity of甘aceheavy element analysis is of great 

importance for environmental monitoring. Particle induced X-ray emission (PIXE) is a 

powerful technique for quantitative analysis because it is non-destructive, multi-elemental 

(from Na to U), highly sensitive組 drequires no special sample prep訂ation.Usually proton 

beams with an energy訂ound3 MeV，紅eused in PIXE offering high sensitivity. Since the 

sensitivity of PIXE S甘onglydepends on the X-ray production cross-sections, which紅e

proportional to血esqu訂・eof白eprojectile charge, it can be expected白at白euse of heavy 

ion beams improves the sensitivity of the analysis considerably. However, extensive 

systematic applications to elemental analysis using heavy ion beams are lacking due to a 

number of problems such as白edetermination of fluorescence yield, line shifts and peak 

broadening due to multiple ionization1). In addition, continuous X-ray backgrounds, which 

determine the detection limit of PUCE, are created by the same ionization process as白e

characteristic X-ray signal and increase in the same ratio，出usthere seems to be no 

significant advantage in using heavy ions comp訂edto proton beams. However, the lower 

detection limit (LDL) of an伽 nentis give的 y3伊；／Nx, where Nxis白enet COUI 

characteristic X-ray line and NB is the background counts covered by the負illwidth at half 

maximum σwm在） of the characteristic X-ray line, namely it is proportional to l!Zp at出e

same projectile velocity, where Zp is a projectile charge2). Consequently, using of heavy 

ion beams may improve LDL by Zp times. 

Carbon ion beams釘eapplied to PIXE加 alysisof trace heavy elements in samples 

deposited on a白inorganic film consisting mainly of C, H 姐 d0, because nuclear 
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bremss住ahlungvanishes泊血ecase of symmetric collisions such as 12C-12C or 12C-16o3>. In 

血isstudy, we have measured continuous X-ray backgrounds in血eenergy region 5 

keV<Ex<32 keV emitted from polypropylene film and X-ray production cross-sections of 

several elements (Cr, Fe, Ge, Ag, In, Pb) using 70 Me V 12C6+ ions. 百1emeasured 

backgrounds are compared with theoretical calculations. We have estimated the LDL of 

heavy metal elements to investigate the applicability of 70 Me V carbon ions to PIXE 

analysis of heavy elements. 

On the other hand, the elements will be toxic depending on the atomic valence as 

well as chemical environment. For example, most Cr in na仰 向 occurswith町i-valentand 

six-valent, and the latter is very toxic and C紅cinogenic.百1erefore,it is suggested血at白e

environmental pollution monitoring is not only for elemental concentrations but also for its 

chemical environment. 

It is already well known由at,X-ray spec甘aare sensitive to the chemical 

environment of血et釘getatom and can yield information on the atomic and electronic 

S甘uctureof rnaterials4>. Baun5> classifies the changes occurring in the X-ray emission 

spec甘ain four categories: changes in wavelength, presence or absence of band or lines, 

changes泊 bandshapesand changes in band intensity. Among them changes in band 

intensity or changes in Kf31KαX-ray intensity ratio is relatively easily and most p陀cisely

measurable. The change of K X圃rayintensity ratio has been studied extensively by m佃 y

workers and well known experimen同lly組 dtheoretically th剖 theintensity ratio specially 

for 3d elements depends on the its oxidation s旬低6,7）釦don出ecrystal symme甘yin which 

出eatom interest is located8> as well as on the number of 3d elec甘ons9>.In almost all case, 

the X-ray intensity ratio was studied by using X-ray as an excitation source where the 

ionization of Land higher shell nearly not occur. But, in case of heavy ion projectiles, K-

shell vac加 cyproduction is typically accompanied with the creation of multiple vacancies in 

血eL and higher shells of出etぽgetatoms. In血iss加dy,we have measured Kb/Ka 

intensity ratio for Cr compounds using carbon ions at some different energies to study the 

possibility of discrimination of chemical environments. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The t釘getsfor the measurement of X-ray production cross sections were prep紅・ed

by vacuum evaporation on a白inpolypropylene film. 百1ethicknesses of出eevaporated 

layer were determined by Rutherford backscattering (RBS) measurement to be less白an100 

μ g/cm2, thus self-absorption of characteristic X-rays and energy loss of the incident ion泊
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出et釘 getscan be neglected. 百1ethickness was determined wi出in白ee汀or土5%.A 

polypropylene fi加（（C3民）n)of 4.25 μm thickness was used as a target for continuous X-

ray background measurement for both 70 Me V carbon ion and 3 Me V proton bomb紅白nent.

Targets for K~αintensity ratio measurement we児 preparedby dropping 40 μ1 of 1000 

ppm Cr solution (K2Cr201姐 dCrCh) on polypropylene film and合yingat 60°C. In all 

measurement, the t訂getswere placed at組組gleof 45° wi白 respectto the beam direction. 

X-rays emitted合om血etarget were measured at an angle of 90° wi白 respectto the beam 

direction, by a Si(Li) detector wi白組 energyresolution of 160 eV at 5.9 keV and an 

effective紅 eaof 80 mm2. 1 mm Mylar film was placed in 合ontof白eSi(Li) detector to 

absorb the intense yield of low energy X-rays.’The solid angle was 0.0071 sr.百ieenergy 

calibration was obtained with characteristic X-rays仕oma 241Am source. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Continuous X-ray backgrounds 

The exper泊施ntalcross sections of continuous X-ray background calculated from 

the measured PIXE spectra for both carbon ions and protons釘epresented in Fig.1, where 

detector efficiency and X-ray absorption in the Mylar absorber in front of白edetector were 

not corrected. The calculations of cross-sections for each component of bremss甘ahlung

(QFEB-Quasi Free Electron Bremsstrahlung, SEB-Secondary Electron Bremsstrahlung, 

AB-Atomic Bremsstrahlung, NB-Nuclear Bremsstrahlung) were carried out as described 

elsewhere10>, and bremsstrahlung component and their sum are also shown in Fig.I. Cross-

sections of radiative elec甘oncapture侭EC)for carbon ion bombardment are not included 

in this calculation.’The experimental cross-sections of continuous X-ray for carbon ions泊

the lower X-ray energy region (5・20keV）釘eabout 3 orders of magnitude higher由加 for

proton bombardment. At higher X-ray energies (20-30 keV), the difference between the 

two cross sections is about 2 orders of magnitude. For proton bombardment，出ecalculated 

cross sections紅ein excellent agreement with exper凶ientalones in a wide X-ray energy 

region, but白eyunderestimate the experimental values in血eregion >10 keV in出ecase of 

carbon bombardment. The backgrounds at energies < 13 ke V can be estimated by SEB, 

whereas the backgrounds at energies > 13 ke V C出motbe explained by SEB nor AB. In case 

of proton bombardment, the background at higher X-ray energies is well reproduced by NB. 

For carbon bombardment, the con甘ibutionof NB with carbon nuclei in the岡rget

(polypropylene film which consists C and H) is negligibly small because of symme凶c
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collisions, however the contribution仕omhydrogen ones泊白et訂getC組 beconsidered the 

same order as血eNB con甘ibutionof carbon nuclei in血etarget during proton 

bombardment. 百1erefore，血ebackgrounds at白eenergies >20 keV訂econsidered to be 

due to the Compton scattering tail of nuclear y-rays, but the excess in血e13 to 20 keV 

region cannot be 血.eoreticallyexplained at present. 

X-ray production cross section 

百1eprocedure of the evaluation of X-ray production cross sections was identical as 

described elsewhere11>. Fig.2 shows the measured X-ray production cross sections σK (K-

l泊e)andσL (L-line) of 70 MeV carbon ions for several elements (Kline-• and L line-•) 

and experimental data of加 0白ergroup11> (K line-0 L-line－口｝， which釘ein1 good 

agreement with our results. 百1etotal errors of experimenぬldata釘・e<±10 %. Since 

experimental cross-sections are up to one order of mag凶tude lower as ECPSSR 

calculations11), calculated cross-sections will not be used in the LDL est加1ation.

K〆Kαintensityratio 

Kr/I(α凶tensityratios of several elements (Cr, Fe, Ge, Ag and In) were measured for 

carbon ions. From the results (Table 1), one sees血at由edifference between the measured 

intensity ratio for 70 Me V carbons and the theoretical value12> diminishes with increasing 

atomic number Z of白etarget.百1isimplies白atfor higher Z-targets, the degree of multiple 

ionization is lower compared , to medium Z-targets, because the Kp/Kαintensity ratio 

increases with血enumber of L-shell vac飢 cies13>, Here, we can use theoretical k作α

intensity ratio for higher Z-targets in LDL estimations. 

Chemicalφct on Kp'Kαintensiりyratio 

KJYKαintensity ratios for甘i-valent加 dsix-valent Cr compounds (CrCh and 

K2Cr201, respectively) were measured at 13, 22, 35, 70 MeV energies of carbon ions.百1e

results and the intensity ratio for Cr meta113> are shown in Fig. 4. Since the number of L-

shell vacancies increases with decreasing projectile energy, the intensity ratio increases. 

But the clear difference between the intensity ratios for Cr compounds compared to for X-

ray excitation is not observed in血isstudy. From the BEA calculation 14 > for 13 and 70 

MeV carbon ions，出econ甘ibutionof higher level of multiple ionization is small in bo血

cases (Fig. 4) and contribution of 2 L-shell vacancies increased at 13 MeV carbon energy 
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comp釘edto 70 MeV energy. Consequently, a few L-shell vacancies do not affect白eKX-

ray intensity ratio considerably. 

Lower detection limit ( LDL) estimation 

P医Espec甘afrom the same t訂getfor bo白70MeV carbon ion (0.8 μC) and 3 MeV 

proton (8.1 μC) irradiation are shown in Fig. 4.百1e泊rgetwas prepared by dropp泊g40μI 

of白e1 ppm solution of Cu, Pb，釦dCd on白epolypropylene film. From the spectra, it is 

clearly seen血atpeak-to-background ratio enhances at higher X-ray energy region. Since 

the deposited target is not uniform within the beam spot, we prefer to estimate the LDL 

合omthe continuous X-ray background spectra in Fig.1 using the equation2> 

内 3"/ND・A守

LDL[glcm"]= v ... ~ 
NQ・σx・そff・ab ・bα・dQ・NAv 

、‘，，，1A
 

，，E
、

where, NB is background counts at血eFWHM of the characteristic X-ray line, Az is atom 

mass of白etarget element, NQ is the number of the incident p釘ticl es，σz is X-ray 

production cross section, eff is detector efficiency, ab is absorption of X-ray lines prior to 

detection, bαis the仕actionof Kor L X-rays出atappears in血ekαor Lαline,-dQ is solid 

angle of出edetector and NA窃 isAvogadro’s number.百1eobtained LDL of Cu-Ka, Cd-Kα 

and Pb-Lαfor lμC irradiation were 2, 6 and 68 ng/cm2 respectively. Compared to proton 

bombardment, the LDL of Cu-Kα （8.04 keV) for carbon bombardment is estimated to be 2 

times lower for白esame number of incident particles. Moreover, in the higher X-ray 

energy region, LDL for Cd-Kα （23.1 keV) is about 4 times lower由加 forproton 

bombardment. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Continuous X-ray backgrounds were measured for 70 Me V carbon ions and 3 Me V 

protons, and comp訂edto theoretical calculations. 百1ecalculations for protons訂ein 

excellent agreement with experiments. But calculations for carbon ions underestimate the 

exper加1entby up to 2 orders of magnitude at X-ray energies from 13 keV to 20 keV.百1is

difference cannot be explained by bremsstrahlung血.eoryat present. 

百1eX-ray production cross-sections of several elements were measured for 70 MeV 

carbon ions and confirmed to be much higher也知for3 MeV protons. For example，白eX-

ray production cross-section of Ag K X-rays was about 200 times l訂ger出釦 in出ecase of 
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3 Me V proton bombardment. Using the results of this study，白eLDL of a few elements 

were estimated for 70 Me V carbon ions.百ieLDL for 70 MeV carbon ions at higher X-ray 

energies was 4 times lower白anfor 3 Me V protons. The results show白atheavy elements 

such as Ag, Cd can be analyzed by 70 MeV carbon ion wi血 highersensitivity and on a 

much shorter time compared to 3 Me V protons. In addition, higher sensitivity will be 

obtained when thinner ( <4 μm) organic film is used as a backing. 

K!YKαintensity ratios for Cr compounds are measured by using carbon ions at 

different energies.百1eintensity ratio increases with increasing with the degree of multiple 

ionization. But the difference of intensity ratios between the Cr compounds do not vary 

significantly at these energies, because the degree of multiple ionization at 13 and 70 Me V 

energies differs not too much. 
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Table 1. Kp/Kα泊tensityratios for 70 MeV carbon and theoretical value12>. 

Element (Atomic number) 

Cr (24) 

> 10・li 
ω 
占邑

も ！l lff3 ; 

e r 
.g 10・.5:
M r. 

話噌 Fe 10-' . ! 
u n 

Fe (26) 
Ge (32) 
Ag (47) 

註必2

5 

70 Me V carbon ions 

0.1637土0.0015
0.1608土0.0010
0.1764±0.0010 
0.2061胡 .0012
0.2154±0.0032 

, ・ . ; ・・弘、、、、、

Theoretical value 

之、

0.1336 
0.1391 
0.1504 
0.2130 
0.2195 
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s iO is ic≫ 25 
X-ray energy (keV) 

Figure 1. Continuous X-ray background from polypropylene film for 70 MeV carbon ions (a) and for 3 MeV 
protons (b ). 
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V. 2. Development of Monitoring System of Aqueous Environment 
by PIXE V: Elemental Analysis of Water Leakage from a Landfill Site 

of Industrial W泌総 GeneratingHydrogen Sulfide 

Yamazaki H勺 IshiiK., Matsuyama S., Takahashi Y., Amartaivan Ts., Suzuki A., 
Yamaguchi T., Momose G., and Abe S. 

Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering, 
Tohoku University 

INTRODUCTION 

百teunderground disposal of industrial waste is only done in remote regions away 

from a city, where population density is low, but industrial waste is different合om

household garbage because it may include various toxic elements. Designated disposal 

sites have been strictly limited recently, and possible health problems originat泊g仕om血e

diffusion of harmful elements often heat up to the debate between residents泊白esite 

surroundings and the local administration. Water pollution caused by drain from a landfill 

site of indus町ialwaste not only poses a problem for the neighborhood’s health but is also a 

source of environmental pollution including the generation of foul smell. Complaints are 

frequent合omresidents about high hydrogen sulfide levels企omthe landfill site of industrial 

waste, Takenouchi, which lies to the southwest 25 km of Sendai City. 百leconcen甘ation

of hydrogen sulfide is legally limited to low permissible levels in血egas and liquid 

effluents合omdisposal sites in Japan, since a high concentration of hydrogen sulfide, > 50 

ppm, may cause problems to person’s respiratory system and brain apart from the 

occu町・enceof foul smell. For example, the concentration of hydrogen sulfide is restricted 

to below 0.3 ppm in a site’s water leakage depending on血erate of effluent. However, the 

residents also wo.汀yabout water pollution because the disposal site is located close to白e

river，合omwhich they are drawing agricultural water for cultivating rice fields. 

Ultramicro amounts of sulfide in aqueous samples can be detected spec廿ophoto-

metrically as me血ylene・blue,where sulfide is allowed to react with p-phenylenediamine 

and fe汀icion to form the dye1・2>. However，血ismethod is sensitive to白epresence of 

甘acesof heavy metals and to air-oxidation, and hence cannot be applied to analysis of water 
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leakage from waste disposal without pre甘・eatmentby complex chemical separation. 

Particle Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) has been proven to be a very useful technique for 

血estudy of甘aceelement distribution in ecosystems due to its multielement analysis 

capability and high sensitivityお. Additional advantage is血ehigh speed of analysis of a 

wide variety of S創nples. However, it should be s甘・essed出atadequate sample preparation 

is required in order to make full use of PIXE capabilities. 

In血isstudy, we examine the method of converting sulfide ions dissolved in 

aqueous S但nplesinto copper sulfide of low solubility for enhancing t訂getpreparation of 

PIXE釦 alysis. 百iismethod is白enapplied to白esample preparation of water leakage 

from a landfill site, where the question of water pollution by dissolved sulfides has been 

raised. The applicability of PIXE is discussed to the monitoring of water pollution by 

hydrogen sulfide and heavy metals discharged from landfill sites of industrial waste. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Sample preparation of dissolved sulfide 

Very low concen甘ationsof< 0.3 ppm sulfide ions dissolved in aqueous samples 

should be analyzed to assess白epermissible concen甘ation泊 drainagedischarged仕om由e

disposal site to the environment. Hence an enhanced sample preparation method for PIXE 

analysis was adopted where dissolved sulfide ions釘econverted to加 insolublecompound 

and then collected on a血inorganic filter suitable as a sample backing material. It is 

reported出ata compound of sulfide with heavy metals such as Ni2+, Zn2+, Sn2+, Cd2+, Pb2+, 

Cu2+, Ag+ and Hg2+ has very low solubility4・5>. As for the p陀 cipitationreaction of sulfide 

with silver or mercury, a side reaction leading to出eformation of silver chloride or 

hydrolysis of mercury is feared6>, since a relatively high concen仕組onof chloride ions and a 

little bit alkaline condition are often observed in water leakage合oma was旬 disposalsite. 

On the other hand, the solubility product is much lower for CuS (Ksp=6 x 10竹出釦 for

ZnS (Ksp=3 x 10・24）組dcompounds with other divalent metals. Hence, Cu2+ ion was 

selected as a scavenger of sulfide ions dissolved in water leakage from a disposal site. 

百1estandard method for collecting CuS precipitates on Nuclepore filter is tested on 

an investigation of the pH-dependence of血erecovery of dissolved sulfides釦 d血e

obtained calibration curve covers白econcen回 tion r釦併合om10 to 1000 ppb for sulfide 

ions. 百1esample preparation procedure is as follows. A chosen amount of Cu2+ is added 

to a 25-ml solution containing a given amount of sulfide ions, and its pH is adjusted to an 
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appropriate value. After stirring 2 min, the solution is filtered under suction （～250 

mmHg）白rougha Nuclepore filter of 0.4 μm pores. Test solutions con凶凶ngCu(N03)2 

and K2S in appropriate concentrations were used after serial dilution of the standard 

solution of the certified concentration (1.00 mg/ml）.百1estandard solution of K2S had 

been made immediately before use in order to avoid the air oxidation. 

Sample preparation of water leakage from an industrial waste disposal site 

We collected 250 ml of three kinds of samples of water-leakage from a side ditch in 

出e“Takenouchi”landfillsite of industrial waste; water in a side ditch pit away台om血e

disposal place (S 1) and drain leaching from出epro低ctivebarrier banking血edisposal site 

(S2如 dS3). For comparison, we also bottled samples of water flowing out from the rice 

cropland located ups甘・earn(Rl) and downstream (R2) of血edisposal site along with wa町

supplied to the rice cropland downs甘e出nof血edisposal site (R3）.百1evalues of pH in 

the water samples collected at白eside ditch were a little bit higher (7.47-7.94) compared to 

the reference water of agricultural use (7.24-7.42). 

After pH measurement, 30 ml of each sample were filtered under suction （～250 

mmHg) with a Nuclepore filter of 0.4μm pores; the residue on the filter accounted for the 

insoluble fraction, and the filtrate contained the soluble components. 百1efilter, on which 

insoluble components were collected, was mounted on a Mylar target frame and kept泊 a

desiccator for PD包 meas町 ement. In order to determine the concentration of the soluble 

component of sulfide in each sample, a filtration target was separately prep訂edafter copper 

was added to血esolution wi白 aconcen甘ationof 3 ppm and白epH of ・the sample was 

a匂ustedto 7 .50 ± 0.01. 百1isprocedure converts the soluble component of sulfide in a 

S出nplesolution into insoluble copper sulfide由atcan be scavenged on filter. Hence, the 

increase in sulfur content in白efiI甘ationtarget with addition of 3・ppmCu2+ indicates the 

concen甘ationof soluble sulfides泊 as創nple. 百1et釘getsfor the soluble components 

including oxidized species of sulfur were also prep釘edby depositing 30 μI of sample 

solution on an user-made polyc紅bonatefilm of紅 ound0.3 mg/cm2 thickness; the sample 

solution was prepared by adding 10 μl of 1000 ppm Ga in lM HN03 to 4 ml of fil凶 te

beforehand7・8>. After drying at 60 °C, the procedure was repeated four times to give a total 

of 150 μl dried onto the film. 百1efiltration t訂 getswith and without adding 3・ppmeu2+ 

and the deposit target were separately prepared three times for each same sample. 
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P /XE analysis 

The t訂getsprepared from test solutions and drainage samples were irradiated for 5 

to 10 minutes in a vacuum chamber by 3 Me V protons ( 5・7nA beam currents, 2 mm beam 

diameter) from the single-ended type 4.5 MV Dynami甘onaccelerator at Tohoku University, 

Japan. X-rays仕omt訂getswere measured with two Si(Li) detectors; No. l detector (0.012 

mm thick Be window) with a low geome凶cefficiency is well suited for the detection of 

elements of low atomic number Z :::; 20, and No.2 detector (0.025 mm thick Be window) 

with a 500-μm Mylar absorber ~d high geome凶cefficiency allows the detection of X-rays 

> 4 kev9>. T釘getscontaining Fe3＋組deu2+ of a known amount, which corresponded to 

25ml of solution in concentrations合om10 to 100 ppb, were prep訂・edby a DBDTC-DBS 

pre-concentration technique 7＞，組dused as an external standard for normalization of PIXE 

spec甘afor the filtration targets. For PIXE-spec町umanalysis, we used a least-squ紅白

fitting computer program, which has been developed in our laboratory based on出epattern 

組 alysisme白od10.11). 百1elower detection limit was obtained based on出estatistics 3σ 

e汀orof白ebackground counts fotegrated over the width of detector resolution (FWI弘if)at 

the position of the X-ray energy characteristic of the element of interest in出ePIXE 

spec町umfor a sample. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

百iehighest concen甘ationof sulfide ions in test solutions for producing PIXE 

t釘 getswas set to lppm as血epermissible concentration of hydrogen sulfide in drains is 

legally limited to be 0.3ppm or less. Figure 1 shows the PIXE spec甘afor precipita飽S

collected on Nuclepore filter of 0.4 μm pores. 百ieprecipitates formed at pH 8.01 from a 

solution containing sulfide ions in 100 ppb and divalent copper ions in 2.5 ppm. It is 

understood血at血ep問cipitationof an almost p町ecopper sulfide is collected，白oughiron 

impurity may be detected at白e甘acelevel. Figure 2 shows the pH dependence of血e

recovery factor of filtration scaveng泊gof copper sulfide, examined in a 25 ml solution 

containing divalent copper ions of 2.5 ppm (39 μM) and sulfide ions of 1 ppm (3lμM). 

百1epH of samples was adjusted by using nitric acid and ammonia. Both sulfide and 

copper ions訂ecollected appreciably once由epH of the solution exceeds 7, and血e

recovery factor of both ions increases almost correspondingly up to pH=8. Since the 

solutions initially contained copper加 dsulfide ions in similar concen甘ations,an equimol釘

compound of copper and sulfide like CuS precipitates in血eregion of pH from 7 to 8. 
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However, when the pH exceeds eight，白ecollection of白eequirnolar precipitation is not 

approved. That is，出erecoveηfactor of sulfide ions decreases beyond the maximum 

value of紅 ound0.5 at pH 8. On the other hand, the陀 coveryof copper ions increased 

fu此herup to about pH=8.5姐 d出endecreases in血emore alkaline region. It is considered 

出at血estrong pH-dependence of白erecovery factor of CuS-precipitate is ascribed to出e

influences of the hydrolysis reaction of divalent copper ions and of the stability of白e

hydrogen sulfide as a very weak acid. ’That is, sulfide ions are stable as a weak acid such 

as H2S in a solution of pH < 7, and in an alkaline condition over pH 8 the hydrolysis 

reaction of divalent copper ions occurs in preference to血egeneration of copper sulfide6>. 

It is well known出atthe hydrolysis reaction of metals is irreversible and the generated 

hydroxide colloids have various physicochemical properties. 百1erefore,it is necess紅yto 

avoid the coexistence with the hydrolysis reaction of copper as much as possible to ensure 

the steady collection of copper sulfide. From白isviewpoint, the pH at precipitation was 

selected to be 7.5, and six experiments were carried out at pH=7.5 as seen in Fig. 2. 百1e

average of recovery factors was 0.27 ± 0.03 when the pH values were adjusted to 7.50 

within the accuracy of the measuring instrument (± 0.01). It is understood白atthe fixed 

fraction of dissolved sulfide ions is converted to a t紅getfor the PIXE analysis when 

divalent copper ions訂eadded to白esolution in 2.5 ppm concentration釦 d血epH is 

a司justedstrictly to be 7.50 ± 0.01. However, judging from the standard deviation of the 

recovery factor, we expect the uncertainty of ±11 % in the analyzed quantity. 

百1econcentration of copper ions as白escavenger for 1 ppm sulfide was changed 

from 1 to 12 ppm and the recovery factors of bo血sulfideand copper ions were examined at 

pH 7.50士0.01. 百1erecovery factors ranging from 0.25 to 0.31 for bo白 ionswere 

obtained in six test-samples by adding eu2+ ions in either almost equal amount to the sulfide 

ions (2 ppm Cu竹orwith a little bit excess amount (3 ppm Cu吋．’The問 coveryfactor 

was quite small and did not satisfy白erelation of equimolar precipitation like CuS when 

copper ions were added泊 underdose(< 2ppm). When copper ions were added at 6 ppm 

or more, an excessive創nountof copper ions was collected on血et釘 getdue to血e

hydrolysis reaction. 百1epileup of Cu kαX ray signals occurred泊 PIXEsample spec甘a

with the excessive recovery of copper, leaving an adverse e首ecton白espec甘umregion 

from 8 to 16 ke V at 5 nA beam current. ’Therefore, it is appropriate to res町ict出e

concen甘ationof copper ions to be 3 ppm as血escavenger for sulfide ions of 1 ppm or less 

in order to enable a prompt PDCE analysis血atuses beam currents of a few nA. As for 
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o出ercompounds which might・ interfere with the scavenging of sulfide ions by divalent 

copper ions, we tested the recovery factor of sulfide ions at pH 7 .50泊 solutionscontaining 

sulfide and phosphate ions, as Cu3(P04)2 is a poor solubility compound as well as CuS. At 

the coexistence level of phosphate ions three times exceeding the concen甘ationof sulfide 

ions, a decrease泊白erecovery factor of sulfide ions of 17% was observed, but the 

coexistence of phosphate ions less equal twice the sulfide concentration did not influence 

出erecovery of CuS. 

In order to evaluate the. reliability of出equ組 titativePIXE analysis for dissolved 

sulfide ions, a calibration curve was measured using t訂 gets,which were prep釘edby adding 

3 ppm Cu2+ to a 25 ml of K2S solution in concentrations of sulfide ranging from 10 to 1000 

ppb, as shown in Fig.3. The quantification limit回出epresent PIXE measurement setup is 

釘ound10 ppb, where the yields of characteristics X-ray peaks are close to the statistics 3σ 

e汀orof血ebackground counts. In a wide dynamic r加 gefrom the lower detection limit to 

a high concentration of 1000 ppb, a linear relationship is observed between the initial 

concen甘ationsof sulfide ions in the solutions and the concentrations converted from the 

PIXE釦 alysisvalues of sulfide ions scavenged on白efilter. It is concluded血ata constant 

fraction of copper sulfides generated in the solutions was collected on the filter regardless of 

the molar ratio of sulfide to copper ions in solutions. In fact, the recovery factors were 

concen甘atedin血erange of 0.25 to 0.30. 百1erefore,concentrations of dissolved sulfides 

can be determined based on血e1 PIXE results of copper sulfides scavenged on the fil甘ation

t紅getsusing the recovery factor 0.27 ± 0.03 at pH 7 .50. 

Figure 4 shows the PIXE spectra for both insoluble and soluble合actionsof drain 

leaching from白eprotective barrier of the banking disposal site (S2). It was clarified by 

白ePIXE analysis血at16 elements existed as either insoluble or soluble components at a 

different soluble/insoluble ratios. Sulfur existed dominantly in the soluble 企action,

whereas heavy metals such as Mn, Fe, Cu, and Zn, which form compounds of low solubility 

with sulfide ions, were detected in much lower concentrations. 

In Fig.5, the elemental ,concen甘ationsin both insoluble and soluble fractions of 

water leakage S制nples合omthe disposal site are compared with those in the reference 

samples of water used for agricul知rearound the landfill site. As for the insoluble 

components, elements of soil origin such as Al, Si and Fe were predominantly detected in 

the reference water and the concentrations are near the values generally detected凶 samples

of river water8・9・12). On the other hand, Ca, Mn and Fe were the main constituents凶血e
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insoluble企actionof the wa町 leakage,and P, Sand heavy metals such as Cr, Cu, and Zn 

occurred at comparatively high concentrations, whereas the s創neelements in the reference 

water samples were detected at甘acelevel close to the detection limits. 百ieinsoluble 

component of sulfur was not detected in the reference wa飽rsamples; the detection limit in 

agricultural water is around 10 ppb. On the other hand，出esamples of the leakage water 

contained around 150 ppb of insoluble sulfur component toge白erwith Mn and Fe to form 

the sulfide of白epoor solubility from several times to a few tens of times higher 

concentration. A big difference in elemental concentrations in the soluble台actionwas 

observed among pit water (Sl), the water leakage samples仕om血eprotective wall of 

disposal place (S2, S3), and the reference water used for agriculture around the disposal 

place (Rl・3). In S2 and S3 samples, many different elements like Mg, K, Ca, Sr, S, Cl, Br, 

Mn, Fe，佃dNi were detected at several times to tens of times higher concen甘ations出組 in

出esamples of water for agricultural use. That is, it is found血atmany different elements 

included in indus佐ialwaste stored underground dissolved into rain water and flowed out 

from the protective wall of the disposal. In血eagricultural water, many elements except 

Ca, Mn and Fe, which existed in high concen甘ations,were detected at concentration levels 

reported for river water in Jap釦 12>. The concen甘ationof the dissolved sulfur component 

was 30 to 40 ppm for water leakage samples, which is considerably higher白釦 11・15ppm 

observed in agricultural water. Judging合om2 ppm or less concentrations of heavy metals 

such as Mn and Fe, which form compounds of poor solubility wi白 sulfide,it is suggested 

出atthe dissolution ratio of sulfur into metal sulfide is low. 

Table 1 shows concentrations of sulfide ions dissolved in the sample solutions. 

These concen甘ationswere determined based on the difference in PIXE analyses of sulfur 

between the fil甘ation-targetsprepared separately from a 30 ml sample with or wi吐lOUt血e

addition of 3 ppm copper ions. Here, the average value of analytical values of ・three each 

targets are shown. In出esamples of agricultural water (Rl, R2), the amount of sulfur 

coηesponding to 30-40 ppb泊 thesolution was collected as CuS precipitation by adding 

copper ions. The concentration of dissolved sulfide ions in the reference solution 

is120-130 ppb based on白erecovery of CuS. In samples of water leakage from the 

disposal site，血eamount of sulfur collected on the filter appreciably increased. 百ie

concentration of dissolved sulfide in the water leakage, which was calculated at出e

increment of sulfur content, is evaluated to be 3 to 4 times higher血釦 concen甘ationsin 

agricultural water samples. From the comparison of total concentrations of sulfur in血e

solutions as shown in出e血irdcolumn of Table 1, the analytical results of all samples 
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suggest血atabout 1 % of sulfur detected in the solutions is most likely sulfide of the lowest 

oxidation number, which is most dangerous to health. 百1ismeans出athigher oxidized 

species of sulfur are predominant in all kinds of sample solutions. Since Fe and Mn were 

detected in both the insoluble fraction and the soluble one of both the reference solution and 

出ewater leakage from the disposal site, the oxidation potential of these elements stabilized 

白eoxidized species of sulfur like so/-: The oxidant of these elements such as Fe3＋如d

Mn4+ is highly hydrolysable in a neutral or slightly alkaline solution and is more easily 

detected in the insoluble fraction comp訂・edto出ereductants such as Fe2+ and Mn24・．百1e

oxidation-reduction po蜘 tialbetween HS-reductant and sol-oxidant is --0.22 V in a 

solution at pH 7 .5. 百1epotentials of redox reactions at pH 7.5 are -0.26 V for Fe34・/Fe2+

and 0.41 V for Mn4+1Mn2＋，閃spectively. It is白ought白at血eredox po旬ntialof 

mang釦 eselargely contributes to the stabilization of白eoxidant of sul釦r. 百1erefore,

PIXE analysis reveals血atwa白rleakage from the disposal site contains hydrogen sulfide in 

slightly higher concentrations than the legally permissible level, though sulfur is dissolved 

in much higher concen甘ationscompared to water for agricultural use. At白epresent，出e

water pollution problem due to hydrogen sulfide is acceptable to the risk of health injury of 

residents in白esurroundings and concerning foul smell. However, the situation needs to 

be monitored carefully concerning the impact of disposal site leakage on agricul旬re.

CONCLUSION 

We developed a method for prep紅 ingtargets of dissolved sulfide ions for PD包

analysis. Sulfide ions dissolved in an aqueous sample were converted to the insoluble 

compound CuS and a constant fraction of CuS was collected on a白inorganic filter suitable 

as backing for PUCE measurement，泊 spiteof出es甘ongpH-dependence of the recovery 

factors. 百1ismethod was applied to血eS倒nplepreparation of water leakage from a 

landfill site of泊dus甘ialwaste. 百1eincrease of sulfur content in t釘 getsscavenged on 

Nuclepore filter with the addition of divalent copper ions clearly revealed a very low 

dissolution ratio of sulfide in samples of bo白 waterleakage from the disposal site and in 

agricultural water. Leakage from the disposal site at Takenouchi does not pose a health 

risk at present but its impact on血esurrounding agricul旬reneeds to be investigated向r白er.

百1ePIXE me白odis advantage as for multielement detection and has high sensitivity, 

making it very effective to analyze and discuss the low合actionof dissolved sulfides in 

terms of the oxidation condition of soluble and insoluble components detected in samples. 
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Table I. Analysis of soluble sulfide仕actionin reference water and in leakage from the indus凶aldisposal 
site at Takenouchi. 

Insoluble (I) Soluble Insoluble (II) Soluble 
Fraction 

Sample Sulfur Concn. Sulfur Concn. Sulfur Concn. Sulfide Concn. of soluble 

ppm ppm ppm ppm sulfides 

RI ND 13.15土0.24 0.04土0.01 0.13土 0.03 0.010 

R3 ND 10.97土0.24 0.03 ± 0.02 0.12土 0.04 0.011 

S2 0.14土0.01 29.18土0.54 0.24土0.02 0.35土 0.10 0.012 

S3 0.15土0.02 40.84土0.60 0.30土0.01 0.54土 0.08 0.013 

官官 samplesare described in Experimental. Insoluble (I) sulti町 concentration:Analyzed value for the 
titration-target without 3・ppmCu +addition. Insoluble (II) sulfur concentration: Analyzed value for the 
titration-target with 3・ppmCu2+ addition. Soluble sulfide concentrations were determined based on the CuS 

recovery factor (0.27 ±0.03）剖pH7.50. 
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Fig. I. PIXE spectra for p問 cipitatesformed at pH 8.01 in a solution containing 100 ppbof sulfide ions and 

2.5 ppm of divalent copper ions. Irradiation: 3 μC of 3Me V protons. 
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Heavy metal contamination in the subsurface environment is a m司jorproblem for 

human heal血 andenvironmental quality. A number of technologies for remediation of 

soils contaminated by heavy metals have been developed. Most of these technologies, 

however，町eexpensive, and白eyoccasionally produce secondary wastel). Recently, 

environmentally合iendly, low-input approaches such as phytoremediation have been 

proposed to cleanup soils contaminated wi血 heavy metals and metalloids2>. 

Phytoremediation is a technology for cleaning environments using the metabolism of plants, 

and interaction between plants釦 dmicroorg創出msin白erhizosphere. To develop 

practical applications of白istechnology, it is necess訂yto explicate effective accumulation 

mechanisms for heavy metals. In general, contaminated soil and plant S創nplesare 

chemically analyzed using atomic absorption spec甘ome仕y(AAS）組dinductively coupled 

plasma-mass spec甘ome甘y (ICP-MS), after oxidizing pre－町eatment. However，出ese

methods are laborious and provide only average metal concentrations血 eachpl組 torg佃．

For血isreason, Particle-induced X-ray Emission (PIXE）佃alysisis an attractive analytical 

tool. PD包釦alysishas high sensitivity and multi-elemental capability3・4>, does not requ民

sample pre甘eatment,and c姐 beperformed quickly and simply. 

百iepurpose of白iswork is to泊vestigatethe localization and speciation of heavy 

metals in plants using a submilli-PIXE C創neraand to establish fundamental information 

about the mechanism of heavy metal accumulation in plants. 
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Materials and methods 

Plant and soil samples were obtained on 23 April 2003，合oma shooting range in 

Japan. Whole bodies of Polygonum cuspidatum were sampled. 百1eground part of this 

plant was about lOcm tall. 百iefollowing pre仕eatmentwas conducted for the plant and soil 

samples: firstly, the plant samples were rinsed with tap water，出endeionized water, prior to 

PIXE analysis. In con汀ast,the subterranean s低mswere oven-dried at 105℃ 組d

decomposed with concentrated HN03 to measure their heavy metal content. 

百1esoil sample was air-dried and sieved using a 2 mm mesh sieve. For PIXE 

analysis, the soil sample was oven-dried at 105, ground and stuck on to a tape. In addition, 

出esample was chemically analyzed. 百1etotal contents of heavy metals were determined 

by dissolution wi出 amixture of concentrated H2S04, HN03 and HCl04 (1:5:20). Different 

chemical and physical forms were analyzed by a sequential ex凶 ctionproced町 e(following 

the Community Bureau of Reference (BCR)5>, which is 白eStandard Measurement and 

Testing Progr創nof血eEuropean Community (STM) 6>, which identified the following 

forms: Fraction 1: water soluble, exchangeable and carbonate bound; Fraction 2: Fe-Mn 

oxide bound; Fraction 3: organic mat飽rand sulfide bound. 

Heavy metals in the plant and soil ex甘actswere釦 alyzedby ICP-MS. ’The soil 

components and distribution of elements in the leaf and subterranean stem were analyzed by 

submill-PIXE C創neraof Tohoku University 1>. 

百iisPD包 加alysissystem provides spatial distribution images of elements in a 

region several cm2 with a resolution of < 0.5 mm. 3 Me V proton beam ( 10 nA beam cuηent, 

<0.5 mm  beam diameter) from a 4.5-MV single-ended Dynami廿onaccelerator was extracted 

to open air through a血inpolyimid (Kapton) film of 12.5 μm. In usual manner, beam was 

scanned mm2 on a surface of samples. Plant samples were fixed to出etarget frame and set 

up just after the beam exit window. The distance from the beam exit window and a sample 

is around 5mm. Fig. 1 shows experimental set-up. 百1eX-ray energy加 d出ebeam 

position were simultaneously measured in order to obtain spatial dis甘ibutionof elements. 

百1eX-rays from a t釘 getpassed through the exit window and a 110・μmMylar absorber and 

were measured with a Si (Li) detector ( 10-mm diam. x4・mmthick crystal with 25・μmBe 

window) which viewed a target at a dist釦 ceof 45 mm with an angle of 135 degree with 

respect to the beam axis. 百1eabsorber in front of the detector removed recoil protons組 d

low-energy X-ray components. 官邸 resultedin a decrease of出edead time of the signal 

process凶g組 dpile-up. 百ielist mode data acquisition system can sort出edata for a 
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selected element/ energy region組 dgenerate an elemental image even while the da泊町e

accumulated. 

Results and Discussion 

Table 1 shows the different forms of Cu and Pb metals in the soil samples. 百ietotal 

concen甘ationsof Cu and Pb were 7000 and 5000 mg/kg, respectively, which訂etwo-orders 

of magnitude greater血anin common soils (Cu 30mg/kg, Pb 35mg/kg)8）.百iemetals have 

mobility in the soil, since the proportion of water四 soluble合actionis large (Fraction 1, Table 

1). Plants readily absorb these metals, al血ough血espread of contamination is a problem. 

In common soils, K, Ca, Ti, Mn and Fe occur in relatively high concen甘ations,but Cu, Pb 

and Zn occur at lower levels. 百iecharacteristic X-ray spec甘umof each element in the soil 

samples is shown in Fig. 2. K, Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe, Cu, Zn and Pb紅edetected in the soil by 

PDCE analysis (Fig. 2), which proves the effectiveness of PIXE analysis for rapid 

determination of heavy metal contamination in soils. 

Fig. 3 shows the characteristic X-ray spec町umof each element in the leaf sample of 

P. cuspidatum. Some toxic heavy metals, i.e. Cu, Pb and Zn were detected. Also, essential 

plant elements K, Ca and Fe, were detected. ’The elemental dis甘ibutionimages of K, Ca, 

Cu and Pb are shown in Fig. 4. Potassium is uniformly distributed, whereas Cu and Pb 

occur mainly in出evein. Calcium mostly occurs in the vein, but also at a low level in白e

lamina. 

百ieaverage concentrations of Cu, Pb in the subterranean stem訂e200釦 d400mg/kg, 

respectively, which are very low comp釘edwith typical values in soil. The characteristic 

X-ray spec町umfor subterranean stems is shown in Fig. 5 and elemental distribution images 

are shown泊Fig.6, with similar patterns for Cu and Pb that accumulated泊血eepidermis of 

subte口湖eanstems. However, the distribution patterns are not strongly developed inside the 

plant. 百ieseresults lead to血especulation白atP. cuspidatum acquires tolerance for heavy 

metals by accumulating them ~n the epidermis. In Figs. 4姐 d6, Kand Ca訂edistributed 

over the entire plant. In contrast, Cu and Pb are translocated合omthe subterranean stem to 

leaves, but into the vein rather than tissue, as出ey訂eunnecess訂yand possibly toxic. 百ie

fixing of Cu and Pb into白eve加isa feature revealed by PD包 mapping.

Pl叩 tsgrown in contaminated soil are harvested and disposed when phytoremediation 

is adapted, so it is desirable to accumulate most of the heavy metal component in白eground 

p制 ofplants. Cu and Pb mostly accumulated in roots and are not translocated to白eground 

p訂t9・10>. Therefore, phytoremediation is regarded as being a difficult tee加1iqueto put into 
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practical use for remediation of Cu and Pb. However, P. cuspidatum analyzed in this study 

has a tolerance to heavy metals and tends to accumulate Cu and Pb in the ground p制， soit 

can be potentially utilized to cleanup soil白atis contaminated by heavy metals. 

Conclusion 

h 血is study, PIXE was used to analyze P. cuspidatum血at inhabited soil 

contaminated by heavy metals (mainly Cu and Pb）.百1esubmilli-scale distribution of Cu, 

Pb and other elements in leaves and subterranean stems was investigated. 百1eimages lead 

to the clarification of an accumulation mechanism, such as出eroute of absorption and 

correlation of each element. PIXE analysis can be used to investigate components in soils, 

and very useful for phytoremediation research. 
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Table 1. Total and different chemical and physical forms of heavy metals in soils. 

Element Total (mg/kg) 
Fraction Fraction 2 Fraction 3 

（%） （%） （%） 

Cu 7α)Q 63 32 3 

Pb 5α）（） 87 11 
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Fig. I Layout of the submilli-PIXE analysis system at the Dynami甘onlaboratory in Tohoku University. 
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Fig. 2 X-ray spectrum of heavy metal contaminated soil analyzed by PIXE. 
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Fig. 3 X-ray spectrum of leaf of P. cuspidatum analyzed by P以E
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Fig. 5 X-ray spectrum of subterranean stems of P. c11spidat111n analyzed by P民E.
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and Pb (b, c‘d and e, respectively). 
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VI. 1. Measurement of the Cross Section of the 40 Ar（α，2p) 42Ar Reaction 
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Department of Physics, Tohoku Universiη 
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百1eaccurate value of the formation cross section of radionuclides is important for 

several applications of radioactivities. In白ecase of 42K, an importance is mainly泊

medical applications and educational tool as a demons甘ationof radioactivities. One of出e

generators of radioactivities, 42 Ar-42K, is firstly proposed by Morinaga et al. as for the 

educational tool of radioactivities, where 42 Ar was produced by the 40 Ar(t,p )42 Ar reaction. 

The half lives of 42 Ar (parent) and 42K( daughter）紅e33 years and 12 ho町 s,respectively, 

and they are in correlation of a secular equilibrium, therefore one can use for long time as a 

42K generator (in Fig.I). However, no tritium accelerator is available in nowadays. 

40 42 
Therefore, the Ar（α，2p) Ar reaction should be used to produce出e Ar・ kgenerator 

even白oughthe reaction cross section might be smaller出an出atof出e40AI・（t,p)42Ar

react10n. 

40 Ar gas was filled in出eぬrgetchamber of 118m/ in volume with 1 atom in order 

to irradiate as a gas-t訂get.τbet訂getwas irradiated by using 45Me Vα－beam from 

cyclo甘on. After the irradiation, the target chamber was left during a few months for 

cooling the radioactivities of byproducts. Then, the gas was甘ansferredto白egenerator 

chamber with pass泊gthrough two babbling bottles filled by water for removing the 42K 

radionuclides produced directly by the 40 Ar（α，pn)42K reaction. After leaving a few days 

for considering the half life of 42K (12 h) and the secular equilibrium, a few ml of water was 

injected in白egenerator chamber and shaken for甘apping白e42K in wa低r. 百ienwater 

removed from the generator was dried in a paper filter to measure the characteristic y-ray of 

42K.百iey-ray activities of 1524 ke V from the 42K radionuclide (in the filter) were 

measured with a Ge-detector coupled to a 2048・channelpulse-height analyzer. 
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From the創nountof radioactivities of 1524 keV y-ray，出ecount泊grate in secular 

equilibrium C。isas follows; 

C。＝IrげんNooLP

where, Ir (intensity of 1524ke V g創nmarays) = 18%, E (efficiency of Ge detector at 

1524keV) = (0.38 ± 0.03)%, V(volume difference between target chamber and glass 

buffer) = 41 %， λAr (decay constant of 42Ar) = 6.66xl0-6 decay/sec., N0 (number of 

incident αions)= 2.82xl017 ions, L(length of target chamber)= 16.5 cm，ρ（density of 

target 40Ar) = 2.51xl019 atoms/cm3. Finally, we obtained the value of Co as 

C0 = Cexp（λ'Kt)= (3.28±0.23)x10-2 counts/sec. Substituting出esep釘創的瓜 wefind 

40 42 
白紙crosssection of Ar（α，2p) Ar reaction at Eα＝ (41.6士1.8)MeVisσ＝ (1.5 ± 0.2) mb. 

40 
Further studies will focus on measurement of excitation function of Ar（α，2p) Ar reaction 

in order to increase the yield of 42 Ar. 
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A 1524 keVγ －ray from 42K (daughter of 42 Ar)was observed at one month later after the irradiation. 
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VI. 2. Collection of the Potassium-42 from 40 Ar（α，pn)42K Reaction 
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Radiation sources紅egreat important not only for research in basic science, material 

science, medical and radiopharmaceutical use but also for education in出ose紅・ea,and even 

in伽 tin a high school. A 42 Ar-42K generator is one of the convenient sources for 0・

and/or 千raysas proposed by Morinaga. However, no value for the cross section of血e

40Ar（α，2p )42 Ar reaction experimen凶lymeasured have been reported so far. We have 

measured the excitation function of 40 Ar（α，2p) 42 Ar reaction for investigating a possibility 

of血e42 Ar-42K generator. 百1evalue measured at the incident energy of 41.6 MeV was 

estimated to be 1.5 ± 0.5 mb, however, which was lesser白組曲atcalculated value, 8.3 mb, 

using ALICE code1>. In order to investigate another methods by means of chemical 

甘eatment，出e42K produced by the 40 Ar（α，pn)42K reaction was separated chemically and 

measured，向rthercomp紅edwith an amount estimated from the experimental value of白e

cross section reported by Tanaka et. al. 2> 

A target of 40Ar-gas sealed by 1 atm in aluminum chamber (165mm in Ieng白， 40mm

in diameter) was irradiated by α－particles of 41.6 MeV with 1 electric-μA at CYRIC. The 

irradiation time was about 14 hours. Fig. 1 shows a schematic view of血et訂 getchamber 

and the generator chamber. Two bubbling bottles and a vessel of molecular sieve were 

installed between the chambers for collection the 42K radionuclides directly produced by the 

0Ar（α，pn)42K reaction. Pure water was firstly filled to remove the 42K radionuclides, the 

generator chamber was pumped up to vacuum state，出en，血e42 Ar-gas was甘ansfe汀edto白e

generator chamber throu出血etwo bubbling chambers being up to equal p児 ssu児．百ie

water removed from the two bubbling bottles was dried泊 afilter paper using a hot plate 

and an infrared l創np. 百1egenerator chamber filled by the irradiated Ar-gas was left for 
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measuring血ecross section of 40 Ar（α，2p)42Ar in佃 0血errun. 百ie泊sideof白etarget 

chamber was washed with pure water. 百iewater was also dried泊afilter paper. Finally 

the filter papers were set on a Ge detector to measure白ey-ray of 1524 keV from 42K 

radionuclides. Fig.2 shows the y-ray spec町umof由e42K radionuclides collected台om血e

t釘getchamber. It is clearly seen白epeak of 1524 ke V in the figure. 

An amount of血e42K radionuclides on the filter papers was estimated企omyields of 

出ey-ray of 1524 ke V assuming the cross section which is the value reported by Tanaka et. 

al. It was found血atonly a magnitude of 48% to出etotal創nountof 42K radionuclides 

produced by the irradiation was collected in the filter paper for the t訂getchamber. Even if 

血eKCI solution was used for washing the inside of血etarget chamber, a magnitude of 54% 

to血eto阻lamount of 42K radionuclides was collected in the filter paper. In the filter paper 

for the甘ap,a magnitude of 5.2% to the total但nountof 42K radionuclides was collected. 

A magnitude of several percentage to the total amount remained in出et紅getchamber and 

beakers used for the concen甘ation proced町 e. 百ierefore, fur血er experimental 

investigations are needed to determine the exact values of出ecross sections of the 40 Ar（α， 

pn) 42K reactions. We訂e血inking白atTPB (tetraphenylborate) can be useful for washing 

the inside of the chamber and住app泊g血e42K radionuclides. 
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VI. 3. Target Preparation by the Precipitation Method 
for Nuclear Reactions and the Production of Calif or凶umIsotopes 
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We applied a simple and an unique method to出etarget prep紅ationby using a 

membrane filter (Anodise 25 which is consisted by Ah03, pore size; 0.1 μm , diameter; 20 

mm, an effective thickness; 25 μm) dis凶butedcommercially by Whatm姐 CoLtd1>. It can 

be useful for the method with a precipitation after filtrating血e旬rgetmaterial. We found 

血atthe deposition efficiency is almost 100 % for obtainable thickness. 百ie238U deposited 

on the Anodise disk was irradiated with 12C ions in order to produce由e245Cf and 2糾Cfwith 

238U(12C,xn) reactions. 

An amount of lg 238U (natU) in 6 N 100 ml of nitric acid σIN03) solution was 

diluted by pure water to concentrate 238U as 9.6 mg(238U)/6.2 ml. The diluted E到 03

solution was collected and a few drops of phenolph血aleinwere added to the solution in 

order to check its pH afterwards. Ammonia water in concentration of 25% (pH～10) was 

added to the solution with being checked the alkalinity indicated by phenolphthalein. 

Then, water was added to be its total volume of 9.6 ml. (1mg238U/ ml). ’The solution was 

permitted to stand for at least 30 min due to由egrow出 ofuranium crystals (uranium 

hydroxide) in the solution. The solution of 9 ml exactly contai凶ng出e238U of 900 μg as a 

hydroxide was partially collected凶 asep紅atebeaker, and diluted by 2-3 ml of water. 

Finally, the solution was fil甘atedto deposit 238U hydroxide on白eAnodise. 百ierefore，白e

chemical yield of血efil甘ationwas estimated to be approx加iately100 %. 

Recently, a He-gas jet町釦sportsystem was installed for produc泊gheavy elements 
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around Z= 100 at白eCYRIC. 官1et紅・getwas mounted in如 aluminumholder and placed 

in a Heサetreaction-chamber placed on the end of a beam course. 百1ereaction-chamber 

was connected to白eHe-gas (containing KCI clusters) jet甘ansportingsystem. He-gas (a 

flow rate of 5 l Im泊） was applied白rougha KCI・clustergenerator with heating at 660 

degree C. The甘組spo此efficiencyof白esystem was estimated to be 30-40 %. 

百1eAnodise deposited 238U (300 μg/cm2) was mounted in a target holder and 

irradiated with 120 MeV 12C ions泊 orderto produce heavy isotopes such as 245Cf and 244Cf 

by the 238U(12C,xn) reactions2・3）・百1ebeam current was typically 150 particle-DA. 百1e

reaction products adsorbed on the cluster were transported with He-gas白rougha capill紅y

tube (15 m long) to佃 automatedrotating-wheel-chamber placed at血eroom in白enext 

door. Fo町 α－raydetectors consisted of a PIN-photodiode were installed in the 

rotating-wheel-chamber in order to meas町 e 血eα－rays emitted from the nuclides 

transported. 百1eproducts 仕組sportedby He-gas were blown on a polyethylene 

terephtalate films. 百1eaccumulation of血e甘姐sportedproducts組 d白emeasurements of 

白eα，raysfrom 245Cf and 244Cf was repea低dby each 20 min. 百1edata were stored with a 

PC-CAMAC sys低rn.

After the irradiation, the surface of出eAnodise wぉ examinedwith a SEM image in 

order to confirm the damage. Typical SEM泊iagesare shown in Fig. 1 (a）ーl(d）.百1e

Anodise before use is shown in Fig. l(a) with釦 unitmagnification ratio of 10仰n，組dhere, 

出e238U hydroxide was seen on the surface白oughobserving the local cracks. 百1e

Anodise irradiated by 12C ions are shown in Fig. l(b）ー1( d) by the different mag凶白cation

ratios, l(b) for 100 μm, l(c) for 10 μm and l(d) for 1 μm （白ereverse side). It was found 

出atno damage was seen血oughsome faintly brown-colored at the area irradiated. ’The 

SEM image is almost similar to白atof出eAnodise before use. 

百ieα－rayspec甘umof1 245Cf and 244Cf produced by the 238U (12C,5n) and 238 

U(12C,6n) reaction is shown in Fig. 2. It was found出atclear peaks of the α－rays 

of 245Cf and洲 Cfwere observed at 7 .13釦 d7.21 MeV with the 245Cm（α，5n）釦d24 

4Cm（α，6n) reactions. ’Therefore, it seems血at白eAnodise is use釦lfor the target-ha 

eking irradiated by several ion beams. 百ieα （y）ーrayspec甘aand/or the excitation fu 

nctions for producing such heavy elements, not only 2句t叫Cfbut also heavier nu 

elides, can be obtained by means of出eAnodise t訂get. 百1isutilization may lead 

a new method forぬrgetprep釘ations,simple proced町 esand high yields for depositi 

ng so町 cematerials. 
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(c) (d) 

Fig. l. SEM images; (a) for the Anodisc deposited 
238U before use, (b）ーI(d) for the different magnification 

ratios, I 00 μm for I (b ), JO μm for I ( c) and I μm for 
I (d) (the reverse side). 
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VI. 4. Analysis of Technetium-99 in Marshall Islands Soil Samples 
byICP・MS

Tagami K., Uchida S., and Sekine T.期

Environmental and Toxicological Sciences Research Group, National Institute of Radiological Sciences 
Department of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science, Tohoku University~ 

Introduction 

Technetium-99 (99Tc) is an important fission product which has been widely 

distributed in the environment as a result of fallout from nuclear weapons低st泊g14)and 

discharges from nuclear facilities5・6). Measurements of 99Tc are of special interest because 

of the high mobility of Tc in the environment, its long half-life (T 112 = 2.11 x 105 y）加d

potential long-term radiological consequences. 

In order to improve our understanding of the behavior of ”Tc in the environment 
and to develop appropriate radioactive waste storage/disposal options, it is essential由atwe 

obtain more reliable information on悦 levels,dis甘ibutionsand fate of 99Tc in血e

environment. It is known that there are several sources of ”Tc in the environment, mainly, 
reprocessing plants and nuclear weapons test sites. One of the sites is the northern 

Marshall Islands where白eUnited States carried out over 60 nuclear test detonations during 

悦 1950’s. Total carbonate contents of血esoil samples are higher出組曲oseof normal 

terrestrial soils. ’Thus, a sep創ヨtionmethod for Tc which suits the characteristics of these 

samples is necessary. 

h白isstudy, soil samples collected from various sites in白eMarshall Islands were 

used to evaluate different techniques for the ex甘actionof 99Tc from soil matrices for the 

determination of ”Tc by inductively coupled plasma mass spec甘ome甘y(ICP-MS）・

Experimental 

Sample and reagents. 

Soil samples used in this study were collected from the Marshall Islands between 

1992 and 1996 by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL）.τbe details of 
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the soil preparation were reported elsewhere 1>. Nitric acid was ultrapure-analytical grade 

(Tama Chemicals, AA-100). Deionized water (>18 MO) was obtained合omMilli-Q water 

system (Millipore Coふ Pre-packedcolumns of Tc-selective chromatographic resin, 

TEVA (Ehchrom Industries, Inc.) were used for separations of Tc. A standard 99Tc 

solution available from Amersham (solution TCZ.44) was used for calibrating血eICP-MS. 

Technetium-95m (T112 = 61 d) was prep訂・edby irradiation of Nb泊 acyclo甘onto be used 

as a yield monitor8). 

Chemical separations 

百rreeTc extraction techniques were examined as shown in Fig. 1. Each solution 

obtained by the extraction procedures was adjusted to 0.1 M HN03 and passed血rougha 

TEVA resin column to purify and concen甘ateTc isotopes9>. Because ICP-MS cannot 

differentiate between ”Ru and 99Tc, it is necessary to remove all Ru from the f加alsample 

solution prior to ICP-MS measurement. Ruthenium present in血esample solution is not 

e仔ectivelyretained on白eτ芭VAresin. More than 95% of Ru passes directly through the 

column with the solution. 百1ecolumn was then washed with 2 M E王N03to remove釦 y

remaining凶 ceRu. Technetium was eluted wi血5mL of 8 M HN03・ By白esep釘ation

steps, Ru was completely; only < 0.1 % of白eelement was found in由e8 M HN03 eluate. 

The s甘ipsolution containing Tc was evaporated to dryness, and the residue dissolved泊 5

mLof2%HN03・

Measurement 

The chemical recovery was measured by counting 95mTc in白esample on組 Nal

(Tl) scintillation counter (Aloka, ARC-380) and comparing the results with standard 

solutions. The 99Tc content of白esample solution was由endetermined by ICP-MS 

(Yokogawa, PMS-2000) with 180 s counting time at mass 99. To check levels of potential 

interference elements (e.g., Ru, Mo), m/z = 98, 101釦 d102 were also scanned at血esame 

tune. 

Results and Discussion 

ICP-MS is applicable for the measurement of long-lived radionuclides, if血etotal 

elemental concentration in the solution is less由加 1000mg/L due to instrumental 

limitation. A lower total elemental concentration血an300 mダLis preferable for stable 
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operation of由einstrument. 百lUS,r組 gesof element concen町ationswere measured by 

ICP-MS inf泊alTc column eluted solutions from seven sep訂atesoil samples using each of 

血e白reeextraction methods (Ml, M2 and M3）.百ieresults are shown in Fig. 2. 百ie

recovery of ma甘ixelements Na and Al were also very similar between each of血e

extraction methods. Interestingly, consistently higher concentrations of Ca, Cu, Nb, Mo, I 

and U were observed in M2 eluates where soils were leached wi由nitricacid without組 y

prior甘eatment. It is not clear why we observed consistently higher levels (1・2orders of 

magnitude) of ma凶xelements in the final sample solution using白isex甘actiontechnique. 

High levels of dissolved solids in sample solutions may cause matrix induced interferences, 

and lead to poor instrument stability and suppression of血eanal yte signal. 百lUS,M2 

extraction technique is less suited for 99Tc measurement by ICP-MS. We therefore suggest 

出atcareful attention should be given to白etype of extraction procedure used，組d血e

preparation of the sample load 1solution used for the separation of 99Tc onτ'EVA columns. 

For example，出eelution characteristics of血eτ'EVA column may have been affected by 

血epresence of small residual quantities of org組 icmaterial because, unlike M2 soils, the 

Ml組 dM3 ex甘actswere bo血 preparedfrom ashed and/or combusted materials. No 

interference of 98MoH on the determination of 99Tc by ICP-MS was observed加出isstudy. 

Total chemical recoveries of Tc for extraction techniques Ml, M2釦 dM3 were 

49.6-98.5%, 39.7・76.4%and 7 .6・16.9%,respectively (Fig. 3). M3 extraction me白od

appe紅edto show白atTc is not very efficiently volatilized from Marshall Islands soils. 

Probably, due to血ehigh carbonate con飽ntsin the samples, Tc was仕appedin the molten 

sample during heating like an alkaline fusion condition. From the results, we judge Ml to 

be the best method among the studied separation methods. However, we found血at血euse 

of a combustion app釘atusoffers significant advantages over acid dissolution techniques for 

o血ersoil types/elements. We plan to continue to optimize the technique for routine 

analyses of 99Tc. Sample volatilization techniques are not critically dependent on sample 

size, and出eyhelp to improve the effectiveness of the following separation by drastically 

reducing the total dissolved solids content of血eS釦npleload solutions. 

百ieconcen甘ationsof ”Tc in出eseven soil samples collected from the Marshall 

Isl加 dsas determined by Ml and M2 ranged from 0.1to1.1 mBq/g命yweight10>. Using a 

reference date of 1954白e99Tc /137 Cs activity ratios in Bikini surface soils r組 ged合om0.7

-1.1 x 104 or訂ound50・70%of the theoretical fission yield production ratio of 1.4 x 104. 

百1eresidual levels of radionuclides retained in surface soils of the Marshall Islands will 

depend on the initial inputs，出eirhalf-lives and environmental behaviors of血e
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radionuclides. However, at血istime we have no information on血edis甘ibutionof 99Tc in 

soil profiles, on白erates of 99Tc仕 組sportinto underlying ground waters nor on 99Tc 

transfer factors into pl組 tsor organisms. Based on血isinitial assessment, we can state血at

persistent levels of 99Tc紅ebeing retained in surface soils of血eatoll, and that removal 

rates of 99Tc加 d137Cs in surface soils are occu汀ingon similar time-scales. More studies 

are required to address any possible long-term radiological issues related to 99Tc 

予制icularlydeveloping an understanding of Tc cycling, rates of仕組sport,and uptake 

factors into native plants and/or organisms. 
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Fig. I. Schematic diagram of separation methods, Ml, M2 and M3, for Marshall Island soil 
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VII.1. Automated Preparation of [18F]FRP-170 as a Hypoxic Cell 
Marker for Clinical PET Studies 

権 ** ..，測隊
Ishikawa Y., Morita M. , Furumoto S. , Takai Y. , and Iwata R. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope cen似 Toho初 Universi，砂
Graduate School of Engineering, Tohoku University• 

Institute of Development, Ag加gand Cancer, Tohoku Universiザ．
University Hospital, Tohoku Universii砂川

2・Nitoroimidazoleshave high reduction potential and radiosensitizing activity. 

Since reduction of白e凶甘ogroup in the molecule leads to selective binding and retention in 

hypoxic cells, F・18 labeled 2-nitroimiodazole analogs such as [18F]FMIS01・2>, 

[18F]fluoroetanidazole3>, [18F]EF14＞釦d[ 18F]EF55＞釘eexpected to be a good candidate for 

imaging tumor hypoxia by posi甘onemission tomography (PE匂. Fluorine-18 labeled 

FRP-170 ([ 18町FRP-170)was developed by modification of RP-1706>, a radiosensitizer of 

POLA Chem. 1>, and evaluated as a new imaging agent for hypoxia at Tohoku University8>. 

For applying出ispotential radiopharmaceutical to routine clinical diagnosis by PET組

automated sys総mwas developed回出isstudy. 

百1esynthetic procedure (see Fig. 1) consisted of (1) sep訂 ationof [18F]fluoride from 

白et釘getwater, (2) drying the aqueous mixture of Kryptofix 222 and [18F]KF by 

evaporation, (3) reaction with the precursor in DMF, (4) purification of the intermediate 

product by solid-phase ex町action,( 5) deprotection of血epurified product by base 

hydrolysis and (6) final purification by high perform釦 celiquid chromatography σIPLC). 

They were modified or s出iplifiedto adapt to automation as follows: 

Frequently used procedures of addition of liquid reagents，甘ansf er of reaction 

solutions and evaporation of solvents were automated by sensing the change in He flow9>. 

As seen in Fig. 2 the He flow was markedly changed according to白evapor pressure in白e

reaction vessel during evaporation or出epresence of liquid in白etube and thus completion 

of each process could be detected without requiring a manual inte汀uption.

An original glass reaction vessel was substituted for a small round bottom flask with 

白in walls ( 10 mL, Wheaton) to reduce the time for 招 eotopic distillation of 
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water-acetonitrile. This was also useful for preventing the contamination of carrier 

fluoride derived from the plastic cap and sealing 0-ring used for the original vessel. 

On-column hydrolysis qsing a Sep-Pak C18 cartridge was in甘oducedto simplify the 

procedure.τbe pro腿ctedintermediate product retained by血ecar甘idgewas hydrolyzed 

on-column by filling with the NaOH solution and出ussecond vessel for白isreaction could 

be omitted. It can be seen from Fig. 3血atthe on-column method requires a much higher 

concen仕ationof NaOH whereas it is efficiently hydrolyzed even with 0.1 M NaOH by the 

conventional vessel method. A 0.5 M concen甘ationof NaOH was adopted. After 

hydrolysis the car凶dgewas fii;st washed wi血waterand then the deprotected product was 

eluted wi出anappropriate solvent. 

Elution of [ 18F]FRP-170 from the C 18 c釘甘idgewas optimized. In order to 

simplify the procedure the solvent used for the elution was directed to an HPLC column. 

In general, a product retained by the C18 cartridge is more efficiently eluted with a lower 

polar solvent. However, this lower solvent, if injected onto an HPLC column for 

subsequent sep訂 ation,may spoil the sep紅ationby leading compounds toge白er. 百1isis 

clearly demonstrated in Fig. 4. Only the solvent of <15% MeCN contents provides a 

satisfactory sep釘 ationbetween [ 18F]FRP-170加 d組 undesirednon-radioactive by-product. 

Using a 2 mL portion of this solvent system, the [18F]FRP-170 was eluted only in 30% 

efficiencies from the Sep-Pak. 百ieelution efficiency was twice improved with a 1 ml 

po此ionof the solvent system of water-MeCN (70:30) followed by a 1 mL portion of water. 

A commercial automated synthesis sys低m,F121 (Sumitomo Heavy Industries), was 

adapted to the automated prep釘ationof [18町FRP-170(see Figs. 5 and 6). Using血e

automated system [18F]FRP-l 70 was prep訂edin decay-corrected radiochemical yields of 

15-20% within 50 min. 百lemethod developed in出epresent study was also demons仕ated

to be simple and reliable enough to c加TYout白ereproducible production of [ 18F]FRP-l 70 

for routine use. 
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VII. 2. 0・[18F]Fluoromethyl-L-Tyrosinefor the Di貨erentiation
Betw~en Tumor and Inflammation 

Suzuki M., Yamaguchiκ，Honda G., /wa 
andltohM. 

Introduction 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 
Tohoku University Biomedical Engineering Research Organization• 

18p四 2・deoxy・2・fluoro・D-glucose(18F-FDG) is useful as a tumor-detecting agent凶

clinical posi甘onemission tomography (PET) studies1>. However, 18F-FDG accumulates 

highly not o凶yin tumors but also in inflamed tissues2＞.百iisnonspecific accumulation of 

18F-FDG leads to false-positive results and reduces the diagnostic accuracy3>. 

In tumor cells, amino acid metabolism is enhanced and創ninoacid仕組sport加 d出e

rate of protein synthesis increase4>. On the other hand, inflammatory cells did not take 

amino acids much comp釘edwith 18F-FDG5・6＞.’These properties suggest白especificity in 

旬morimaging. Various amino acids have been labeled for the tumor detection and 

investigated for their clinical application in oncology7>. 

Recently, the syn血esisof 0-[ 18F]fluorome血yl-L-tyrosine(18F-FMT), has been 

reported as a new tumor-detecting agent by Iwata et al. 8>. The 18F-FMT preparation was 

simple wi白highradiochemical yields and consequently suitable for routine production. 

百ieaim of this study was to evaluate the potency of 18F-FMT for the di妊erentiation

between tumor and inflammation using animal models with experimentally induced 

inflammation and implanted tumor. 

Materials and methods 

百ieanimal study was carried out according to白eprotocol approved by the Animal 

Care Committees of Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University. 

百1emethods of 18F-FMT labeling wi血 18Fwere reported elsewhere8>. 

Male Donryu rats weighing 150 to 180 g (Jap組 SLC,Jap組） were used. 百iey
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were fed food and water ad lib. Tumor cell suspension of ascites hepatoma, AH109A 

(Cell Resource Center for Biomedical Research, Tohoku University, Japan), was inoculated 

subcutaneously into由eright出ighof血erats 7 days before the experiment. Ten 

microliters of m中ent泊eoil (Wako Pure Chemical Industries Co., Ltd., Jap組） was in ected 

subcutaneously into出erats’back twice in different positions 12 and 4 days respectively 

before the experiment to induce inflammation foci. 百1eseinflammation foci were 

assumed to represent chronic and acute inflammations, respectively. 

Rats were i吋ectedin甘avenouslywith 1.85 MBq of 18F-FMT via theぬilvein，釦d

sacrificed at five time points (5, 10, 30, 60 and 120 min after i吋ection). Blood釦 d出e

tissues of凶terest(tumor, acute inflammation, chronic inflammation, brain, heart, pancreas, 

liver, kidney, small intestine, muscle and bone) were p訂tiallyor wholly removed 

immediately. ’The samples were weighed and 18F radioactivity was measured by a gamma 

counter (PerkinElmer, Inc., USA）.百1eamount of radioactivity was expressed as a 

percentage of出ei吋ecteddose per gram of tissue (%ID/g). 

One-way ANOV A with Scheffe’s F correction was used to analyze all the results. 

Statistical significance was considered at P < 0.05. 

Results and discussion 

Table 1 shows the results of biodistribution studies wi白 18F-FMTin tumor組 d

inflammation bearing rats. Tissue radioactivities, in general, showed a steady decline in 

出eco町 seof the experiment, while tumor, the pancreas and the bone showed either 

retention or build-up patterns. 18F-FMT accumulations in tumors at 30 and 60 min after 

injection were significantly higher由加出oseof白eo白ertissues (P < 0.01), except for the 

p加 creas. The peak uptake t加ein血e同morwas found to be around 60 min after 

iniection, and the %ID/gin加morat出istime point was 3.2 times higher由加 in由eo白er

tissues, except for the pancreas. 百1eaccumulations of 18F-FMT in acute and chronic 

inflammations were similar and showed no statistical difference仕omthe background 

tissues at all time points. 

In conclusion, al血ough白isstudy is still preliminary, 18F-FMT seems promising 

甘acerfor the differentiation between tumors and inflammation wi血 higherspecificity to 

tumors. 百1esimplicity in radiolabeling supports 18F-FMT as a potential amino acid甘acer

in oncological泊施g泊g.
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Table 1. Tissue distributions of 18F・FMTin rats with AH 10 9A tumor, acute and chronic inflammations. 

T凶 ea島erinjection 

Tissue 
Smin lOmin 30min 60 min 12.0min 

Tumor 0.64 ± 0. 31 0.78 ± 0.41 1.27土 0.35 1.43 ± 0.43 1.06 ± 0.37 

Acute量岨笛nmation 0.49 ± 0. 07 0.43 ± 0.10 0.50土 0.08 0.50 ± 0.13 0.59 ± 0.11 

Chronic泊llammation 0.46土 0.21 0.41 ± 0.11 0.53土 0.14 0.50 ± 0.14 0.64 ± 0. 22 

Blood 0.63 ± 0.10 0.51 ± 0.10 0.51 ± 0. 09 0.46 ± 0.09 0.48 ± 0. 08 

Brain 0.36土0.12 0.37土0.11 0.52土 0.12 0.47 ± 0.12 0.46土 0.11

Heart 0.56 ± 0. 08 0.48 ± 0.11 0.46 ± 0.07 0.41 ± 0.09 0.44 ± 0. 06 

Pancreas 3.68 ± 1.15 3.15土0.74 3.16±0.52 3.48 ± 0.55 3.42土 0.47

L卸er 0.59土0.13 0.53 ± 0.15 0.45土 0.08 0.43 ± 0.08 0.43 ± 0. 05 

隠 血ey 0.65土0.19 0.53 ± 0.12 0.48 ± 0.08 0.42 ± 0.07 0.42 ± 0. 06 

Small intestine 0.51土0.19 0.42土0.13 0.38土 0.09 0.41 ± 0. 09 0.40 ± 0. 08 

MuscJe 0.52 ± 0.17 0.45土0.14 0.44 ± 0. O!日 0.43 ± 0.07 0.43 ± 0. 09 

Bone 0.38 ± 0.13 0.39 ± 0.11 0.39 ± 0.07 0.51 ± 0.11 0.62 ± 0.11 

Valuesむe邸中ressed邸 mean土 standarddeviation of %ID/g. (n=8) 
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VIII. 1. Central Itching Modulation : A Human PET Study 

Mochizuki. H, Tashiro M., Kano M., Sakurada Y., Itoh M. "', and Yanaiκ 

Introduction 

Department of Pharmacology. Tohoku Universi砂Schoolof M;dicine 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center. Tohoku Universi，ザ

Itching can be defined as“an unpleasant sensation associated with the desire to 

scratch”1>. Scratching behavior in atopic dermatitis C釦 becomejust as unbearable and 

debilitating as chronic pain, leading to depression and suicidal白oughts. Generally, 

antihistamines are prescribed for patients with allergic diseases to suppress itching 

symptoms through the blockade of histamine Hl receptors (H1R)2>. However, 

adminis甘ationof antihistamines, especially of出efirst generation, interfere with the 

activities of daily living and with work白紙 requ廿・es釦Halertness, since血eyelicit sedation 

and impair various cognitive functions such as psychomotor speed and le紅凶ng3>. 百ie

unpleasant sensation caused by itching can also be reduced by cooling. Skin cooling can 

reduce itch sensation without aggravation while scratching tends to aggrava飽出esymptom 

and while antihistamines often cause sedation. Interestingly, Murray reported出at白e

itching sensation, when itch and pain stimuli were applied to different parts of出ebody, 

was lower由加 theitching alone. They predicted血epresence of the central itch 

modulation system，血oughdetails of血esys旬mwere not understood4>. However, as f釘 as

the authors know, little has been reported focusing on the itch inhibitory mechanism by 

cooling in the brain. Even it is still unclear whether such mechanism exists in human 

brains or not. 

百1erefore，国 thepresent S旬dy,we investigated the mechanism of itch modulation 

by cooling in human brains using PET and H2150. 
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Methods 

Fifteen healthy male volunteers (mean ± SD of age, 22土 2.3years old) were 

included in the present study. Subjects with a history of allergy, atopic eczema or o出er

dermatological diseases were excluded from the study. Written informed consent was 

obtained仕omeach subject and the study was performed in compliance wi出 therelevant 

laws and institutional guidelines. 

h血epresent study, PET measurement was conducted under 6 different conditions 

as follows: Condition 1) saline stimulus, Condition 2) mild itching stimulus with 0.001 % 

histamine solution, Condition 3) intense itching stimulus with 0.01 % histamine solution, 

Condition 4) dual stimulations of intense itch泊g(0.01 % histamine) and cold pain (5°C) 

(dual stimuli), Condition 5) cold pain stimulus (5°C），釦dthe resting condition (condition 

6). 

Two different concentrations of histamine solution were used in the present study to 

verify the dose-dependency. 百1ehistamine solutions (0.01 % and 0.001 %) were p陀P訂・ed

by dissolving histamine to saline. Two ml of the histamine solution was infil甘atedinto a 

square elec甘odepad (2 cm x 2 cm), which was attached to the back of the right foot. Itch 

sensation was elicited by the elec凶calsubcutaneous penetration of the histamine solution 

with iontophoresis system (UI-2060, Uniflows, Japan). In血epresent study，出eelec凶cal

current given by the iontophoresis was 1 mA. The duration of白eiontophoretic stimuli 

was 2 min (total charge: 120 mC, 1 mA x 120 sec). A saline condition served as a control 

for the itching stimuli where the saline solution (2 ml) was applied to白esubjects in出e

same way as itching stimulus conditions using iontophoresis. No stimulus was given to 

the left foot in the following 血reeconditions: 1) saline, 2) mild and 3) intense itching 

stimulus conditions. In the dual stimuli condition，出eintense itching and cold pain stimuli 

were simultaneously applied to the right and left feet, respectively. For cold pa泊 stimulus,

出ermocooler（百1ermalcycler, J ap釦） was used to keep出eskin temperature of the back of 

the left foot at 5°C, where the訂easto be stimulated by iontophoresis and cold pain were 

con甘olledto be equal (2 cm x 2 cm）.’The cold pain stimulus was given to the left foot for 

2 min simultaneously with the intense itching stimulus. ’The sequence of conditions 3 

(intense itching stimulus) and 4 (dual stimuli) were randomized among出esubjects. We 

employed the cold pain stimulus condition in order to examine whether the regional 

cerebral blood flow (rCBF) changes observed in the dual stimuli was attributable to the cold 
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pain stimulus to the left foot or not. A control for the cold pain stimulus condition was血e

resting condition. 

All subjects closed their eyes during PET scanning. Time intervals between scans 

were more白an10 min in order to eliminate the e首ectof previous itch姐 d/orcold pain 

sensations. After each scanning，泊tensityand unpleas釦 tnessof subject’s itch sensation 

was scaled with visual analog scales ranging仕om0 to 10. When subjects feel no itch 

sensation on their right foot, the scale will be “0”. When the itch泊tensityand 

unpleasantness is the worst in their past experience，出escore will be “10”． 

The cerebral blood flow (CBF) images were obtained at whole brain level using a 

PET scanner (Shimadzu SET-2400W, Japan). PET measurement was performed for 70 

sec. Subjects were i吋ectedwith approximately 5.4 mCi (200 MBq) of [150]-H20血rough

antecubital vein for each scan. 

The CBF images obtained were processed and analyzed by Statistical P訂 創ne甘ic

Mapping (SPM) software (SPM99; Welcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, 

U.Kふ After realignment for intra-subject motion correction, all images were 

stereoぬxiallynormalized, using linear and non-linear仕組sformationsinto a standard space 

of Talairach組 dTo町 noux. 官官 normalizedimages were then smoo出edusing a 16 x 16 x 

16 mm Gaussian filter. 百ievalues of rCBF were expressed as ml 100 g-1 min-1, adjusted 

using ANCOV A and scaled to a mean of 50 ml I 100 g I min. 百iesignific釦 tincrease or 

decrease in rCBF was evaluated according to the general linear model at each voxel. 

To test the hypotheses on specific rCBF changes, the estimates were compared 

using linear contrasts. 百1eresulting set of voxel values for each con甘astconstitutes a 

statistical parame廿icmap・ of the t-statistics. To discover brain regions related to白e

histamine stimulus, CBF images during the intense itching stimulus were compared to白ose

during the saline stimulus. CBF images during the intense itching stimulus were 

comp訂edto those during the dual stimuli to detect any rCBF difference between the 

conditions. 百ieeffect of cold pain stimulus on the brain activity was investigated by 

comparing CBF images in the cold pain stimulus condition to血osein白erest. 百ie

t-value of each voxel was transformed into normally distributed Z-statistics. For each 

corn par色on, voxels with a Z-value higher 血an 2.99, co汀esponding to p<0.001 

(unco汀ected),were considered to represent regions with significant change in rCBF. 

百iechanges of subjective feelings of itch intensity and unpleas釦 tnesswere 

comp釘ed創nongthe mild itching, the intense itching and the dual stimuli conditions with 

ANOV A and multiple comparison (Tukey). A probability of less than 0.05 was 
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considered to be statistically signi日C姐 t.

We performed volume of interests (VOi) analysis wi血SPMto comp訂ethe brain 

activity related to itching among the conditions such as the mild itching, the intense itching 

組 d出edual stimuli conditions. We determined the localization of由epeak activation 

related to the intense itching stimulus as compared to the saline stimulus condition. Mean 

voxel values were calculated創nong出evoxels including the peak and also exceeding a 

threshold of Z > 2.99. Mean of these voxel values reflected rCBF since all voxel values in 

出eCBF images were scaled to a mean of 50 ml I 100 g I min. 百1erCBF changes in出e

mild itching, the intense itching and the dual stimuli conditions in comparison to the saline 

stimulus condition were examined by ANOV A and multiple comparison (Tukey). A 

probability of less出an0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. 

Results 

Itch sensation induced by histamine increased in a dose-dependent fashion and 

decreased when the cold pain stimulus was given on出eright foot (Fig.l）.百1esignificant 

increases of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) caused by histamine stimuli using 

iontophoresis were observed in the left anterior cingulate cortex (BA24 ), the left thalamus, 

the right anterior parietal cortex (BA40），出eright posterior parietal cortex (BA 7），出e

bilateral dorsolateral pre合ontalcortex (BA46) and the right p児 motorcortex (BA6）σig.2). 

Activations in the itching-related brain regions were decreased by cold pain stimulus 

simult組 eouslygiven to出eopposite side of the itching stimulus, as compared to itching 

alone (Fig.2). In addition, the midbrain including periaqueductal gray matter (PAG) was 

activated only during the simultaneous stimulation of itching and cold pain (Fig.3). 

Discussion 

Several investigators have proposed hypotheses to account for the回hibitory

mechanism of itch sensation by cooling in the central nervous system (CNS). However, it 

has been still unclear whether such a system exists in the human brain or not. 

Subjective feelings of itch intensity and unpleas佃 tnessincreased wi白出e

increment of histamine concentration, and the itch intensity during the dual stimuli was 

significantly lower白an出atduring the intense itching stimulus σig.l）.’These results 

suggested血atitch sensation was suppressed by the cold pain stimulus simultaneously given 

to血econtralateral side of the itching stimulus. These results supported白epresence of 

the itch modulation mechanism in the human brain4). 
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TherCBF泊 theanterior cingulate co此ex(ACC），由edorsolater prefrontal cor旬x

(DLPFC），出eposterior parietal cortex and the premotor cortex increased with the increment 

of histamine concen甘ationand decreased in白edual stimuli of itching and painσig.2). 

Interestingly, midbrain including the periaqueductal gray matter (PAG) was activated 

during the dual stimuli as comp釘＇edto the intense itching stimulus alone as shown泊Fig.3.

The midbrain did not show even組 ytendency toward increased rCBF泊白ecold pain 

stimulus condition or in the intense itching stimulus condition. PAG is known as the central 

pain modulation system. PAG neurons project axons down to the dorsal horns of血e

spinal cord via medulla and raphe nuclei, where血eysuppress the activity of nociceptive 

neurons5>. Fu凶1ermore，泊血eanimal s佃dy,it was demonstrated白atsp凶alneuronal 

responses to histamine were markedly suppressed by electrical stimulation to the midbrain 

PAG6>. In views of出eprevious repo目s,it wぉ suggestedthat the activation of PAG was 

associated with the attenuation of血eitch intensity and of the itch related-brain activity 

during the dual stimulations of itching and cold p剖n. Our results supported the hypothesis 

血at出edescending inhibitory mechanism of PAG for pain would also work for itch 

modulation. 
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Fig. 2. (A) Areas of significant 1℃BF increase during the intense itching stimulus as compared to the saline 
stimulus (uncorr巴ctedp value < 0.001). Red aπow shows the left thalamus on a transaxial slice of the PET 
template. (B）百lechange in I℃BF (mean and SD) from the baseline (saline stimulus) in each brain region 
related to itching. Abbreviations: Mil = mild itching stimulus, lnl = intense itching stimulus, IP = dual 
stimulations of intense itching and cold pain, L = left hemisphere and R = right hemisphere.ネ： pく 0.05by 
ANOY A and post-hoc multiple compa1ison (Tはey).
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Fig. 3. Areas of I℃BF increase during山巴dualstimuli as compared to the intense itching stimulus 
(uncorrected p value< 0.005). Blue arrow shows PAG on a transaxial slice of the MRI template. 
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and 18F-i,uorodeoxyglucose (FDG・PET)

Mehedi M., Itoh M., Fujimoto T. *, Yamaguchi K., Miyake M., Watanuki S., and Sabina K. 

Division of Nuclear Medicine, Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Department of Medicine and Science in 
Sports and Exercise Tohoku University・. 

ABSTRACT 

Purpose: 0町 purposewas to evaluate workloads induced changes in whole-body glucose 

metabolism using two analytical methods. 

Subjects & Methods: Eleven healthy normal males [exercise group; n(5) & con甘ols;

n(6)] were assigned for this investigation. 百1eexercise group were investigated with 3D 

FDG-PET technique after different workloads ( 40% and 70% of V02max). 

Autoradiographic me血od(Phelps et al.) was applied to measu陀 rMRGlcof skeletal 

muscles and viscera. Two analytical methods (quantitative & semiquantitative), were 

compared using Pearson’s correlation coefficient analysis. 百1econ甘olswere investigated 

using similar study protocol as exercise group. 

Results: Quantitative analysis revealed that rMRGlc was increased (p<0.05) in the skeletal 

muscles of thigh, lumbar/gluteal region and upper-limb, and decreased出血ebrain (p<0.05) 

at mild組 d/ormoderate exercise loads. A correlation was found between MRGlc and 

SUR at血igh,brain and heart白atnot suggestive at lumbar/gluteal muscles. 

Discussion & Conclusion: In spi低 ofcomplexity of energy metabolic controls, exercise 

loads induced org釦 glucosemetabolism were successfully visualized using FDG-PET 

tec加iique. Linear increases and/or decreases in glucose uptake supports血atFDG-PET 

tech凶quecan be used as an index of in vivo organ energy metabolism inducing different 

exercise loads. However, some discrepancy between two methods (SUR and rMRGlc) in 

白eorgan glucose metabolism suggests出ecomplexity of in vivo energy metabolism. 

However, it is suggested血atsemiquantitative approach needs a great care when metabolic 

rate of glucose utilization changes at whole-body level. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Upto recent, it had not been possible to measure muscle glucose metabolism 

noninvasively in humans in vivo. Recently, the nuclear medicine technique such as 

posi甘onemission tomography (PEち afteradministration of certain甘acer(18F-FDG）紅e

useful to measure workloads induced energy metabolic changes. Fuj泊1otoet al. ( 1996), 

first reported the feasibility of metabolic mapping of working muscles in runners 

investigated by FOG-PET me白odl). Tashiro et a1.2> (1999) and Iemitsu et al.3) evaluated 

the running induced glucose metabolic changes of lower limb skeletal muscles and 

whole-body org如 Sby applying 18F-FDG and PET. However, the previous investigators 

demonstrated the glucose metabolic alterations in the lower leg muscles, visceral organs 

with semiquantitative analytical me出odat fixed exercise loads. Recently, Kemppainen J. 

and co田 workers(2002), investigated different workloads induced changes of glucose 

metabolism in the skeletal muscle and myocardiumめ．

In their investigations，出eyapplied the absolute quantification me血odto assess 

regional metabolic rate of glucose in白e白ighmuscle and myocardium applying 

18F-FDG-PET technique. Quantification of individual org組 glucosemetabolism was not 

performed in the previous investigation. 

百iepurpose of present investigation was to evaluate the dynamic con甘olof energy 

metabolism (quantification and semiquantification) bo出 inthe skeletal muscles and 

visceral organs induced by mild and/or moderate exercise intensities ( 40%加 d70% 

V02max workloads respectively) by using 18F田FDGand PET旬chnique. 百1eergometer 

cycling was chosen as a mean for exercise loads. 

Subjects & Methods 

Five subjects, aged mean 21.80 ± 0.84 y, were studied as exercise group. 百ietype 

of exercise was ergometer bicycling at 40and 70% V02max workloads. Each subject of 

the exercise group was studied in two separate days within 3 weeks period with minimal 2 

days sep紅ation. To evaluate V02max, subjects performed intermittent exercise on an 

ergometer bicycle (Monark 818E, Sweden），加d出eoxygen consumption rate was 

determined by an automated metabolic unit machine (AE280-S, Minato Co. Ltd. Osaka, 

Japan). V02max was measured by the discontinuous method inducing intermittent 
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bicycling at 60 revolution/min for 10 min/bout with 5 min intervals for 3 or 4 times (60W, 

120W, 180W加 d240W respectively). Subjects’02 consumption was measured at mild and 

moderate workloads ( 40%組 d70% V02max) as 17.77±1.49 ml/kg/min組 d31.10±2.60 

ml/kg/min (mean±S.D) respectively. 

Before the experiment, they were instructed to take rest for 20 minutes in a dim lit 

quiet room. One teflon catheter was inserted to白eirantecubital veins of the left hand for 

blood sampling to measure plasma glucose, lactate, insulin and FDG concen甘ations.

Another teflon catheter was inserted to subject’S antecubital vein of血eopposite hand for 

FDG aclminis廿ation. 百】en,they started ergome隠rbicycle riding at the speed of 60 

revolution/min (Mon訂k818E, Sweden) at 40% and 70% V02max workloads. FDG was 

injected出rougha catheter at 10 minutes later following exercise task. After the i吋ection,

the subjects continued to pedal the bicycle for another 30 minutes to complete出etotal 

exercise task of 40 minutes. 

Blood sampling protocol 

hnmediately after FDG administration, heated (arterialized) venous blood was 

sampled from cubital vein opposi低 to出ei吋ectionsite. Plasma glucose, lactate and 

insulin concentrations were measured at two points such as pre and post-exercise conditions 

using glucose組 alyzer(Gluco card GT・1630,KDK co中oration,Kyoto, Japan), enzymatic 

lactate analyzer (Lactate Pro, KDK Corporation, Kyoto, Japan) and double antibody 

radio-immunoassay (Riabead 2, Dynabot Co, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan釦 dcoat cortisol, Incstar 

Co, Ltd. Stillwater, USA) respectively. 百ieplasma FDG concen甘ationswere measured 

during exercise; every 6 sec interval for 10 times, 1 min interval for twice, 2.5 min interval 

for twice, 5 min interval for twice, and at the end of exercise. During PET scan, the blood 

samples were taken for 7 times as follows; once at出eonset of PET scan, and after 5 min 

interval, then every 10 min interval for 4 times, and once at the end of PET scanσigure-1). 

PET scan protocol 

The subjects lay down in supine position on出ePET table with eyes open in a 

dimmed and quiet room. 百iescan protocol was as follows; a 3 dimensional (3D) 

whole-body emission sc姐（3min x 9 positions) was performed合omthe knee joint to白e

vertex followed by 仕組smissionsc如 (3 min x 9 合ame). 百ie甘ansmissionscan 

(post-i吋ectionmode) was performed with a 68Gef8Ga external rotating line so町 ce(370 
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MBq at purchase) (Figure-I). All the su吋ectswere abstained from eating佃 ddrinking 

atleast 5 h before the experiment, and血.eywere requested for written fully informed 

consent. 百ieclinical committee for the radioisotope use of Tohoku University approved 

血isinvestigation. 

h 釦 0血er,6 subjects, aged mean 23.17 ± 5.1 y, were studied as由eresting con甘ol

ma泊tainingthe similar study protocol without exercise. 

Quantitative approach (Calculation of glucose metabolic rate) 

To evaluate the rate of glucose utilization, the autoradiographic me白od(3 

comp釘加entmodel method) was applied which was developed by Sokoloff et al. 5＞釦 d

modified by Phelps et al6>. rMR.Glc images (regional metabolic rate of glucose images) 

were calculated using the equation shown below; 

峨Glc ＝告［~~］［C ＊~e(T)]

Here, Cp and LC denote the native glucose concen甘ationin plasma and lumped constant 

respectively. K* 1, k*2，組dk*3 are denoted as first order kinetic rate const初白 forFDG. 

[C*i(T)四 C*e(T)]/C*m(T)is a correction factor which問 presents白eestimations of the ratio 

between the true and出eaverage metabolic rates. C*i（ηis the actual PET count at time 

(T），釦dC*e(T) and C*m(T) are calculated using population average rate constants. 百ie

rate constants and the lumped constants were decided sep紅atelyfor each organ7”14). 

Semiquantitative approach 

Org加 glucoseuptake was evaluated by applying semiqu加 titativeanalytical 

approach. To determine semiqu釦 tification, standardized uptake ratio (SUR) was 

measured by using the equation mentioned below 

" MeanROlcts (cps/ pxls）×Bo砂weight(g)
SUR= 

lnjecteddose(μCi) x Calibration factor( cps I μCi) 

where cps and pxls denote counts per second and pixels respectively. Shimadzu software 

(Shimadzu Co. Kyoto, Japan) was used for the analytical measurements (Quantification and 

Semiquantification). 
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Regions of Interest Analysis 

Data analysis was performed based on出eregions of interest analysis (ROls) for 

measurements of rMRGlc and SUR. ROis were drawn on selected organs by using 

Shimadzu software program (Shimadzu Co, Kyoto Japan). First, the coronal whole-body 

images were generated from the仕組sversewhole-body images. ROis were set on出e

skeletal muscles of出igh,lumbar/gluteal regions, upper-1泊1b,and visceral organs such as 

liver, heart, brain etc. using coronal whole-body images. The anatomical locations were 

determined企omthe succeeding radioactivity dis甘ibutions. The definition of anatomic 

locations of血eorg釦 Swere determined as following; the leg/foot; from knee joint down to 

血efoot covering出eextensor muscles, posterior part of the leg including gas甘ocnemius

and soleus muscles, and the muscles of foot consisting flexors and adductors，出e血igh;

from anterior superior iliac spine down to the patella covering the qua合icepsfemoris 

muscle (QF), posterior p釘 tof the thigh including adductors and hamstrings muscles, the 

lumbar and gluteal region; a line between the posterior iliac crest組 dischial tuberosity to 

the adjoin to the gluteal and lumbar muscles, the uppeトlimb;from the shoulder joint to出e

tip of the fingers covering biceps and凶cepsmuscles of upper-arm, extensor and flexor 

muscles of forearm, and palmar and dorsal muscles of the hand. 百1evisceral organs such 

as liver, heart and brain were identified from their anatomical locations and succeeding 

radioactivity dis甘ibutions.

To minimize the partial volume effects, ROis were set atleast 5 mm from the border 

of each slice. ’The average glucose uptake values of these ROis counts were used for 

calculation. 

Statistical analysis 

Group comp釘 isonswere made for rMRGlc data using one way analysis of variance 

(Anova), and significant di百erenceswere determined by Scheffe’s test (post-hoc analysis). 

The significant differences were set at p<0.05 for all the data. Group comparisons between 

pre・組dpost-exercise values of plasma glucose, lactate and insulin concentrations for 

exercise group subjects ( 40% and 709るV02max)we陀 madeby using non-parame甘ictest 

(WilcoxonSigned R但1ktest), and the significant differences were set at p<0.05. To 

evaluate relationship between quantitative and semiquantitative analytical methods, 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient analysis was performed between SUR [(rest; n=2) and 

(exercise group; 40% V02max; n=5, 70% V02 max n=5)] and rMRGlc [(rest; n=6) and 
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(exercise group; 40% V02max; n=5, 70%V02 max=5)] data at白igh,brain, heart and 

lumbar/gluteal muscles. 

Results 

百iepresent investigation demons甘ated白atglucose metabolism (rrv.IR.Glc) was 

increased in the working skeletal muscles, and decreased in the brain at mild and/or 

moderate exercise loads (Table-1). In血e血ighmuscles, glucose metabolic rate (mg/lOOg 

tissue/min) was increased (p<0.05) 8 times at 40% V02max (1.76±0.21）加d10 t凶 esat 

70% V02max workloads (2.31±0.30) when comp訂edwith resting subjects (0.21±0.08). 

rMRGlc was significantly increased (p<0.05) in the skeletal muscles of lumbar/gluteal 

region at 70% V02max ( 1.07±0.28) when compared with the resting con甘ols(0.48± 0.26) 

(TABLE-I）.百iemyoc紅dialand abdominal org姐 suchas hepatic glucose metabolic 

reductions (rMRGlc) were suggestive but not signific釦 t. Cerebral metabolic rate for 

glucose (CMRGlc) revealed significant decline (p<0.05) at moderate exercise load (70% 

V02max) (3.19±0.81) when compared with rest (4.73±1.03). The biochemical 

measurement of plasma glucose was relatively stable with exercise loads. However, the 

plasma lactate was increased 6 times (p<0.05) at moderate workloads (5.3±2.4) when 

compared wi血 pre-exercisecondition (0.9±0.2）.百1eplasma insulin concen甘ationwas 

shown significantly (p<0.05) decreased at moderate exercise loads (2.0±0.7) when 

compared wi白血epre-exercise condition (4.6±1.5). 

The correlation analysis between rMRGlc and SUR suggested血atmetabolic glucose 

uptake in the brain, liver and heart were correlated [Figure-3(A) & 3(B）佃dFig町e・4(A)]

aside台omlumb訂／glu也alregion [Fi思ue・4(B)].

Discussions 

We at也mp旬dto map血eglucose metabolic changes in the skeletal muscles and 

visceral organs induced by mild to moderate exercise intensities using FDG and PET 

compar泊g two analytical me血ods such as semiquantitative and quantitative. 

Quantification approach showed白atglucose metabolism (rMRGlc) was increased in血e

skeletal muscles of lower limb (i.e.，血igh)(p<0.05), and decreased in the abdominal organ 

(i.e., liver), myocardium and brain (p<0.05) at mild佃 d/ormoderate workloads. 

There紅esome crucial factors白atmight disrupt in血equantification of glucose 

metabolism in白ecurrent FDG-PET me白od.Quantific剖ionof glucose metabolism needs a 

steady condition. Therefore, it is essential to keep fasting of the volunteers before 
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investigation for maintaining steady plasma glucose concentration. Present investigation 

demonstrated that plasma glucose concentration was relatively stable at post-exercise 

condition of different exercise loads出atsuggesting glucose metabolic rate changes would 

not have to be affected. It is紅・gued血atglycogenolysis釦 dgluconeogenesis would be 

pronounced under different workloads. Considering complexity of energy metabolism, 

FDG uptake probably underestimates overall energy production bo白 atmild and/or 

moderate exercise loads. However, linear increases of FDG uptake wi出 changesin the 

workloads found血血epresent experiment support the usefulness of FOG imaging in 

measuring tissue energy consumption. 

Energy consumption in the skeletal muscles釘emostly dependent upon fiber 

composition. Considering increases in the metabolic rate of glucose in the skeletal muscles 

of血igh,suggests aerobic and anerobic energy generation in出epresent study. It is紅 gued

血atthigh muscles訂ecomposed of type-Ila組 dtype-lib fibers白oseare used up bo白 at

aerobic and anerobic exercise states. Workloads induced glucose metabolic rate changes 

in the liver was shown decreased wi白outstatistical implication. ’The interpretation of 

FDG metabolism in the liver is not simple because血isendocrine organ has a small担nount

of hexokinase and used glucokinase to phosphorylase glucose. Since FDG is a poor 

subs甘atefor glucokinase, its uptake in the liver is small. Nevertheless, the patterned FDG 

up泊keby the liver at rest and different exercise loads were indicative. 百1eabsolute 

quantification method revealed the decreases in the myocardial glucose metabolism at 

moderate workloads without statistical significance. In normal physiologic state, 

myoc釘 diumconsumes energy仕omglucose-fatty acid cycle. Kemppainen J et al. 

(2002) found出at剖 rest組 dduring low intensity exercise condition, myocardial glucose 

uptake correlated inversely wi白 circulating FF A concentrations. In our present 

investigation, changes in由erMRGlc was not dependent upon exercise loads probably due 

to this glucose-FF A interactions. However, decline in出eFDG uptake at moderate 

workload suggested血atin this state myocardial energy was compensa飽dby other 

metabolic substrate血anglucose. Plasma lactate might be reasonable metabolic substrate 

for this compensation because at moderate workloads this lactate concentration was shown 

elevated. Finally, we focused on the brain glucose uptake inducing different exercise 

loads. Glucose is consumed as a principal energy susbs甘atefor the brain tissue. Until 

now, a few studies were organized to evaluate brain energy metabolic changes inducing 

various exercise loads. We found血atCMRGlc was decreased significantly (p<0.05) at 

moderate workload. 百1epossibilities for血ismetabolic reductions訂ereductions泊 either
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gluts or hexokinase or both because changes of blood flow泊 thebrain is unlikely from the 

concept of autoregulation. However, this reduction does not mean reduction in the total 

energy metabolic rate of the brain because other fuels may be burned out. Recently, Ide et 

al., (2000), reported出atlactate was the metabolic substrate for the brain at graded exercise 

and recovery phase (15). In our present investigation of 70% V02max exercise load, 6 

fold increases in the plasma lactate concentration, susggested血at出ismetabolite might 

fulfill energy demand for the brain tissue at由isstage. However, further investigations are 

required for血isevaluation. 

From the present investigation, we could confirm出atthe functional levels of all the 

body organs are under dynamic homeostatic control, and it is argued白atwhen exercise is 

initiated up to moderate level, energy resources such as glucose in predominant are 

recruited to the working skeletal muscles企omother visceral organs including brain. 百iis

homeostatic con甘ol is said to be also carried out 出rough adrenal hormone, 

catecholamine16>. 

In the concluding section, the methodological validation of the quantitative 

approach would have to be assumed. In this experiment, autoradiographic me白od(Phelps 

et al.) demons甘atedthe conc町 rentvalidity to evaluate metabolic rate of glucose泊血e

FOG-PET technique in血efollowing points; (i) In血e3 compartment model of 

autoradiographic method, time related behavior of FDG was explored制nongplasma, 

non-metabolite and metabolic tissue comp紅加entsenabling absolute values, (ii) PET 

measurement was obtained 45 min after FDG injection出atmaintained the steady-state 

condition, (iii) In the steady state condition of 45 min after FOG in ection，白ee汀orin血e

MRGlc would be minimum. In the scanning technique, single scan procedure was 

employed in which population average FDG kinetic rate constants were used instead of 

individual rate constants. Measurements of individual rate const釦 tswere difficult 

because dynamic PET measurement was not possible for all the organs due to limited axial 

field of view. 百1eactual rate const組 tsare not extremely different from the reported 

values incase of ARG method where dynamics of tissue radioactivities are not measured. 

Considering the above mentioned points, qu釦 tificationapproach in determining organ 

glucose metabolism would be satisfactory in也epresent FDG-PET technique. 

Conclusion 

In白epresent investigation, quantification me由odwas applied to measure 

workloads induced organ glucose metabolism. We validated semiquantitative approach 
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(SUR) taking the absolute quantification me出odof glucose metabolic rate as a st姐 dard.

However, some org姐 discrepanciesbetween SUR and rMRGlc suggested出ecomplexity 

in出eenergy metabolic control. Further investigations訂enecess釘yfor血isevaluation. 
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TABLE-1: rMR.Glc values in different organs at rest組d40%釦 d70% V02max workloads. 

百首位 Upper limb Lumb/gluteal Liver He田t

Rest 
(n=6) 

0.36 0.28 0.75 2.04 1.72 
2. 0.28 0.31 0.87 2.19 1.52 
3. 0.16 0.11 0.30 1.02 0.8 
4. 0.16 0.09 0.36 1.05 1.56 
5. 0.16 0.11 0.32 0.68 0.68 
6. 0.15 0.11 0.27 0.86 0.51 

Mean 0.21 0.17 0.48 1.31 1.15 

S.D. 0.08 0.09 0.26 0.64 0.50 
Exercise 
(n=5) 

40%V02max 

1.50 0.56 1.10 0.83 1.61 
2. 2.07 0.69 o.“ 1.33 1.68 
3. 1.86 0.60 0.53 0.97 1.10 
4. 1.67 0.91 0.64 1.09 0.83 
5. 1.71 0.57 0.51 0.86 0.44 

Mean *1.76 *0.66 0.69 1.02 1.13 
S.D. 0.21 0.14 0.23 0.20 0.52 

70%V02max 
2.64 1.07 1.35 0.72 0.92 

2. 2.56 1.12 1.25 0.59 0.94 
3. 2.06 0.28 1.09 0.73 0.77 
4. 2.35 0.23 1.(立 0.71 0.89 
5. 1.93 0.49 0.62 0.78 0.69 

Mean §#2.31 #0.“ #1.07 0.71 0.84 
S.D. 0.30 0.43 0.28 0.07 0.11 

* P<0.05 (statistically sig凶日cant;rest V.S. 40% V02町田x)
# P<0.05 (statistically significant; rest V.S. 70% V02max) 

§P<0.05 (statistically significant; 40% V02max V.S. 70% V02max). 
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Fig. 2. Regions of interest (ROis) analytical procedure in the thigh, lumbar and gluteal region, upperlimb, 

liver, heart, and brain are shown based on their anatomical locations and succeeding radioactivity 
distributions. 
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VIII. 3. Functional Brain Mapping During Actual Car Driving: 
AFDG・PETStudy 
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FukudaH.料大 IwataR. ＊六 andltohM. 

Division of Nuclear Medicine, Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universiか
Division of Radiopharmaceutical Chemistη，Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University*,・ 

College of Medical Sciences, Tohoku Universi.η＊＊ 

Institute of Development Aging and Cancer, Tohoku Universi，η＊＊＊ 

INTRODUCTION 

百ieinvention of automobiles has provided high-speed travel on出eground, which 

requires processing of multimodal perceptions of sensory, visual, auditory, balance, and 

proprioceptive information. All of the information is constantly changing and needs to be 

revised in real time. In addition to sensory information processing, control of muscles is 

needed as well as referring to a space-map in memory. Despite出isoverwhelming創nount

of information to be processed and risks of C紅 accidents,few people decide to abandon 

driving. This is because driving is not only convenient, but also a pleasure. All of these 

physical and psychological factors imply白紙血ebrain’s role in driving is complicated but 

important. 

Modem technology is being used to understand brain functions. Nuclear medicine 

techniques provide functional brain imaging using regional cerebral blood flow or 

metabolism as markers. However, imaging of brain function during C釘 drivinghas been 

restricted due to technical limitations. Using an electroencephalogram (EEG) has been the 

only choice to record brain function on血eroadl). However, the low spatial resolution of 

EEG is not sufficient to localize brain activations related to driving. 

Recently, Walter et al. employed functional MRI (fMRI) technique to map brain 

subs凶 tesengaged in driving simulations2・3＞.’They found broad activations in occipital 

and p訂ietalbrain regions bilaterally. However, manipulating a driving simulator is not 

totally the same as actual car driving. 

18F-labeled-fluoro-deoxy-glucoseσDG) has been used for measurement of glucose 
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metabolism泊由ebra泊. FDG, which is甘appedin the cells after conversion to 

FDG・6・phosphateby hexokinase, worb句 asa molecular memory of cellular energy 

metabolism. 百1etrapping phase lasts訂ound45 minutes after intravenous iniection of 

FDG. Using血isadvantage，自mctionalbrain imaging is possible outside of laboratories. 

In血isexper泊ientaldesign, we employed FDG-PET to visualize the roles of the brain 

during car driving. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

官 官tyhealthy male volunteers, all right-handed, aged 20 to 56 years, participated in 

this study. A written informed consent was obtained from each subject after 

full-explanations of出eprotocol. 百iestudy was approved by the Clinical Review 

Committee on Radioisotope Studies at Tohoku University Postgraduate Medical School. 

百ievolunteers were divided into出reegroups: (A) driving group; 10 subjects wi出 mean

age of 35.8 ye釘s(SD ±12.2) who drove on加 ordinaryroad; (B) passenger group, 10 

volunteers (34.8±13.1 ye釘s)participated as a passenger in the front passenger seat; and (C) 

con甘olgroup, 10 volunteers (32.7±9.6 years), remained in a comfortable seat inside an 

expenment room. 

官官 drivinggroup drove a c釘 wi白 automatictransmission for 30 minutes訂ounda 

university campus immediately after intravenous injection of 18F-FDG, average 40.7 MBq 

( 1.1 mCi). After micturition and prep釘ationfor a PET scan血eywere scanned with PET as 

described below. The same procedure was used for the passenger group, except出at白ey

sat silently facing forward beside the driver during driving. The con甘olgroup were 

i吋ectedwith FDG, average 40.7 MBq (1.1 mCi), and remained in a lit PET waiting room 

with their eyes open and without e創-plugsfor the S創neperiod of time as白etask groups. 

The driving route was in hilly suburbs with limited moving vehicles and a few甘affic

signals. 百ieC釘 speedwas kept fairly constant at 40・kmper hour. The driving route was 

not explained to the drivers beforehand but directed to the drivers on sites by an instructo1「

sitting in the re訂 seat.Bo白血epassengers and drivers were requested not to converse 

血roughout出eC訂 ride.

Data Analyses 

Driving-related brain activations were evaluated using the Statistical Parametric 

Mapping technique (SPM2, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, 

UK)4・5>. Brain images were anatomically normalized to a standard brain template 
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(FDG-PET version adapted to血eMNI-:rv.tRI template by Mon甘ealNeurological lnstitute6) 

by linear (Affine) and non-linear transformations to minimize inter-subject anatomical 

variations using a SPM routine. 百1ebrain images were then smoothed using a 11 mm 

isotropic 3D Gaussian filter to increase the signal to noise ratio. Indices of global activity 

were modeled as a confounding covariate (after normalization of the brain global value to 

50 ml/lOOml/min) using ANCOVA7). Linear contrasts were used to低stfor regionally 

specific condition-related effects, producing t-statistic maps in白eTalairach standard 

space8）.百leset-statistics were transformed to corresponding Z maps, which constituted 

the statistical map (SPM { Z} ）.百lepeak voxel・basedsignificance of statistics was chosen 

atp < 0.001(Z>3.18) without corrections for multiple comparisons. 

RESULTS 

百ieplasma glucose level of all subjects taken before FDG i吋ectionwas within the 

normal range (101.2±9.4 mg/dl, mean±SD). When brain images in the driving group were 

compared with the resting group, significant activations were found in由eprim訂y組 d

secondary visual areas, prim紅 ysensorimotor areas, p訂ietalassociation areas (precuneus) 

and in the cerebellum (Table l, Fig. lA and 2). Activations were almost symme甘ical

between hemispheres. ’The comp紅 isonsbetween the passengers and出econ甘olgroups 

identified similar brain areas as drivers in the motor, visual, and p訂ietal釘 easbut with little 

cerebellar activation (Table 2, Fig. lB and 3）.百1edirect comp制sonbetween the driver 

and the passenger groups identified only a p紅tof the cerebellum, which was more active in 

the driver group由加出epassenger group. 

DISCUSSION 

As far as we know, no report has been published on the details of regional brain 

physiology during car driving or being a passenger on actual roads. Our results have 

confirmed activations of血evisual and sensorimotor紅・easand parietal lobe by a car-driving 

task. 

De Jong et al9). using a H2150 activation study, repor胞dareas of activation in白e

dorsal cuneus (area V 3），出elatero-posterior p陀 cuneus(or superior parietal lobe），白e

occipito・temporalventral surface, and fusiform gyms during perception of forward motion. 

Similar brain釘easwe問 detectedwhen subjects watched complex scenes on a monitor 

screen10＞.百iesebrain areas were strongly activated in our study in both the drivers and 
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passengers. ’These remarkable activations泊 thevisual釘eassupported our belief白at

perception and processing of visual information紅eessential components for Cぽ driving.

百ieposterior parietal cortex is白oughtto play a crucial role in血e凶egrationof 

limb (body) and field (visual) coordinates11＞.百iese訂easwe問 activatedin our s加dy.

Sensory inputs from visual, somatosensory如 dvestibul訂 systemsneed to be integrated 

before appropriate actions are made. 百ieparietal cor匂xis regarded as組紅白 for

multimodal sensory integrations as seen in studies白atshowed a retina adjusting to visual 

inputs, both environmental world coordinates and body-oriented inner coordinates12・13). 

During driving the brain needs to calibrate and match visual images of the environmental 

space to出edriver’s egocen甘iccoordinate continuously in real time. ’This collaboration is 

repor旬dlycarried out in the posterior parietal cortex (BA 7)14>. Previous brain mapping 

studies on limbs' movements disclosed血atthe prim訂ysomatosensory area and prim訂y

motor cortex were mostly responsible, but the premotor, supplement紅ymotor訂easand血e

p訂 ietalcortex aided them15＞.百ierefore,the extensive brain activation in the parietal 

regions observed in our study reflects highly demanding data processing including the 

integrations and calibrations of multi-modal information, which is crucial for C釘 driving.

Tashiro et al. 16> reported出atactivations of sensory brain areas including visual 

紅 白swere more pronounced白an出oseof motor訂easin a running task using similar FDG 

brain mapping protocol. 百iisagrees with previous observation白at出esensory 

component of the neural processing circui甘ywas more energy demanding than the motor 

component in an ergometer task17>. This sensory overload was confirmed during car 

driving also in this study. 

Calhoun et al.3> and Walter et a1.2>, using simulated driving experiments, found 

similar activation sites as in this study; namely sensorimotor cortex and cerebellar regions. 

However, the visual cortices (BA 17/18) activation were not remarkable or found only by 

Calhoun et al.3＞.百iissuggests血atvisual stimulations were more pronounced in actual 

driving th姐 simulateddriving and白atbrain mapping by virtual driving experiments should 

be confirmed by an actual driving study. 

h出isexperiment, regional brain metabolism was comp紅edbetween conditions as 

a driver佃 da passenger. We could find similar brain activations in白evisual訂eas

because the subjects in both conditions saw exactly the same scenery. However, 

unexpectedly，出epassengers showed similar brain activations in血emotor釘easdespite the 

fact血at血eydid not engage in any motor tasks. Activations in白eparietal lobule were 

similarly active in出epassenger group. ’These findings support the fact出at白epassengers 
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were not at rest during car driving but were engaged泊 v祉制alcar driving beside the合iver.

h白ecase of drivers，白epattern of regional brain metabolism was clearly contrasted, e.g., 

activations in白emotor and p紅ietooccipitalbrain訂・easwith deactivations in the prefrontal 

and temporal brain. 百iiscon甘astwas similar but less in白epassenger group. A possible 

explanation for 血isdifference between drivers and passengers is the level of concen甘ati on 

between the two groups. 

CONCLUSION 

This study demonstrated how the brain works while driving or being a passenger. 

The results suggested that visual perception and its integration with motor con甘olwere出e

main brain functions while driving. FDG technique is useful for brain mapp泊gwhile 

SU句ects紅eperforming daily activities. 
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Table 1. Brain areas activated by driving. 
The main effect of driving was tested by inter-group comparison 
between the driving group (n = 10) and a resting control group (n = 10). 

Talairach coordinates 
Region Brodmann's side at peak activation Z・score 

area x l z 
Cuneus 18 left ・2 ・77 8 5.51 
Cuneus 17 left ・12 ・98 ・2 5.01 
Cerebellum right 22 ・51 ・24 4.71 
Gyrus fusiformis 18 left ・18 ・91 ・12 4.69 
Gyrus postcentralis 4 right 38 ・27 57 4.20 
Gyrus occipitalis medius 18 right 32 ・90 1 4.19 
Gyrus fusiformis 19 right 30 ・48 ・8 4.02 
Gyrus occipitalis inferior 18 right 22 ・89 ・9 3.97 
Gyrus temporalis medius 39 right 36 ・68 20 3.81 
Precuneus 7 left ・IO ・49 63 3.67 
Precuneus 18 right 24 ・78 28 3.57 
Gyrus occipitalis medius 18 right 38 ・90 ・16 3.54 
Gyrus precentralis 4 le庇 ・10 ・22 64 3.40 
Gyrus postcentralis 3 left ・44 ・18 52 3.40 
Thalamus right 16 ・17 1 3.36 
Gyri occipitales 18 left ・28 ・77 1 3.31 
Gyrus cinguli 24 right 10 ・7 41 3.27 
Gx_rus l!arahi1mocaml!i 35 le此 ・IS ・36 ・2 3.18 

The statistical threshold is P < 0.001 (uncorrected) 

Table 2. Brain areas activated by being a passenger. 
The main effect of passenger was tested by inter・ group comparison 
between the passenger group (n = 10) and a resting control group (n = 10). 

Region Brodmann's side at peak activation Z・score 
area x 主 z 

Gyrus lingualis 18 right 8 ・76 4 4.84 
Gyrus occipitalis medius 18 right 34 ・93 ・1 4.61 
Gyrus fusiformis 18 left ・20 ・90 ・12 4.43 
Cuneus 17 left ・B 81 7 4.43 
Gyrus occipitalis inferior 18 right 30 ・88 ・12 4.42 
Gyrus fusiformis 19 left ・22 ・58 ・12 3.98 
Cerebellum left ・24 ・59 ・12 3.90 
Gyrus lingualis 19 left ・14 ・43 3.83 
Precuneus 7 left ・4 ・54 51 3.79 
Gyrus temporalis medius 19 right 38 ・73 22 3.58 
Cuneus 18 right 16 ・98 20 3.51 
Gyrus precentralis 4 right 36 ・28 64 3.47 
Gyrus fusiformis 37 right 30 ・48 ・8 3.31 
Gl:!us Eostcen七ralis 3 right 42 ・15 62 3.23 

The statistical threshold is P < 0.001 (uncorrected ) 
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Fig. I. The main effects of driving(A) and passenger groups(B) wi出 restingcontrol group as a reference 
tested using SPM2. Activations in the bilateral primary and secondary visual a陀 aswere most notable in the 
bo山 conditions.Cerebeller activations were found in the driving condition only目 TI1eactivation sites are 
displayed in three orthogonal directions, sagittal (top left), coronal (top right), and transverse (bottom), 
thresholded at Z > 3.18, k > 20 pixels (160 mm~）， p < 0.001 (uncorr巴cted).

p A R L A p 
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Fig. 2. Brain images for the main effects of driving which is the contrast between driving and resting 
conditions (Z > 3.18, k > 20, p < 0.00 I uncorrected) rendered on a standard brain template. TI1e data are same 
as in Fig. IA. From the left top to the right bottom panel, left medial, frontal, right medial，吋gbtlateral, 
occipital, and left lateral surface. 
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VIII. 4. EfTects of Sedative Antihistamines on the Regional Cerebral 
Blood Flow During Simulated Car Driving 

Sakurada Y., Tashiro M., Mochizuki H., Horikawa E. *, Okamura N., 
Itoh M.ぺandYanaiκ 

Depa1すmentsof Pharmacology, Tohoku Universi砂GraduateSchool of Medicine 
Center for Comprehensive and Community Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, Saga University • 

Division of Nucl~ar Medicine, Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center TT 

Introduction 

Histamine H1 receptor antagonists （姐tihistar凶nes)are widely used for甘eatmentof 

allergic disorders and are well-known for cen甘alnervous system (CNS) side effects such as 

drowsiness, sleepiness and impaired psychomotor performance1>. Car driving is closely 

connected with our everyday life. 百1ere紅eso many reports about the effects of 

antihistamines on C釘 drivingperformance but its mechanism has not been demonstrated yet. 

Recently, some functional MRI (fMRI) studies have been published on brain activities 

during simulated C訂 driving2・3.4>. Walter and colleagues revealed白at由eregional 

cerebral blood flow (rCBめ increasedin血esensorimotor cortex and the cerebellum, by 

comparing active and passive driving conditions. Calhoun and colleagues demons甘ated

白atC訂 drivingwas able to be divided泊toseveral basic componentsand白剖岱nuwas 

useful to investigate the neural correlates of C釘 driving. However, there was no functional 

neuroimaging study on the drug-induced sedation during C釘 driving. So we investigated 

出e rCBF changes d町 ing simulated car driving after oral administration of 

d-chlorphenirru凶ne,a sedative antihistamine, by positron emission tomography (PET) with 

H2150. 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects 

Fourteen healthy male volunteers, r加 ging20・25ye紅sold (me組＋／・ SD:21.9 ＋／・

1.8), participated in the present s加dy. All subjects were evaluated as right・handedbased 

on出eEdinburgh inventory and Chapman test. Mean driving history of all the su句ects
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was 17 months. Written informed consent was obtained from each su句ectand由es仰の
was performed in compliance with the relevant laws and institutional伊idel泊es.

Study design 

百四 presentstudy was conducted as a single-blind crossover study. 百iesubject 

was given one of a d-chlo中he凶ramine6 mg児petab(Pol紅担凶n)or a placebo in each study. 

According to the previous report, it was estimated血at白epeak plasma drug concen甘ation

of orally-administered d・chlorpheniraminewas achieved at 2 hours post-adminis住剖ion.

Then，出ePET investigation started approximately 2 hours after oral adminis廿ationof 

d・chlorpheniramine6 mg組 dso did it for placebo. 

PET scans were performed for the following three conditions: 1) resting condition 

with the eyes closed, 2) active driving condition where the subjects had to drive by their 

own, using a steering wheel and accelerating pedal，如d3) passive driving condition where 

the SU句ectswere requested to watch the changing landscape出athad been videotaped, wi白

the bo血handsfixed on the handle and wi白血eright leg kept on the accelerating pedal. 

Driving simulation 

Commercially available software (Ge~soh 99, Twilight Express Co., Tokyo, Japan) 

was used for simulated driving task.官lesubjects we陀 positionedin a PET scanner, 

wearing a head mount display σ品rfD:Glass甘onPLM-A35, SONY, Tokyo, Japan) in a 

comfortable m但mer. They were able to operate the steering wheel and press出e

accelerating pedal quickly while watching landscape of driving co町 seprojected onto白e

HMO. 

PET measurements and data analysis 

百lerCBF images were obtained us泊ga 3D-acquisition PET scanner (SET 2400W, 

Shimadzu Co. Ltd., Japan), with an average spatial resolution of 4.5 mm血e釦11-wid白

half-maximum and wi出 asensitivity of a 20 cm cylindrical phantom of 48.6 k.c.pふ

KBq・1mr1. PET acquisition was performed for the duration of 70 sec. 百lesubject was 

iniected with H2150 of 157.8 ± 25.6 MBq (5.8 ± 0.9mCi) through the釦 tecubitalvein for 

each scan. 

百ierCBF images obtained were realigned, normalized and smoothed by Statistical 

Parame甘icMapping (SPM) software (SPM99; Welcome Department of Cog凶tive

Neurology, London, U.Kふ T-Statistics were computed for each voxel for the 
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comparisons: 1) active driving condition or passive driv泊gcondition sc叩 minusresting 

condition sc組 afteroral administration of placebo or d-chlorpheniramine, 2) after oral 

d-chlorpheniramine minus placebo in condition of active driving scan. For each 

comp釘 ison,each voxel difference with Z-value higher由an3.01, co汀＇espondingto p < 

0.001 (uncorrected), was considered as significant changes in rCBF. 

Results 

After oral administration of placebo, the significant increase of rCBF was found in 

the sensorimotor (Brodman Area: BA 4), premotor (BA6), p釘 ietal(BA 7, 40), temporal 

(BA 37), occipital (BA 17・19)cortices and in the cerebellum, midbrain, pulvinar, globus 

pallidus medialis and cingulated gyrus during active driving compared with the resting 

condition (Fig. 1). And the regions of increased CBF during active driving in comp訂ison 

to the passive driving condition were ne訂ly 出e same. Compared to placebo, 

d-chlorpheniramine produced significant increase of rCBF in白ecerebellar vermis and 

decrease of parietal (BA 7），飽mporal(BA 37), occipital (BA 19) cortices and cerebellum 

hemisphere during active driving. 

Discussion 

Car driving is closely connected with our everyday life and needs integration of 

various brain functions such as attention to other vehicles and walkers, circumstantial 

judgment, motor programming and output, working memory, etc. It is well-known血at

antihistamines, especially first generation antihistamines, have sedative side effects. 

These side e仔ects紅edangerous especially during operating a machine or driving a car. 

The sedative antihistamines are available more easily as over-the-counter drugs白佃 newer

less sedating antihistamines. 百1ereare various methods to evaluate driving performance 

after adminis甘atingsedative drugs such as subjective sleepiness, reaction time, EEG 

changes, vehicle maintenance capability, during bo白actualand simulated driving. 

Walter and colleagues first measured the regional brain activity in heal血y

volunteers during simulated driving us泊gtMru2＞.’They detected the brain activation 

mainly in白evisual and somatosensory cortices and in the cerebellum by contrasting active 

and passive driving conditions. It has been demons甘atedfunctional neuroimaging is a 

very useful tool to elucidate neural correlates of driving. In the present s旬dy，白econ甘ast

between active and resting conditions and出atbetween active and passive conditions bo出
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demonstrated similar results to the previous fMRI study by Walter and colleagues2>. 

Taking all these findings toge出er,it could be concluded出atH2150-PET gives basically the 

same results as those obtained with岱1RI.

On the other hand, rCBF responses were reduced after administration of 

d・chlorpheniraminein the parietal (BA 7), temporal (BA 37), occipital regions, that are 

considered to be the visuo-spatial pathway. The results might suggest 出at

d-chlorpheniramine tends to suppress mainly visuo-spatial function during simulated 

driving. 
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2) Walter H., Vetter S.C. and Wwiderlich A.P., Hahn S., Spitzer M., Neuroreport 12 (2001) 1763. 
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Fig. I. The significant increase of I℃BF during active driving compared with resting condition 
after oral administration of placebo. 
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at Exercise 
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Introduction 

In recent days, functional neuroimaging in vivo has increasingly become a focus of 

interest in brain science. Central motor controls have been extensively studied using 

animals as well as human. Conversely, exercise itself is an important factor that can alter 

the brain functions not only related to the movement con甘ol but also due to 

neuropsychological consequence such as fatigue. Therefore regional brain activities 

related to intensive exercise are the main topics of this study. The ergometer cycling 

(stationary cycling) in con凶 stto the other forms of locomotion can be performed by 

forward pedaling with only minor dislocation of the body and head in space. We chose 

出isexercise as a tool to map exercise related brain activities because the meas町・ementof 

the work force is quantitatively available. Previously, Mishina et at.1> measured cerebellar 

glucose uptake before and after walking in patients with neurological disorders while 

regional metabolic changes in the bram were investigated for outside running by Tashiro et 

a12>. In the present study FDG-PET study was conducted to clarify the functional 

metabolic changes in local brain induced by ergometer movements at three loads of 

intensities. FDG・PETtechriique is p紅ticularlyuseful for metabolic studies during 

exercise. Using trapping nature of the甘acersubstrate, exercise could be loaded outside of 

PET examining room. However, the motive of this study was to identify global value 

corrected glucose metabolic changes in cerebral regions induced by different loads of 

ergometer exercise. 
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Subjects and methods 

Seventeen healthy volunteers were divided into two groups, task group were 

p訂ticipatedin ergometer cycling at 40%, 70%, 80% V02max on sep紅atedays and the 

resting control group who sat on an ergometer without pedaling in a lit room. A total of 35 

minute ergometer cycling was done after FDG adminis佐ationfollowed by emission and 

transmission scans with a multi-ring tomography, SET-2400 (Shimadzu, Japan) in three-

dimensional data acquisition mode. PET scanner. The overall time for study was 

1 lOminutes from the tracer i吋ection. To explore the regional changes between exercise 

task and resting control, voxel based statistical p紅 ame佐ictechnique was applied using the 

SPM 23.4> software for both analyses. A custom made FDG template was used for the 

anatomical normalizations applying smoothing using a 12・mmisotropic Gaussian filter 

kernel to increase the signal to noise ratio. Statistical analysis was performed by choosing 

the (1) covariate only analysis to find out出elinearly increased metabolic regions with 

loads and (2) multiple conditions analysis to discriminate the variation with loads of SPM 2 

applying the significant threshold at p<0.001 (extended voxel threshold was 20) without 

correction for multiple comparisons. Location of each statistical peak was identified based 

on aco・planarstereotaxic atlas of the human brain5>. 

Results 

The voxel based covariate search between FDG uptake and the loads of exercise 

（仕omrest to mild, moderate and severe intensity) showed a s町ongand highly significant 

activated linearly increased metabolism as shown in Figure 1. Maximum peak of 

activations with loads was found in precental gyrus (BA 4) bilaterally. Other regions were 

found in superior parietal lobe (BA 5), cerebellum, medial frontal gyrus (BA 9) and insula. 

All areas were statistically significant only in left hemisphere, except precenal gyrus and 

insula. Inferior p紅白talgyrus (BA 40) and Post central gyrus of occipi凶 cortices(BA 

3) were also significant but the activations clusters were relatively small (< 20voxels). 

Linear decrease or non-linear changes in response to the increasing movement loads were 

found mostly in posterior p紅tof the brain. Discriminations between three load effects. 

When mild task compared with control, maximum intensity was found in superior 

parietotemporal cortex (BA 7 and 22). Other regions were activated in precentral gyrus 

(BA 4) and inferior frontal gyrus (BA 46). Cingulated cortex was also activated but cluster 

was too small. 
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Moderate task induced brain regions activated were in cerebellum, middle frontal 

gyros (BA 6 and 8), precental gyros (BA 4), angular gyros (BA 39), supram紅ginalgyros 

(BA 40), lingual gyros (BA 18) and postcen町algyros (BA 5). Primary motor region and 

limbic lobe are significant only in right hemisphere where as parietal activations were 

prominent in left side. 

When severe exercise group comp紅 edwith the resting control, the maximum 

activations were found in frontal gyros (BA 6, 8, 9). Other regions activated for this loads 

were cerebellum, cingulated gyQis (BA 32), angular gyros (BA 39), postcen佐algyros (BA 

5). Medial and superior p制 offrontal g戸us組 dcingulate gyros activated bilaterally. 

Precentral gyros, middle frontal gyros and lingual gyros activated only in right hemisphere. 

Discussions 

We confirmed that using an imaging approach brain activations associated with 

exercise were identified in the motor, premotor and sensory areas when the task group was 

compared with the resting control group. The highest activity was noted in the superior 

temporop釘 ietalassociation cortex for the mild task condition while moderate load induced 

peak activation in the cerebellum. Intensive task induced extended and s甘ongactivations 

in the primary motor, sensory and association motor cor旬xas well as in the cerebellum with 

the maximum activation in the frontal gyros. The supplementary motor area was active for 

all loads. Other regions such as inferior frontal gyms was activated only by light load 

while medial frontal activation was noted for severe task condition only. These results 

clearly showed that regional brain activations were dependent on the exercise loads. 

Activations in the primary motor cortex were observed during rhythmic cycling 

movement of all intensities. Previously it has been demons佐atedwith oxygen 15・labelled

H20 PET study for active and passive bicycling that Ml activation was positively correlated 

with the rate of active bicycling6>. Williamson et a11> made a similar observation using 

single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). Although these authors focused 

on the insular cortex, they also noted activations in the leg area of the primary motor cortex. 

Our findings and those of other groups demonstrate that there is a significant cerebral 

involvement in the control of rhythmic movements in man. Linear relationships between 

the ergometer task loads and activations in the primary motor cortex suggest that the 

intensity of the movement may be coded here that was established by the previous study 

with bicycle movement by Christensen et al. 
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Primary motor and premotor areas of the frontal lobe of the primate brain most directly 

associated with planning and executing voluntary movements. Parietal cortex is richly 

interconnected with these two regions through which it receives information about the status 

of joints and muscles. For example, the parietal cortex is selectively activated under 

certain experimental conditions as the subjects must always refer to visual inputs to an 

internal spatial map in body-oriented co・ordinates8>. We noted peak activation in superior 

part of parietal cortex for mild load only. However, higher loads also significantly activated 

in p訂ie凶 corticesbut did not show maximum accumulation. The increased high glucose 

metabolism with rising loads and variation within regions with loads may be well explained 

by earlier study related with different movements. Previously it was demons佐ated白紙

P紅ietalregions showed peak activation for a running case (supposed to be mild load) by 

Tashiro et al. Additionally, pre仕ontalactivation found alone by mild exercise suggested that 

cognitive participation could be come to mind during easy task but hard旬skdemand 

concen甘ateonly to work. 

Thus the present study successfully visualized the state of brain engaged at different 

exercise loads by the FOG method. Global corrections revealed s佐ongeractivations in 

cerebral regions associated with movement comp紅edto con町ol. The precise role of the 

cerebeller activation in relation to muscle movements, however, still needs to be resolved. 
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Figure I. Linearly increased activations with the task 
load at p<0.001 with extend巴dvoxel threshold 20. 
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Figure 2. Regional brain activations by three loads of exercise comparing 
with the control at p<0.001 with extended threshold voxel 20. 
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Effective and safe treatments釘erequired to relieve symptoms and improve the 

health-related quality of life of the millions of individuals who suffer from allergic 

symptoms0. Oral antihistamines represent a mainstay of treatment because of their potent 

i凶ibitionof the allergic response. However, m釦 y加 tihistamines訂eassociated with 

cen甘alnervous system (CNS) effects because of their lack of exclusive selectivity for 白e

Hi-receptor and their capacity to penetra白血eblood-brain barrier (BBB)2>. Sedation and 

psychomotor impairment associated wi白組tihistamines C組 have serious safety 

implications. 百ieperformance of everyday activities, such as car driving, in addition to 

tasks出atrequire high levels of concentration, can be impaired after the adminis甘ationof 

some antihistamines, with subsequent po飽ntiallyserious, even fatal, consequences3>. It is 

accepted that older-generation antihistamines have sedative and impairing effects at 

recommended doses, which prompted the development of newer agents devoid of such 

effects. However, newer-generation antihistamines are associated with divergent sedative 

profiles, so there remains a need to establish reliable and sensitive tests to evaluate出is

property2>. 

百iisstudy was once reported as a work in progress and血istime the comple胞

results訂ereported here. This study employed a variety of旬ststo examine their relative 

sensitivity and to establish the sedative profiles of three antihistamines -hydroxyzine 

(HYD; verum con甘ol),cetirizine (CET) and fexofenadine (FEX)ーcomp訂edwi血placebo.

Written informed consent was obtained from all study participants. Study subjects were 

assessed in也rmsof: How sleepy they felt and how由自 performancewas objectively 
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impaired using a series of laboratory tests (Study 1). How their performance was泊ipai民d

in a‘real-life’scenario, using a car driving test (Study 2). The extent to which 

antihistamines bound to cerebral H1 -receptors using posi甘onemission tomography (PET) 

cs同dy3). Studies 1and2 were conducted at CYRIC, Tohoku University. 

Materials and Methods 

Study 1: A to凶 of20 healthy adults males (mean age 23.1 ± 2.8 ye訂 s)were 

recruited into血isdouble-blind, placebo－佃dverum-controlled study. Subjects were 

randomized to receive FEX 120 mg, CET 20 mg, HYD 30 mg and placebo in a crossover 

fashion. Subjective sleepiness was assessed using白eStanford Sleepiness Scale (SSS). 

This test was performed before and at 90 minutes after study drugs were administered, at 

which point visual cognitive function tests were also performed. 百1evisual cog凶tive

function tests were analyzed using two variables: (1) reaction time (RT) and (2) co汀＇eCt

answer rate (AR). Bo血RTand AR were obtained for each subject who each performed a 

series of six tests. 

In the first test (choice reaction time: CRT), subjects we児 presentedwith an image 

to the left or right of a screen and were asked to respond by pressing the left-hand button if 

the image was on血eright, and vice versa. Similar to白eCRT，出esimple reaction time test 

(SRT) involved the random presentation of images on the screen, to which the subject was 

asked respond by pressing the right-hand button as quickly as possible. 百ie白irdtest, 

comprising four different subtests, was a visual discrimination task (VDT). A total of 120 

images were presented with different exposure durations such as 3, 5, 7 or 20 msec釦 d

subjects were asked to respond only when figures, not letters were presented. 

Study 2: A total of 18 healthy adults males (mean age 23.4 ± 1.6 years) were 

recruited into血isdouble-blind, placebo－組dverum-con甘olledcrossover study. Each 

subject was administered FEX 120 mg, HYD 30 mg (verum con甘ol)and placebo and asked 

to perform a series of c訂 brakingtests using a system provided by Prof. Hindmarch 

(Human Psychopharmacology Research Unit, Surrey Univ., UK) with agreement of his 

group. Subjects were asked to press a brake pedal when a light on the bonnet was lit, a 

process which occurred 25 times at random intervals during each test. The brake reaction 

time (BRT) and subjective sleepiness were measured for each individual during each test. 

Tests were performed before and at 90釦 d240 minutes after administration. During each 

test, subjects inserted組 e釘phoneto enable them to talk on a mobile phone. 百iefour test 
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driving conditions for BRT were when: 

1) Not talking on mobile phone while driving, 

2) Driving and answering simple arithmetic questions on the mobile phone, 

3) Driving and answering complex釘1血meticquestions on the mobile phone, 

4) Driving and answering questions on a specific theme (such as a favorite movie). 

Study 3: Eleven healthy males (mean age 23.1 ± 2.8 yeai吟 underwentbrain 

posi仕onemission tomography (PEn after randomization to receive either FEX 120 mg or 

CET 20 mg. Dynamic scanning of each subject was performed for 90 minutes, starting at 

90 minutes after drug adminis町ation(corresponding to血eTmax of白eagents), at which 

point subjects were also administered intravenous 11C-doxepin, a selective radioligand for 

白eH1・receptor. To calculate the Hi-receptor occupancy (H1RO) of each世ug,the binding 

po旬ntial(BP; Bmax/KD) of each agent in each region of interest (ROI) in the brain was 

calculated, as described elsewhere4.s>. BP images were created, from which H1RO was 

calculated for the frontal cortex, anterior cingulate gyros, temporal cor飽x,parie凶 co此ex

and occipital co此ex,using the mean BP values of placebo condition obtained in o血.er

additional subjects. 百ieH1ROs of FEX and CET were calculated using the following 

equation: 

H1RO = [(mean BP of con甘ol-mean BP wi血eachdrug)/mean BP of control] x 100. 

Results 

Study 1: As for the change in mean RT before and after medication (Figure 1), in 

five of six cognitive tasks, HYD was significantly more imp創ring血加 placebo. FEX did 

not differ significantly from placebo in飽rmsof impairment. CET was significantly more 

impairing than FEX in CRT test (p=0.008）.百ieresults of AR showed similar tendency. 

As for subjective sleepiness, FEX resulted in indistinguishable sleepiness compared with 

placebo. Trends towards increased sleepiness with HYD and CET comp紅edwith placebo 

and FEX were observed, although these did not reach statistical significance. In addition, 

increased sedation was reported with CET compared with FEX in one task. 

Study 2: Significant sedation was observed with HYD at 90 and 240 minutes after 

administration, as assessed by白eSSS (p=0.017 and p=0.003 versus placebo, respectively). 

No significant subjective sedation was observed with FEX comp釘 edwith placebo σigure 

2) (p>0.05). At 240 minutes, HYD significantly prolonged BRT compared with 
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placebo under all test conditions except when driving but not talking on the mobile phone 

(p<0.05). At 240 minutes, HYD prolonged BRT significantly comp紅edwith FEX when 

driving and performing simple arithmetic, and when driving and talking on a mobile phone 

(p<0.05). Interestingly, prolongation in BRT seems more influenced by a dual task 

situation caused by cellular phone talks during driving血anan adminis仕組onof HYD, a 

sedative合ug(Figure 2). 

Study 3: Sample PET scans of an individual subject訂eshown (Figure 3）.百ie

brighter the region, the greater the concentration of free H1-receptors to which 11C-doxepin 

molecules bind, or出elower the concentration of antihistamine pene甘atingBBB. CET 

binds more readily to cerebral Hi-receptors由加 eitherFEX or placebo, as evidenced both 

from the PET images and the H1RO calculations. CET was observed to occupy 

Hi-receptors in the cerebral cortex (20 to 30%). In contrast, FEX occupied receptors in出e

cerebral cor飽Xto lesser ex旬nt(0 to 5.6%). 

Discussion 

The twin purposes of performing and comparing the three different studies were to 

evaluate the relative sensitivities of each test to detect impairment by antihistamines佃 dto 

explore the impairment profiles of FEX, CET and HYD. 百ieresults of Study 1 

demonstrate血atevaluation of subjective sleepiness using出eSSS sometimes cannot 

distinguish clearly between the known sedative effects of the positive con甘ol,HYD, and 

placebo. Although the results of出eSSS suggest a甘・endin increasing sleepiness: 

FEX=placebo< CET < HYD, these differences were not statistically significant. However, 

this relationship was confirmed by the results of白eobjective psychomotor tests performed 

in the laboratory in Study 1. 百ien,it seems出atobjective psychomotor tests訂emo陀

sensitive由加 measurementof su句ecitvesleepiness. 

Study 2 was conducted to determine if the results of an objective‘real-life’test of 

impairment could “mirror”the results obtained in the laboratory and to assess patients’ 

reactions to performing dual tasks of v訂yingdifficulty. An additive impair凶geffect was 

observed when subjects performed dual tasks simultaneously following ad.minis甘ationof 

HYD, which was not observed after adminis甘ationof FEX. Since the dorsolateral 

pre合ontalcor旬x,which is postulated to be involved when performing the multiple tasks 

demanded of the driving study (Study 2) simultaneously, is relatively abundant in histamine 

Hi-receptors，出isbrain region .is likely to be affected strongly by antihistamines血atcan 

pene町atethe BBB6>. The results suggest白atan experiment in real-life situation is less 
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sensitive than血atdone in laboratory situation. 

百1eresults of Studies 1 and 2 imply血atHYD crosses出eBBB, binds to receptors 

in出ecerebral cortex，出usresulting in impairment, whereas FEX does not. Study 3 

confirmed出atFEX does not pene甘ate白eBBB，泊 con甘astto CET, which had an H1RO 

rate of around 20 to 30% depending on白eROI. 百1ePET results suggest由at白e

impairing properties of CET demonstrated in some psychomotor tests in Study 1 could be 

attributed to the binding of the antihistamine to cerebral Hi-receptors. 

Conclusions 

百1esestudies suggest白atsensitivities of the methods紅eas follows: [BRT study in 

real-life situation]= [subjective sleepiness]< [psychomotor study in a laboratory]< [H1RO 

measurement wi白 PET］.百1esestudies also suggest白atantihistamines increase in出eir

impairing potential in the following order: FEX< CET< HYD. Further, FEX has a s泊首lar

sedative profile to placebo. A multidimensional testing system is required to establish the 

relative imp出rmentprofiles of antihistamines, since a s血gletest cannot reveal H1RO, how 

sedated patients feel and how well白eyperform a diverse range of tasks. Further testing is 

required of all newer-generation agents to confirm their relative propensity to cross血e

BBB and cause impairment. 
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Figure I. Change M出emean reaction time before and after medication. 

Statistical examination was done by Friedman’s test followed by post-hoc Bonferroni test (ref.7). 
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Figure 3. PET sc叩 sof brain regions afte「administrationof CET, FEX and placebo. Images after 
administration of CET show lower binding of 11C-doxepin compared to tother conditions (FEX and placebo) 

(ref.7). 
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Introduction 

’There is some evidence出at白ehistaminergic neuron system is implicated in血e

pathophysiology of schizophrenia1・ 2>. Indeed, a significant increase泊白elevel of Nτ 

-methylhistamine was found泊lthe cerebrospinal fluid of schizophrenics when compared to 

con甘ols3>. In addition, in postmo此embinding studies using 3H-mepyramine as a lig組 d,

Nakai et al. found出atthe number of histamine H1 receptors in白e仕ontalcor包xof 

schizophrenics was reduced4>. Al白oughp陀 viousfindings have suggested白at出ehigh 

activity of brain histamine syn血esisor release could be related to schizophrenia, no report 

has investigated 出emeasurement of brain H1 receptors in schizophrenic patients in vivo. 

In白isstudy，出edis甘ibutionof histamine H1 receptors in schizophrenics was 

compared to伽 t泊 normalsubjects. We measured cerebral H1 receptor binding by PET 

and [11C] doxepin in 10 patients with schizophrenia and in age-matched 10 normal subjects 

using白esame methods used in白estudies of H1 receptor occupancy. 

Methods 

Ten male patients wi血 schizophreniaand ten normal male volunteers with no 

neurological abnormalities were e町 olledin this study. 百1eschizophre凶csubjects were 

diagnosed according to the diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (DSM）ーIV

criteria from the clinical services a首'iliated with Tohoku U凶versity Hospital. 

Psychopathology was assessed by me組 sof brief psychiatric rating scale (BPRS) as shown 

in Table 1. Heal白ycon甘olsubjects we陀 recruitedthrough advertisement. Based on 

unstructured psychia凶cscreening interviews, the control subjects were仕・eeof and never 
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had組 ypsychia甘icor m司ormedical diseases, had no relatives with ne町 opsychiatric

disorders, and showed no anatomical abnormalities according to :rvfRI images. All 

schizophrenic patients were treated with haloperidol. Nine patients were treated for 

akathisia with biperiden, and five patients were甘eatedfor insomnia or組収ietywith 

benzodiazepines ［日uni甘azepam(2 patients), brotizolam, cloxazolam, and quazep創n(1 

patient each)]. 

PET measurements were performed at Tohoku University Cyclo甘onRadioisotope 

Center using SET2400W scanner in three-dimensional mode. Binding potential (BP = 

Bmax I Kd) values of [11C] doxepin for available brain histamine Hi-receptors泊由e

schizophrenics組 dcontrol subjects were calculated using a previously-reported me出odof 

Hl receptor occup組 cys・7).

Results 

Averaged PET images obtained 45-90 min after in甘avenous injection of [ 11C] 

doxepin釘eshown in Fig. 1. High radioactivity was observed面白efrontal, temporal and 

occipital cortices, the cingulate gyros, s甘iatumand血al創nusin the normal subjects. On 

the other hand, the distribution patterns of radioactivity in the cortical 紅・easof 

schizophre凶cpatients we陀 app訂entlylower出組曲oseof血econ甘olsubjects. 

P紅出ne甘icneuroimages of BP of [11C] doxepin in白eschizophrenic patients and in 

白econ佐olsubjects were constructed by graphical analysis and statistically comp訂edusing 

SPM99 on a voxel・by-voxelbasis (Fig. 2) (Table 2）.百iecolored areas show紅easwhere 

BP values in出eschizophrenic patients were significantly lower白m 血osein血econ甘ol

subjects. In addition, histamine H1 receptors density was sig凶白candylow in血eco此ices,

especially the frontal and prefrontal, and the cingulate gyros, which紅eknown to be 

H1-receptor rich regions. In con甘ast,SPM99 analysis could not detect釦 y訂eawhere BP 

values were significantly higher in白eschizophrenic patients than in白econ汀olsubjects. 

BP values in血eprefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, pos旬riorcingulate 

cortex, and thalamus were evaluated using ROI-based analysis (Fig. 3). BP values in血e

schizophre凶cpatients were significantly lower白組曲osein白econ甘olsin出epre合ontal

cortex and cingulated cortex. 

Discussion 

H1 receptors estimated on a voxel-by-voxel basis using SPM99 were significantly 

lower in several brain areas of由eschizophrenic patients白anin the normal subjects. 
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Similarly, HI receptor bindings 1evaluated using ROis placed on白epre台ontalcortex and 

the anterior and posterior cingulate gyrus were significantly lower in the schizophrenic 

patients白anin the normal subjects. 百1eseresults are generally consistent with those of 

histamine H1 receptor binding assays in post-mortem schizophrenic patients br創n4＞.百1e

present study demonstrates for the first time the decrease of histamine H1 receptor density 

in出ebrain of schizophrenic patients in vivo by PET, though a careful interpretation of our 

results is needed. 

百1ePET findings of this study are prelimin紅yand require replication because of 

the relatively small number of subjects and the problem of patients medication. However, 

出epresent study clealy demonstrates a decrease of histamine H1 receptors in chronic 

schizophrenics by PET. It is speculated that neuronal histamine functions as a 

bio-protective system against various noxious and unfavorable stimuli such as convulsion, 

nociception，企ugsensitization, ischemic lesions, and s甘・ess8>. There is evidence出at

imp lie a低sbrain histamine in animal model of psychosis9・ 10>. The decrease of H1 receptors 

observed in the schizophrenic patients in出isstudy would be a consequence of 

downregulation caused by excessive histamine release from histamine ne町 ons. Here we 

propose 血at histamine ne町 ons have an inhibitory role on the development of 

stress-vulnerability or schizophrenic symptoms. To confirm this, further studies, 

particul釘lystudies of drug-naive patients，釘eneeded. 

Recently, Pillot et al. reported出atacute administration of ciproxifan, a histamine H3 

receptor組 tagonisUinverseagonist, potentiates出eneurochemical and behavioral effects of 

haloperidol in血erat11＞.百1eseresults suggest血athistaminergic neuro甘ansmissionmay 

be involved in the pa出ophysiologyof schizophrenia and白atdysfunction of出e

hist出ninergicneuron system might be important as one of血eex甘a-dopaminergic

functional abnormalities in 白e schizophrenic brain. 百1erefore, activation of血e

histaminergic neuron system might be useful for the甘eatmentof schizophrenia. 
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Table 1. Clinical features of the ten schizophrenic patients. Age瓜PETscan, morbidity periods, daily dose 

of antipsychotics I anticholinergics / 1克也odi位 epines,BPRS民oresfor each patient紅 elisted. 

Patient Morbidity Anti psychotics Anticholinergics 
Benzodiazepines 

BPRS 
No. 

age 
period (Haloperidol/day) (BiperidenJ/day) score 

38 16y 1.Smg lmg Brotizolam0.25mg 10 

2 21 2y 3mg 2mg 15 

3 29 3.Sy l.Smg lmg 20 

4 30 3y 6mg 2mg Cloxazolam 2mg 24 

5 36 lOy Smg 8mg 11 

6 26 9y ISmg 4mg 26 

7 31 ly 9mg 3mg Qu位 epamlSmg 27 

8 29 12y 4.Smg 3mg 円unitrazepam2mg 14 

9 36 19y 2.Smg 29 

10 20 2.Sy 9mg 6mg 同u凶tr.位 epamlmg 17 

Table 2. Regional maxima showing significant differences in BP values estimated by SPM99 between 
schizophrenic patients and the controls (p<().001, uncorrected). 
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Fig. I. Brain distribution of [11C]・doxepinradioactivity in schizophrenic patients and healthy control 

subjects. Averaged PET images are shown at the corresponding levels. The images were obtained 45・90
min after intravenous injection of [ 11C]-doxepin. 

Fig. 2. Brain distribution of [J JC]-doxepin radioactivity in schizophrenic patients and healthy control 
subjects using SPM99.百1ecolored areas show areas where BP values of [ l IC]-doxepin in schizophrenic 

patients were significantly lower th組 thosein the control subjects (p<0.00 I, uncorrected). 
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Introduction 

Psychological s甘・essinduces symptoms in the lower digestive凶 .ctof humans such 

as abdominal pain, diarrhea or constipation1>. 官官sephenomena釘eexplained by 

stress-induced colonic motility2> and visceral perception abhorred by the s町ess3>. Irritable 

bowel syndrome (IBS) is a functional gas甘ointestinaldisorder characterized with chronic 

abdominal pain and abdominal bowel habituation. Recently, research of IBS has been 

given much attention because of high prevalence and the great influence on the medical 

economy. However, the cause組 d出epa出ophysiologyare uncertain. 百1efunctional 

relation between the central nervous system and the gas甘ointestinaltract is beginning to be 

clarified2> and the brain-gut interaction is considered to be a m司orpathophysiology of ms. 

百1efunctional module of the brain in response to colorectal distention has not been 

completely determined yet. Whether the visceral perception is actually projected to the 

somatosensory area is doubtful. Silverman et al., repor旬d血atrectal distention induced 

activation of the anterior cingulate cortex in healthy persons but not in IBS patients4>. In 

contrast, Mertz et al., reported出atin IBS patients, but not in healthy persons, painful 

stimuli to血erec同m led to greater activation of the anterior cingulate co此ex出andid 

non-painful stimuli5>. 官官refore,greater detailed information about the gas甘ointestinal

甘actto the brain is needed. Moreover, the stimulated pぽtin earlier studies was血e

rectum but the pain-producing p釘tin ms patients is thought to be血ecolon. In addition, 

there are a lot of uncertain points in the brain紅eawhich relate to emotion provoked by 

visceral perception. 

百1isstudy aims to verify the following hypotheses: there訂eregions of the brain 
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which relate to visceral perception and emotion provoked by visceral stimulation. 

Method 

Subjects 

Fifteen volunteers p釧 icipatedin this study. ’They were all male, right-h佃 ded,

加 daged 22 ± 1 (me釦 ±SE). All subjects were free from gastrointestinal symptoms or 

signs. Each underwent a basic evaluation to exclude org釦 icdiseases including medical 

history and were given a physical examination and colonoscopy. All subjects gave 

informed consent as approved by the Ethics Committee in Tohoku University School of 

Medicine. 

Distention Protocol 

On恥 daybefore examination，血eSU句ectstook a low residue diet. At 21: 00 

before the examination, they ingested 17g (13.6%) of magnesium citrate, 75mg of sodium 

picosulfate, and 24mg of sennoside A & B to cleanse the colon. Subjects we陀 testedin 

白efasted state at 8: 15. A colonoscope was inserted into出esplenic flexure and a 

splinting device was inserted along白escope. After the removal of白escope, a plastic 

tube with a血inpolye出ylenebag (Synectics Medical, Stockholm) was inserted into血e

descending colon. 百1emaximal volume of the bag was 700 ml and the maximal diameter 

of the bag at full inflation was 10 cm. 百1elocation of the bag was confirmed wi白 X-ray

fluoroscopy. 百1esplinting device was removed and the bag was taped in place. 

Subjects rested in bed合om9: 15. 

百1ecolo凶cdistention stimuli were provided with a computerized barostat pump 

(Med甘onicsSynectics, Shoreview, MN). The sham stimulation with 0 rnmHg was given 

at first. 百1ecolon was then stimulated with the bag pressure of 0 mmHg, 20 rnmHg, and 

40 mmHg for 80 seconds. 百1eintensity of stimulus was randomly given to avoid the 

order e仔ectof白est泊mlation.

After the stimulation, subjects were asked the following 7 items of visceral 

sensation or emotion: abdominal discomfort, abdominal distention, abdominal pain, 

町gency,perceived s甘ess,sleepiness, and anxiety. ’They judged the sensation from 0 

（”not sensed”） to 10 （”maximally sensed”） on白eordinate scale, which was previously 

validated 6>. 
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Positron emission tomography (PET) scanning 

[150] labeled water which was synthesized by the cyclo甘onwas injected into the 

right紅mvein at the beginning of colonic distention. Ten seconds later, both radioactivity 

and peak pressure of the bag reached plateau. 百iePET scan was then started and 

continued for 70 seconds. We measured rCBF dur泊g4 SC釦 s(70 seconds each) using a 

PETsc姐 nerin three-dimension sampling mode σffiADTOl¥ffi V SET-2400W, Shima也u,

Japan). To ensure由atthe radioactivity levels in白esubjects returned to background 

before starting a new scan, a 10 min interval was given between successive sc叩 s.

Analysis 

百1ePET image analyzed for brain image analysis software (Statistical Parame甘ic

Mapping; SPM99, The Wellcome Dep紅 anentof Cognitive Neurology, London) according 

to the Friston 脱出od7-9＞.百iePET images were realigned, spatially normalized and 

甘 加sformedinto an approx泊iateTalairach-Tournoux stereotactic space10>, 3D Gaussian 

filtered (FWI:別＝ 13 mm), and propo此ionallyscaled to account for global confounders. 

The size of each voxel was set at 2×2×2mm. 官官 individualspecificity of the whole 

brain blood flow between subjects was corrected in analysis of covariance (ANCOV A). 

百1emultiple regression analysis was done on each voxel of each ordinate scale and 

the whole brain in each stimulation in order to clarify the region where the rCBF fluctuated 

by correlating with visceral perception and emotion. We set 0.1 % level of significance or 

less (uncorrected, Z > 3.60) at血eregion of significant correlation. 

Results 

Numerous brain regions correlate significantly and positively to visceral perception 

and emotion in results of multiple regression釦 alysisof threshold set at Z value > 3.60, 

uncorrected p < 0.001. 官ieywere the cortical and limbic area, e.g., superior frontal gyms 

(BA 10), middle frontal gyms (BA 9 and 10), inferior仕ontalgyms (BA 39, 40, and 44), 

precen凶 lgyrus (BA 6), postcen甘algyrus (BA40), cingulate gyrus (BA 24 and 32), 

hippocampal gyrus (BA35), p紅 ahippocampalgyrus (BA 20), insula, and thalamus. 

Abdominal discomfort showed a significant positive correlation to rCBF in the 

right inferior p釘ietallobe (BA 40) contained in白einferior仕ontalgyrus (BA 44)(Fig. 

1-a). Abdominal distention showed a significant positive correlation to rCBF in 白eright 

inferior frontal gyms (BA 44) and the inferior parietal lobe (BA 40) (Fig. 1・b).
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Abdominal pain showed a significant positive correlation to rCBF in the right inferior 

parietal lobe (BA40）組d白eleft cerebellum. Perceived s甘essshowed a significant 

positive correlation to rCBF泊血eright inferior parietal lobe (BA40). Urgency，組xiety

組 dsleepiness showed no signific佃 tpositive or negative relation to rCBF at analysis wi白

血ecorrected p value. 

Discussion 

Our data revealed a positive relation between abdominal distention如 drCBF of血e

left inferior p紅 ietalsomatosensory cortex, which is consistent wi血佃 earlierreport11>. 

Hobday et al., reported出atrectal balloon distention induced activation of the inferior 

comatosensory (Sl) cortex11＞.百lesignal from the visceral organ is projected to出e

prefrontal cortex仕omthe lateral thalamic nucleus group12>. This might be related to 

recognition of orientation of the stimulated body. ’The earlier repo此s4>・5>・11>stimulated the 

rectum, which integrates visceral information. However, in白iss加dy,pure visceral 

viscas were stimulated. ’Therefore, the results of血isstudy s甘onglysuggest co-activation 

of the somatosensory cortex wi白血epre仕on旬lcortex and the anterior cingulate co此ex.

Several reports have indicated that the anterior cingulate cortex is activated with the 

stimulation of血ecolorectum 4 >.5>.13＞.百leresults of this study are consistent with those 

earlier reports. Moreover, increased rCBF in the anterior cingulate cortex is proportional 

to visceral perception, suggesting that血is limbic cortex plays a m吋orrole 泊

gas甘ointestinalsymptoms泊 humans. 百lesupplementary motor cortex which between 

the limbic cortex組 d白eprim訂ymotor cortex was also activated in白iss佃dy. 百le

supplementary motor area is mutually being coupled with the anterior cingulate cortex, the 

prim釘ymotor cortex, and the prefrontal cortex14>. Goldberg et al., has advocated the idea 

of an intermediary role of出esupplementary motor cortex15＞.百lesupplement訂ymotor 

area may choose order and s位ategyof dealing with motion for a realization of the stimuli 

to humans. 百lerelation between perceived s甘・essand rCBF of the right pre合on阻lcortex 

出血isstudy may indicate出eprep訂 ationof motion against s甘ess佃 davoidant behavior at 

the sensation of unease. 
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Fig. I. Brain regions of positive correlation to visceral perception and emotion. Results from the multiple 
regression analysis. (a) shows demonstrating voxels in the right inferior parietal lobule, (x y z), (62 -28 18), 

contained the postcentral gyrus and the inferior frontal gyrus山atcorrelated significantly to a凶omin al 
discomfort. 刊 erewe陀 superimposedon the structural h駅1scan of a single subject. (b) shows 

demonstrating voxels in the right inferior frontal gyrus, (x y z), (54 14 16) that correlated significantly to 
abdominal distention.百1ebottom shows the median percent change in PET signal from baseline across 
subjects (with the value for each subject in the ordinate scale) for rating of visceral perception and emotion. 
Results are from the single regression analysis. 
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VIII. 9. FDG・PETfor Dia伊osisof an Advanced Jejunal 
Adenocarcinoma with Distant Metastases, Compared 

with Gallium Scintigraphy 

Yamaura G., Yoshioka T., Yamaguchiκ＊， FukudaιぺandIshioka C. 

Department of Clinical Oncology, Institute of Development, Aging and Cancer, Tohoku Universiη 
Cyclotron and Radioisotope cen帆 TohokuUniversity~ 

Depar的tentof Nuclear medicine and Radiology, Institute of Development, Aging and Cancer, 
Tohoku University~~ 

Introduction 

Patients with primary adenocarcinoma of the jejunum訂every rare 1 >, and there has 

been no repo此 toour knowledge showing how nuclear medicine techniques may play a role 

in diagnosis. We have experienced a case of初 advancedadenocarcinoma of the jejunum 

with distant metastatases, for which posi甘onemission tomography (PET) with fluorine-18 

2・deoxy-2-fluoro・D-glucose(FDG) and gallium-67 ci甘atescintigraphy were comp釘ed.

A Case Report 

A 70・ye紅・oldwoman was refe汀edto our institute because of an adenocarcinoma 

metastasis to cervical lymph node with unknown primary lesion. 

She had found painlessly swelling in her left cervical lymph nodes three months 

previously and visited her local hospital. Biopsy revealed metastases from an 

adenocarcinoma and a series of investigations were carried out to find the prim訂ysite but 

failed. 

When she visited our institute, she presented no symptoms except for swollen 

cervical lymph nodes and her laboratory data were unremarkable. Gas町oduodenaland 

colonic endoscopies were carried out but the original site was undetected. Computed 

tomography (CT) scanned the whole body and revealed the right cervical lymph nodes and 

para-abdominal aortic lymph nodes and retro-pancreatic lymph node to be swollen (Fig 1). 

Gallium scintigraphy was carried out and abnormal accumulations in the left cervix, left 

axillary and the center of the abdomen could be visualized σig. 2b). When CT sc佃
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images were checked re甘ospectively,the lymph nodes in the left axillary were found to be 

swollen (Fig. 1). 

As the next step for diagnosis, FDG PET was car吋edout and showed accumulation 

co汀espondingto all of the swollen lymph nodes and the small intestine (Fig 3). 

According to these findings, the barium meal fluoroscopy of 白esmall intestine was carried 

out and showed a defective image ne紅白eangle of Treitz (Fig.4). From these findings, 

the horizontal portion of the duodenum or由ejejunum was suspected as the primary site. 

A gastroduodenal endoscope was therefore introduced into the deep horizontal portion of 

the duodenum, and a Borm組 ntype II tumor were found. A biopsy was carried out and 

the histological examination revealed an adenocarcinoma. 

Two weeks thereafter, partial resection of jejunum was performed due to the risk of 

白eobstruction and bleeding, and clarified the existence of a Bormann type II tumor, a 

moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma of the jejunum, 5 cm to the anal side of血eTreiz 

ligament. 

Discussion 

Small intestinal adenocarcinomas 訂 every rare, accounting for only 2% of 

gas甘ointestinaltumors1). In 4995 cases reported to the National Cancer Data Base 

between 1985 and 1995, 55% of them occurred in the duodenum, 18% in the jejunum, 13% 

in the ileum and 14% in nonspecified sites2>. There are no specific symptoms姐 d

diagnosis is台equentlyvery late at加 advancedstage. Most common symptoms紅epa泊

due to obstruction, weight loss and massive and occult hemorrhage3>. In o町 case,cervical 

lymph nodes were found to be swollen at first and in the search for the prim訂ysite, a 

jejuna} adenocarcinoma was diagnosed. 

FDG PET is a noninvasive approach for determination of glycolytic status. PET is 

able to make an image出atshows the tissue distribution of FDG, a structural加 alogof 

glucose labeled with the short-lived positron-emitting 1sF'>. FDG is仕組spor総dinto白e

cell via a glucose-transpo此er，由enis converted to FDG・6・phospha飽 byhexokinase in cells, 

but it is not a substrate for further metabolism, nor permeable to the cell membrane, and 

therefore accumulates within the cen5>. E油姐cedglycolysis is one of白emost important 

characteristics of cancer cells6>, and FDG PET has proved successful for imaging various 

malignant neoplasms7>. In our case, FDG PET could detect the prim紅 ylesion and 

app紅 entlyall of血emetastastic lesions. Koles et al. S> and Bohuslavizki et al. 9> reported 

that FDG PET is a valuable diagnostic tool in patients with cancer of unknown primary. 
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In our case, FDG PET is also helpful to find白epr泊iarylesion. ’This is the first report of 

FDG PET imaging of a jejunal adenocarcinoma, provid也gsupport for the conclusion也at

出isapproach can greatly con凶buteto the differential diagnosis of prim釘ylesions in 

patients with metastatic lymph node deposits. 百ief泊aldiagnosis can then be made on 

histological examination after endoscopic sampling, advised here. 

Gallium scintigraphy was also carried out in our case and succeeded in detecting 

another lymph node metastasis泊白eupper body. However, it failed to detect lesions in 

the abdomen, presumably due to血ephysiological accumulation of gallium in the liver and 

the excretion with bile juice into血ebowe110>. 

In conclusion, FDG PET should prove help釦l泊 thediagnosis of the small 

intestinal adenocarcinomas with metastases. 
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a b 

c d 

Fig. l. CT images show lymph nodes swelling in; a: left cervical lymph nodes. b: the left axillary lymph 

node. c: the retropancreatic lymph node. d: para-aortic lymph nodes. 

AN'l' R POST L 

Fig. 2. Gallium scintigraphy shows abnormal accumulations in the left cervix (anow (a)), left axillary 

(a汀ow(b)), and the center of the abdomen (arrow (c)). 
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Fig. 3. ’fhe image of FDG PET has accumulations corresponding to all lesions.甘1ea打ow(d) indicates the 
slightly high accumulation of FDG that is出oughtto be coηesponding to the primary lesion. All other high 
accumulations of FDG are corresponding to the metastatic lesions in; a: the cervical lymph nodes. b: the 
axillary lymph node. c: the retropancreatic lymph node. e: the para-aortic lymph nodes. 

a b 

Fig. 4.η1e barium meal fluoroscopy of the small intestine shows a defective image near山eangle of Treitz. 
a: the image of the whole. B: the enlarged阻 dpressured image of the lesion suspected as a primary lesion. 

Arrows indicate the lesion. 
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IX. RADIATION PROTECTION AND 
TRA別町GOF SAFETY HANDLING 
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IX. 1. Beginners Training for Safe Handling of Radiation 
and Radioisotopes in Tohoku University 

Baba M., Miyata T., Iwata R., and Nakamura T. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universiη 

During 2003, the beginners 町a泊ing for safe handling of radiation and 

radioisotopes in Tohoku U凶versitywas conducted in白reecourses as usual; 1) Radiation 

and Isotopes, 2) X-ray Machines and Electron Microscope，加d・3) Synchrotron Radiation 

(SOR). The training was held twice a year, May and November, under the help for 

lectures and practice from various departments and research institutes of出euniversity. 

Lectures in English which were started in November of 2002 were continued for 

students and/or researchers who釘enot so familiar with Jap組 eselanguage, by using PC 

projector and text of copies of view graphs (English class）.百1enumber of English class 

increased significantly. 

The町ainingfor ”Radiation and Radioisotopes”is for persons who use unshielded 

radioisotopes and accelerators, and has been conducted from 1977. 百1econtents of 

lectures and practices are shown in Table 1. In the fiscal ye訂 of2003，出e甘ainingwas 

performed for 597 persons (35 persons加出eEnglish class）.百1edepartments or 

institutes to which they belong are given in Table 2. 

百1etraining for ”X-ray machines and electron microscopes" started at the end of 

1983.百1etraining is scheduled twice a year at血esame time as白atfor ”Radiation and 

Radioisotopes". In this course, only lectures訂egiven with no practice. 百1econtents of 

the lectures and the dis甘ibutionsof回 inees訂eshown in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. 

The number of trainees was 318 ( 40泊 theEnglish class). 

百1etraining for the ”Synchrotron Radiation”began at血eend of 1995. 百1e

contents of血electures are由esame as白oseof the radiation and radioisotopes but no 

practice. In 2003, the number of trainees of白eSOR course was 98 (1 in the English class). 
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Table 1. Contents of the lectures and戸acticesfor safe handling of radiation組 dradioisotopes in 2003. 

Lectures (one dav) Hours 

Radiation physics and measurements 1.5 
Chemistrv of radioisotopes 1.0 
Radiolo2ical protection ordinance 1.5 
Effects of radiation on human 1.0 
Safe handling of radioisotooes 1.5 

山一

ω一ω
一ω

Lectures (one da 

Treatment of unsealed radioactive solution 
Measurements of surface contamination釦 ddeco国amination

Table 2. Distribution of trainees for 守adiationand radioisotopes”泊2003.

Department Staff Student Total English class 

Medicine 9 111 120 7 
Dentis町 2 18 20 
Phar百国CY 63 64 4 
Science 61 62 

Engineering 4 75 79 6 
A2I"iculture 107 108 8 

Research Institutes 5 78 83 9 
官ieothers ω 61 

To回l 24 573 597 35 

Table 3. Contents of the lectures for “X-ray machines and electron microscopes，，泊2003
(same for both Japanese and English class) 

町一日一

ω一ω

Table 4. Distribution of trainees for “X-ray machines and electron microscopes" in 2003 

Department Staff Student Total English class 

Medicine 。
Dentistry 。
Science 。 16 16 

Engineering 2 110 112 5 
Research Institutes 11 154 165 31 

百ieothers 6 17 23 3 

To阻I 19 299 318 40 
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Table 5. Distribution of trainees for “synchrotron radiation”泊2003.

Department Staff Student Total English class 

Medicine 3 。 3 
Pharmacy 。 3 3 
Science 。 15 15 

En2ineerin2 。 38 38 
Research Institutes 5 33 38 

The others 。
Total 8 90 98 
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( 1) Overview 

CYRIC Annual Report 2003 

IX. 2. Radiation Protection and M組 agement

Miyata T., Baba M., and Watanabe N. * 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 
Japan Radiation Protection Co., Ltd.’ 

During the fiscal year of 2003, research and education in血ecenter were conducted 

as active as usual. 

During出eye訂，出enew online radiation protection and management system of 

CYRIC was installed under the auspice of Monbu-kagakusho （白eMinistry of Education 

and Culture, Sports, Science and Technology）.百iesystem performed reliably except for 

slowing down of出esystem陀 sponsewhen the data transfer rate is so high and白eresponse 

of血esystem becomes much quicker白anold one. 百1eradiation detectors were not 

replaced because of limited fund, but performed stably except for one failure of neu甘on

momtor. 

From the fiscal ye紅 of2004，出eorg釦 izationof Tohoku University changes to 

from a national university to a university cooperation. Along with the change of 

organization, measurement of radioactivity concen甘ationis required. To carry out血e

measurement, devices for radioactivity concentration measurement (samplers，ゆautomatic

counters) were purchased加 dsetup under the financial support by Tohoku University. 

These counters will be used commonly by radiation facilities in Tohoku University. 

(2) Unsealed radio nuclides used in CYRIC 

τbe species佃 damounts of unsealed radio nuclides handled in CYRIC during the 

fiscal ye訂 of2003訂esummarized in Table 1. 百1etable includes the isotopes produced 

by the cyclo甘onas well as白osep町 chasedfrom the Japan Radio Isotope Association or 

taken over from other radioisotope institutes. 

(3) Radiation exposure dose of individual worker 

百1eexposure doses of the workers in CYR.IC during 2003 are given泊 Table2. 
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’The doses were sufficiently lower出組曲elegal dose limits. 

( 4) Radiation mo凶toringof the workplace 

Radiation dose rates inside and outside of the con甘olledareas in CYRIC were 

monitored periodically and occasionally when needed. They were generally below由e

legal dose limits. Surface contamination levels of血efloors inside血econtrolledぽeas

were also measured wi出 asme紅 me血odand a survey meter me白od. 百ieywere under 

the legal regulation levels. 

(5) Wastes management 

百ieradioactive wastes were delivered to the Japan Radio Isotope Association 

twice in 白efiscal year of 2002. For the reason, no wastes were delivered in 2003. 

百1econcen佐ationof radioisotopes in the air released from the stack after filtration 

was monitored with stack gas monitors.百1evalues on concen住ationwere lower than the 

legal regulation levels.百ieradioactive water was stocked in白et創立S剖 leastfor 3 days 

and then released to白esewerage after confirming出at血econcen甘ationwas lower than白e

legal regulation levels. 

Radioactive organic scintillator waste of 800 litter was treated by incinerator 

provided by Fuji-kogyo Co.Ltd. 

Table 1. Un記 aledradioisotopes used in each building of CYRIC during 2003. 

Total 311,832,800.000 

c 
.Q!2盟2
311,832,800.000 F

H
一副

3
一
国一τ

~盟主
900,417,400.000 

257,165.300 
900,674,565.300 Total 。

(b) Kaa10-1sorooe tsw1amg lK.tSQ J 

Groupl,2 Group3 Grou凶
叩Sr 180.αm nc 481,000.000 14c 79,026.300 
l凹Cd 4,200.αm ~o 9,885,100.000 l8p 34,549,100.000 
137Cs 1,001.000 24Na 1.000 3H 300,266.120 
ssFe 16,100.000 32p 1,587 ,887 .177 
68Ge 134,554.000 ”吋c* 9,701,800.000 

40,135.690 
Total 61,616.690 Total 21,655,788.177 Total 34,928,392.420 

* Including the use in出e“0・rayanalysis" room 
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Total 。 一喝一
M

Q!2盟2
12.765.000.000 
12,765,000.000 

F
一凶o

 

T
 

盟
側

一仰一

ω

Table 2. Occupational radiation expos町・esat CYRIC during the fiscal year of 2003. 

Dose range (mSv) 

No measurable exposw芭
Less than 1.0 
1.0 to 2.0 
2.0 to 3.2 
Total number of persons monito児d

Number of individuals 

35 
15 

52 
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CYRJCAnn胤 lReport 2003 

XI. MEMBERS OF CO勘IMITTEE ＜ぉofJan. 1, 2004) 

General 

(Ch剖m佃） Keizo Ishii (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Katsuto Nakatsuka (Vise President) 

Osamu Hashimoto (Graduate School of Science) 

Hiroshi Kudo (Graduate School of Science) 

Akira T紘ah俗凶 (Graduate School of Medic也e)

Nobuhiro T法 油ashi (Graduate School of Dentis町）

Yぉus悩 Ohizumi (Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences) 

Katsunori Abe (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Teruo Miyazawa (Gradua飽Schoolof Agric凶turalScience) 

K沼叫liko Nishiぬ凶 (Graduate School of Life Science) 

lsamu Sato αnsti制民forMaterials Rese紅ch)

Hiroshi Fukuda (Ins伽低forDevelopment, A仰gand Cancer) 

Yukio Noda αnsti附 ofMultidisciplinary Research for 

advanced Materials) 

Syogo Yamada (University Hospital) 

Jiroh旬 Kぉagi 仏aboratoryof Nuclear Science) 

Tatsuo ldo (CYRIC) 

Masatoshi It oh (CYRIC) 

Mamoru Baba (CYRIC) 

Ren Iwata (CYRIC) 

Hiro卯ki Okamura (CYRIC) 

Tsutomu Shinozuka (CYRIC) 

Toshio Kobayashi (Graduate School of Science) 

K鉱叫liko Yanai (Graduate School of Medicine) 

Tetsuya Ono 。ミadiationSafety Committee, Research 

針。motionCouncil) 
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Hiroyasu Hasegawa ρirector-General, Adt凶凶s仕組on
Bureau) 

Mako to Sugawara (Head of Administration Office, 
Graduate School of Information Science: Observer) 

Research Program 

(Ch剖rman) M包noru Baba (CYRIC) 

Tatsuo Ido (CYRIC) 

Masatoshi Itoh (CYRIC) 

Mamoru Baba (CYRlC) 

Ren Iwata (CYRlC) 

Hiro戸lki Okammョ (CYRIC) 

Tsutomu Shinozuka (CYRIC) 

Osamu Hぉhimoto (Graduate School of Science) 

Tsu to mu Se kine (Graduate School of Science) 

K沼叫riko Y組 ai (Graduate School of Medicine) 

Akira Takahashi (Graduate School of Medicine) 

Katsunori Abe (Gradua飽 Schoolof Engineering) 

Hiromichi Yamaz紘i (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Isamu Sato σnstitute for Materials Research) 

Hiroshi Fukuda (Institute for Development, Aging and Can旬。
Syoki Takahashi (University Hospital) 

Jirohta Kasagi 仏aboratoryof Nuclear Science) 

Cyclotron 

(Chairman) Osamu Hash泊lOtO (Graduate School of Science) 

Toshio Kobayashi (Graduate School of Science) 

Naoki T9yota (Graduate School of Science) 

Tsu to mu Se kine (Graduate School of Science) 

Kazushige Maeda (Graduate School of Science) 

Hirok位 U Tamm・a (Graduate School of Science) 

Ke包o Ishii (Graduate School of Engineぽ・ing)

Akira E弘segawa (Graduate School of Enginee泊ig)
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lsamu Sato 。nstitutefor Materials Research) 
Masao Saitoh (Institute of Multidisciplinary Research for 

advanced Materials) 

Tsutomu Otsuki (Laboratory of Nuclear Science) 

Tatsuo ldo (CYRIC) 

Masatoshi Itoh (CYRIC) 

Mamoru Baba (CYRIC) 

Ren Iwata (CYRIC) 

Hiro戸1ki Okamura (CYRIC) 

Tsutomu Shinozuka (CYRIC) 

A臼uki Terakawa (CYRIC) 

Mashiro Fiji旬 (CYRIC) 

Radiation Protection and Training of Safe Handling 

(Chairm組） M出noru Baba (CYRIC) 

Hiroshi Kudo (Graduate School of Science) 

Yoshihiko Uehara (Graduate School of Medic祖母

Tsu to mu Ar法i (Graduate School of Pharmaceutical 

Sciences) 

Ke包o Ishii (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Toshiyasu Y創naguchi (Graduate School of Agricultural Science) 

Kazuhiro Togawa (Graduate School of Agricultural Science) 

Masa戸水i Hasegawa (Institute for Materials Research) 

Hiroshi Fukuda 。凶旬.tefor Development, Aging and Cancer) 

Yoshihiro T法ai (University Hospital) 

Tatsuo Ido (CYRIC) 

Tsu to mu Shinozuka (CYRIC)) 
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Life Science 

(Chairman) Taiぉuo ldo (CYRIC) 

Yas叫tito ltoyama (Graduate School of Medicine) 

Kazuie Tinuma (Graduate School of Medicine) 

Syoki Takahぉhi (Graduate School of Medicine) 

Re包o Shirane (Graduate School of Medicine) 

Masahiko Y但namoto (Graduate School of Medicine) 

Makoto Watanabe (Graduate School of Dentis町y)

Sumio Ohtuki (Graduate School, Division of 

Pharmaceutical Sciences) 

Ke包o Ishii (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Satoshi Yoko阻 (Gradua飽 Schoolof Agricultural Science) 

K位 uo Yamamoto (Graduate School of Life Science) 

Hiroshi Fukuda (Ins仙紙forDevelopment, A伊gandCanα:r)

Junichi Gotoh (University Hospital) 

Shin Maruoka (College of Medical Sciences) 

Ren Iwata (CYRIC) 

Mぉatoshi Itoh (CYRIC) 

Kei-ichiro Yamaguchi (CYRIC) 

Yoshihito Funaki (CYRIC) 

Prevention of Radiation Haza吋s

(Ch討m佃） M出noru Baba (CYRIC) 

Osamu Hashimoto (Graduate School of Science) 

Tsutomu Se kine (Graduate School of Science) 

Keizo Ishii (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Tatsuo Ido (CYRIC) 

Mamoru Baba (CYRIC) 

Tsutomu Shinozuka (CYRIC) 

Katsuyuki Takada (CYRIC) 

T紘amoto Miyata (CYRIC) 
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XII. STAFF （ぉofJan. l, 2004) 

Director Keizo Ishii 

Di吋sionof Accelerator 

Osamu Hashimoto1> 

Tsutomu Shinozuka 

Masahiro Fuji飽

Takuya Endo 

Toro Miyake 

Akiyoshi Y担naz紘i

E話i Tan紘a

Shizuo Kan4> 

Shizuo αtlba4> 

Yasu紘i Ohr泊ya4>

Naoto T紘油ashi4>

Shigenaga Yokokawa4> 

Division of Instrumentations 

Hiro抑制 Okamwョ

Toshio Kobayashi0 

Hikonojo Orihara3> 

A包uki Terakawa 

H廿oshi Suzuki 

Sho-ichi Watanuki 

Ryuuji Maruyama 

Di吋sionof Radiophannaceutical Chemistry 

Tatsuo 

Ren 

Yoshihito 

Yo-ichi 

Ido 

Iwata 

Funaki 

Ishikawa 
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T組ia V aides-Gonzales 

Hideo T紘油ashi 

Di吋sionof Cyclotron Nuclear Medicine 

Masatoshi It oh 

K鉱凶liko

Keiichiro 

Takehisa 

Mぉayasu

Yan剖2)

Y創naguchi

Sぉ紘i

Miyake 

Division of Radiation Protection and Safety Control 

Mamoru 

Takぉhi

Takamoto 

Noboru 

Baba 

Nakam町a3)

Miyata 

Watanabe5) 

Graduate Student and Resea民 her

Tetsu Sonoda 

Tomok沼 U Suzuki 

Atsushi Gotoh 

Yuサi Miyashita 

Naoya Sugimoto 

Hideo Sh泊oz法i

T紘ashi Hasegawa 

Aiko Ono 

Megumi Maeda 

LaxmiN. Singh 

Sabina Khond Kar 

Manar凶 Suzuki 

Honda Goh 

Targ泊oRo合iguesDosS組 tos

Tetushi Yamaguchi 

Hiroshi Yashima 

(Graduate School of Science) 

(Graduate School of Science) 

(Graduate School of Science) 

(Graduate School of Science) 

(Graduate School of Science) 

(Graduate School of Science) 

(Graduate School of Science) 

(Gr泊 Jate仙沼LI剃 siooof Hmm:湖沼ISc回路）

(Gr泊iateSchc:叫白吋siooofHlannocet.語句IScieires)

(Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

(Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

(Gradua舵 School,Division of Medicine) 

(Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

(Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

(Gradua低 School,Division of Medicine) 

(Graduate School of Engineering) 
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Syunsuke Yonai (Graduate School of Eng也eer泊g)

MdShuza Udd泊 (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Mぉa戸ki Hagiwara (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Naoya Hirabayashi (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Toshiro Itoga (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Hirabayぉhi Naoya (Graduate School of Engineer泊g)

Takeshi Yamauchi (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Takuji Oishi (Graduate School of Engineer血g)

Office Staff 

Makoto Sugawara 

Ka tu卯U Takada 

Akihiro Matsu ya 

Kyoko Fujisawa 

Junko Matsuno 

Fm凶ko Mayama 

Mitsuko Endo 

Yu-ko Yamashita 

Keietsu Aizawa 

Kie tu T法油ashi 

Yuri Okumura 

Noriko Suzuki 

Kimiko Abe 

1) Graduate School of Scien民
2) Graduate School of Medicine 
3) Visiting Professor 
4) SUMI-JU Aαelerator Service Ltd 
5) Japan Radiation Protection Co., L凶．
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